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PRESENT: Dan Melville, Mary Sperr, Richard Pen)', Mll:inalel Martin, Peter Widener and
Chairperson Beverly Griebel.

CHILI ZONING BOARD OF ,APPEALS
January 2001

OToole, Assistant Counsel for theBuilding Inspector;

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Organizational meeting was week. I have been reappointed
Chair ofthe Board. Dan (Melville) has appointed Vice Chair and has also been reappointed
for another seven-year term.

Before we begin, I was out last Saturday, just a days Application
Providence Housing, I did not see a there. I did see the Planning Board sign from the prior
meeting that was scheduled, hearing at the Planning Board.

DAN MELVILLE: I saw a but I didn't it.
MARY SPERR: You know, I the top part sign, that is right, but I never looked

to see if it was Planning or zonmg.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It was Planning Board.
PETERWidener: That is what I too.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That application was actually tabled until -- actually -- oh, tabled 5

to 2 until 2/13, until the Planning Board February meeting for ~rther information from the
applicant. It was not any changes on application, but it was concerning the cut-
through ofthe road to Union u~. '''''~.

I did not see the sign Is here

Chairperson Beverly to be a legally constituted or the Chill zonmg
Board ofAppeals. She explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front
table. She announced safety The Pledge ofAllegiance was cited.

ALSO PRESENT: Larry
Town.

A meeting ofthe Chili Zoning Board ofAppeals was held on January 1 at the Chili Town
Hall, 3333 Chili Avenue, Rochester, York at The meeting was called to
order by Chairperson Griebel.

Roger Brandt was present to represent

MR. BRANDT: I could speak that
Roger Brandt with Rochester's Cornerstone Group, Bringewatt is en route

from representing Providence.
Saturday, January two men drove out to the and put Zoning Board sign over

the Planning Board sign, actually stapled it over the top and did not go back and check to see
ifthe wind had taken it but I either Mother Nature or--

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Wind or snow or something. Well, when I looked, just a few days
ago on Saturday, the most recent Saturday, it was Planning Board on there.

MARY SPERR: To you truth, I didn't look at it
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Anybody
RICHARD PERRY: I saw that on Sunday.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Counsel?
KEITH O'TOOLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: the ZBA sign was stapled over the Planning Board

sign and somehow it must have come dO\\!J1. I don't know at what point. I didn't see it. I'm not
sure when it came dO\\lJ1.

DAN MELVILLE: The planning sign was
KEITH O'TOOLE: I think the expectation is the willbe posted and maintained for a

substantial period oftime in question. It is up to you to make a determination whether, in fact,
they satisfied those goals.
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problem?

but the verbiage is
at 7 p.m,

the project?

applicant what effect this

It is an instruction sheet that looks
ten prior to the scheduled
no further than 15 feet from the
"·,ulnr", to meet the above

requirements will result

ofthe notification signs.had no other problems withThe Board indicated

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It was there the What is your pleasure?
RICHARD PERRY: I think we have to table it.
MARY SPERR: I would like to know, is it proper to

would have on the project?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Is that going to make any changes
PETERWidener: Deadline to meet or --
MR BRANDT: Next Zoning Board meeting is
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is --
DAN MELVILLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: February 27th.
MS. BRINGEWATT: Application is due the 20th Albany.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, I know that your has been here before. It very

important that these signs be posted for notification ofpeople driving and I don't think we
have any choice but to table it even the next it was not up there. I think that is a very
important point.

I know that the instructions are given out with the
like this (indicating), and it says that it must be posted at
public hearing. It feet, no closer than 8
front property line. It must be posted for at the ten
requirements will result," it doesn't "may," "failure to meet
in the tabling ofthe application until the next regular "

So we have no choice.
It is the same background as a Planning Board meetmg

different Well, we have no choice but to table it until February
Can I have a motion?
DAN MELVILLE: I'll move
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Second?
PETERWidener: Second.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: All favor? The Board was all in favor of the motion to table.
We will not be hearing any testimony on Application 2 tonight.
I did not have a problem with any other Anyone else

say.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: we go out there at different We never go out as a
group, ofcourse. And later on in that time period, had happened to the sign. I don't
know if anyone went out earlier and had idea --

RICHARD PERRY: Bev (Griebel), I was out Sunday,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Okay. The day
RICHARD PERRY: That is what was up.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The Planning Board?
RICHARD PERRY: Yes.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Not the ZBA
DAN MELVILLE: I we have no but to table
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: These have to be posted and maintained. Someone has to be

assigned to maintain them, particularly in the winter with various things that go on with
the Rochester weather.

DAN MELVILLE: Nobody's seen it. if someone had seen it at one point they
could say it was there and something happened to it

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So even the day after, the 14th, Sunday, it was gone.
MARY SPERR: But even ifthere was a sign up that--
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: No, because the Board meeting was a different date.
DAN MELVILLE: You have to be consistent.
MARY SPERR: I don't read the I know they're supposed to

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, we had seven on the agenda, and six applicants were
able to keep the signs posted so that we could see them I think is significant,

DAN MELVILLE: You know, ifsomeone on the Board had seen it up at one point, then
you might have allowed a leeway.
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BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Right.
put up the next one that "'''1 ',"'\,,1.

the next day. Whoever put up the first sign better
The PlanningBoard is still there.

1. Application ofDavid owner; 15Adela Circle, Rochester, New York 14624 for
renewal ofconditional use permit to a 30' amateur tower at property located
at 15Adela Circle in R-I-15 zone.

David Loveridge was present to the appncatiou.

MR. LOVERIDGE: Hi.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: 1think were a
MR. LOVERIDGE: Uh-huh.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I we some concemed neighbors. Have you had any

complaints?
l\1R LOVERIDGE: Not at all whatsoever
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Larry (Smith), anything come through your office?
LARRY SMITH: No problems,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is quite a short one. It is unobtrusive in the trees.
MR. LOVERIDGE: Yep.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: 1 by and at
MR. LOVERIDGE: It works too.
MARY SPERR: is what we asked him to
DAN MELVILLE: No as long as there any problems or

complaints. It looks good to me.
PETERWidener: antenna about the I saw one on the roofof

the house.
MR. LOVERIDGE: It is --
PETER Widener: Which one was I looking at
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The long arms.
MARY SPERR: On left-hand side ofthe house.
MR. LOVERIDGE: It is hard to see. It is actually on the part ofthe house.
PETERWidener: The one on is that tetevision.
MR. LOVERIDGE: 1S radio antenna is

lower than the TV antenna.
PETERWidener: When you it was hidden by the the one I saw was right there

and it was okay.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: In summer it is trees. The trees are grown up around it

and it shields it.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM AUDIENCE:

than last time. You had neighbors concerned

mterterence, I would have taken care ofit.
probably talked to or the

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: little
about --

MR. LOVERIDGE: Ifa t .. r"I·,I"'tn

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, would
BuildingDepartment and done something about

l\tlR. LOVERIDGE: in the phone book, so.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: They could contacted
This went to Monroe County and came

Beverly Griebel made a motion to rl"'f'l<lr",

determination ofno significant environmental
All Board members were

agency as as SEQR and made a
M11:::11aeI Martin seconded the motion.

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of6 the following conditions:

1. Granted for a n",r~"J1 of5 (five)

2. Applicant to correct any neighborhood interference due to the ham radio
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transmission.

The following findings of fact were

1. Tower will not change the character neighborhood.

2. Tower, only willnot intrusive.

2. Application ofProvidence Housing, 1150 Buffalo Road, York 14624,
property owner: Rochesters Cornerstone Group; for variance to erect an apartment building
to consist of 61 units (12 units allowed per building), to allow one bedroom units
to be 620 sq. ft. each (700 ft. ) and 8 two bedroom units to be sq. ft. each (850
sq. ft. req.) at property located at 59 Union Boulevard in RM & PRD zone.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: If anvone bas come in for Application it has been tabled, that of
Providence Housing.

DECISION: Unanimously tabled until February I at 7 p.m, a vote of6 yes to table
for the following reason/finding of fact:

L Applicant failed to post the required property
hearing.

ofpublic

Note: to new at the Building to post and
maintain as per Town regutations Applicant must be present for the
public bearing.

3. Application ofDon Temperate, 3504 Chili AvenueKocnester,
variance to allow bouse with deck to
located at 3504 Chili Avenue in R~ zone.

Don Temperate was nresent to represent the application.

York 14624 for
req.) at property

mmcatmg). This is actually ~- it is actually 57 toMR TEMPERATO: Hello. these
the back ofmy line.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I think we all have a
DAN r..-ffiLVILLE: What was advertised was 1c7VTll'TIO'}

RICHARD PERRY: No.
LARRY SMITH: What is he "">"'ft,,,'l

RICHARD PERRY: He just pointed out that the

amenuec one.

feet from the rear lot
line.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So it is not 60 -- was required, so --
MR. TEMPERATO: When laid it out, we just assumed everything was okay, so we

went ahead and --
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: living in there now'?
MR TEMPERATO: Yeah,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Then find out that --
MR, TEMPERATO: Yeah.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: -~ it is not sitting
Is the deck built around?
MR TEMPERATO: Yep. I a permit for that,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So feet. That is still with the deck?
DAN MELVILLE: Yes.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: placed it a little didn't it foot --
MR. TEMPERATO: Right.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: -~ or lines moved. Sometnmg happened,
RICHARD PERRY: You're the first owner?
MR TEMPERATO: Yes.
RICHARD PERRY: So when you go to sell you will wind up having to get a variance
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it starts going down

-- it comes through
Actually kind ofbehind

IS a large drainage ditch in

at other than the that

building or moving into the place
don't like that

out through that, I'm not

. ?point',

to it for 4 inches for the house.

at

either.

IS nothma behind

for that.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: deck is runner
RICHARD PERRY: But how about the neuse?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: will cover it,
RICHARD PERRY: All
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You probably would

Or the builder would have, would have had to.
MARY SPERR: It's a beautiful house.
MIt. TEMPERATO:
PETERWidener: When

the back there, isn't
MIt. TEMPERATO: Well, is a drainage ditch

Chestnut and releases into -- there is -- 'th",e-",'c a little pond
that bam over there.

PETERWidener: Where is your
MR TEMPERATO: I

into that retainer.
LARRY SMITH: The drainage is on the other suodrvrsion.
PETERWidener: That is what I was thinking about.
Okay, thank you. Good.
RICHARD PERRY:
MR TEMPERATO:
RICHARD PERRY: probably no reason to but it looks like they're

going to build homes there. is a retenuon pond that is at the back lot line.
MR TEMPERATO: Not at At the bam. It over the barn.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I k110w that some back there -- because I was at a

Planning Board meeting this out, aud that goes over towards
Chestnut Ridge Road --

LARRY SMITH: None ofthat the parcels on
his property drains down into Mark's property.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Obviously anvone
that would back up to would see
configuration, I they don't have to buy
sure what the plans are.

MR TEMPER.J\TO: I don't
LARRY SMITH: No problems.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM AUDIENCE: None.

Beverly Griebel made a motion to the Board lead agency
determination ofno environmental impact,
Board members were in of the motion.

as SEQR and made a
seconoed the motion. All

DECISION: a vote of6 no conditions, and the following

L No impact on neighboring nronernes.

2. No Change the cnaracter neighborhood.

4. Application of'Wegmans Food Markets, owner; 1500 tsrooxs Avenue, Rochester, New York
14624 for to erect two at property located at
3175 Chili Avenue in zone.

Art Pires was rent to represent the application.

Markets, Project Manager for Reall\1R PIRES:
Estate.

We're here seekmz a variance for the pharmacy drive-through signage on the front facade
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of our building on Chili Avenue. I I was for a tripod, and -- I was going to
reach up there, so if the Board can with me on this. Actually, I have

DAN MELVILLE: Do want that up on that board over
MR PIRES: Actually, um -- I just hold it works

basic here.
What we have here is the plan and up to top can see the pharmacy relative to

the building and both Paul Road and Chili Avenue. We're approximately 878 feet to Paul Road,
and then approximately 1,140 feet to Chili Avenue. I point that out ofthe consideration
of one of the unique of this is the from Number 1.

Number two, the change in topography from the and then obviously
Paul Road comes down. For consideration of the and location, we're asking for the
variance in that particular instance.

Now, also what we're asking the variance -- the pharmacy drive-through is on the
eastern edge ofthe expansion here. This was the and I think one can see steel
out there ifanybody has traveled by This portion over to the that is the addition that
we had approved back in September, 14,000 square

Part of that being the drive-through canopy over at area (indicating). That
being set back from the main is another reason for the signage on this
building, the drive-through, so that people can see that more readitv that that is the area they
want to come around to for the pharmacy service.

Also because we have a door here (indicating), we would like to the "pharmacy"
on the building. So that pharmacy itself serves two to people to that end,
that that is tied in with the drive-through. Once it would on portion
(indicating) rather than here (indicating) because that is set back.

DAN MELVILLE: You would have a entrance pharmacy there?
MR PIRES: Yes, there would a separate entrance at (indicating).
DAN MELVILLE: Can show the audience?
MR PIRES: Yes.

Mr. Pires showed the audience of the requested signage,

MR PIRES: looking at the a we note the
uniqueness ofit It is set back, topography ofthe Chili and Paul Road and
then the site. The need to provide direction -- it is more directional signage for customers
trying to see the canopy drive-through area. to direct them to that door, if'need be, at the
east end of the building.

I think it is certainly in character with the commercial development, not a
detriment to anybody and certainly not a detriment or impact on the community.

With that said, any questions from Board I would be to address at this point.
RICHARD PERRY: I think I can see what they're planning to do here.
PETERWidener: Mary (Sperr) and I have a question here. TIle food pharmacy sign and

then the pharmacy are you moving your pharmacy out of'Wegmans?
MR PIRES: No. We're relocating it within the but not moving it outside.

TIns is where the pharmacy will located over now, and this is the
drive-through (indicating). This represents the the drive-through (indicating), but
we're not getting lid ofthe pharmacy in the

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It will break through, You can walk through the store.
DAN MELVILLE: It will still be part ofthe
MR PIRES: It will be part ofthe but just relocated building.
TIle "Wegmans Food Pharmacy" is more of the Wegmans Food Pharmacy corporate logo.
MARY SPERR: It is the same square feet to the left on the original

design. So you feel it is necessary to both because the name is Wegmans Food
Pharmacy?

MR PIRES: That is what it is known correct And that is not --
MARY SPERR: You want to leave it there?
MR PIRES: That isnot to in the future ifwe come Board we would take

that into consideration for adjustment when we put that stgnage on, but at this point we're asking
that we keep that "Wegmans Food Pharmacy" and then in this is the pharmacy -- more
the pharmacy drive-through area (indicating).
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DAN MELVILLE: IS a to people know about that
entrance?

MR PIRES:
DAN MELVILLE: Is that correct?
MR. PIRES: That is primary purpose.
DAN MELVILLE: I think even that entrance unless -- that

there is a separate entrance.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: And the drive-through.
MR. PIRES: With our stores and departments, that is not to say we might

not be back in the future, that is proposing
PETERWidener: The increase the ofthe .15 square really. It is

hardly noticeable. It is so small improvement.
MR. PIRES: That is to the to consideration ofthe

setback, et cetera. It is a relatrvelv
PETERWidener: Thank you.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:

Building Department
trmsnmg, so that is not

were going to use any other

be made aware ofit, and
stores. Iffor some reason

Department and everything in

How soon will this be open?

or

the beginning

BEVERLY NEDER - Attridge Road.
MS. NEDER: I a question. Back around nonnavs I neneve there was a large

A-frame sign up on Chili somethmgwithin store.
DAN MELVILLE: Filmprocessma.
MS. NEDER: I was

signage like the A-frame.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I think concern was addressed

and that was moved down to the front of the store. It was
allowed.

MR. PIRES: For sake ofthe Board and the citizens, we recognize that that is
unfortunately, urn, you a businessman, it not realizing there is certain
protocol for the sign. We were aware ofthat by the Town and took care ofit and in the
future when we calls that, it is either to Real or the Store Manager.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: was by the store I -- I don't know if
that is allowed or not, but anyway, it was --

MR PIRES: Once is
staff realizes -- to contact Real L1l>LtHl,;O,

they're focused on other
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I haven't seen that for a
MR PIRES: Anticipating April, opening this
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Oh,
DANMELVILLE: That
MR. PIRES: I was to It is a
DAN MELVILLE: Sometimes they
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I it is a
DAN MELVILLE: to move

there. It has all got to come out.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: is cnangmg.
Any other questions or comments from

n ..."'",,,",, side will be on the

will the people be driving
to enter it or will be circuna

JOHN NEDER - Attridge Road.
MR. NEDER: Not having a blueprint

in to the drive-up pharmacy Will
around?

DAN MELVILLE: You to
front side.

Mr. Pires showed Mr. a plan.

Beverly Griebel made a motion to the Board lead as far as SEQR and made a
determination ofno significant environmental impact, and Peter Widener seconded the motion.
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All Board members were in motion.

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote 6
finding offact was

no COIldItlODlS, and the following

1. Additional signage needed to identify new ""'''''ftf'f''' pharmacy and drive-thru,
to be located at opposite end of the store.

Note: permit is required.

5. Application ofBill Gray's Restaurant, Ridge Road, Webster, York 14580, property
owner: Chili Plaza Associates; for variance to erect a x 9 wall sign to be 589 sq. ft.
(100 sq. ft. allowed) at property at Chili Avenue in GB. zone.

Dan Gray and Frank Iacovangelo were to represent

ifyon would?

I'm representmg Bill the
I think you all have a copy of

MR GRAY: Good My name is Dan
variance for this sign for our restaurant on
this (indicating) rendering ofthe facade.

Basically what we propose to do is take a pretty plain - I believe it is green-colored block
facade right now and put an sloped mansard tile, all new windows in the front ofthe
building --

LARRY SMITH: Will you show the audience

MI. Gray showed the aumence the proposed rendering,

-- with the plaza --

from the street, andand some feet

MR. GRAY: We'Uadd some additional and on that mansard as
it is depicted in the drawing. The reason why before this is because it is larger
than the law allows us, but ofthe visibility ofthat -- or problems ofthat
particular space being in addition -- or some feet road, we that we need this
enlargement of the in order for our visibility to let people know back there. Ifyou drive
past the plaza right now, especially during the use the end of the parking lot for
a lot of snow storage, and you can barely see even the top ofthe building right now when the
snow gets that piled up, and there are quite a few mature trees in the parking lot during the
summer. We want to be able to not disappear being set that off the road.

I'm here for questions you may have regardmg
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I a question. I nanneneo to be on Buffalo Road in

Gates and there is a Bill and all it is "Bill " It doesn't have this statement
underneath, "Home ofthe World's Greatest Cheeseburger." Is

MR GRAY: That is ofour trademark that we just The
front of-- the Gates location didn't lend itselfto -- for to to include that on the front
in lit letters. However, it is incorporated on a smaller as you enter building there, right on
the block just by the front entrance door.

MARY SPERR: Is it on the new store remodeling on Hard Road? Did you add that
to that, "Home ofthe World's Cheeseburger"? it on that one?

MR GRAY: No, it is not. Because there is more than one on that building, and we're
pretty close -- well, actually I we're over -- we had to a variance for that one
also. We didn't push to get that on but as we further, to get this
incorporated into our signage.

MARY SPERR: What is On that one?
MR GRAY: is just "Bill Gray's."
MARY SPERR: I have one more. Dan (Gray), do

Frank (Iacovangelo), can probably answer that.
Do you have plans to put the "Bill Gray's" out by road
MR GRAY: I don't believe so,
MARY SPERR: pole
MR. MASTIN: Yes.
MARY SPERR: It will be out there,
RICHARD PERRY: as you're
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Wegmans, who is for is at about double it seems to me that that
might be a little basic overkill with that much on the buudmg. I guess I also wondered
about having to have all additional will either recognize Bill
Grays as Bill Grays -- you ifyou World's Greatest
Cheeseburger,II they or not my feeling is that it might
be --

on Buffalo? Only about a mile and a

is the question.

is 58 feet by 6
It would be

how

Bill

IS around there.

MR. GRAY: Well, I hope is to some a name that is recognizable as Wegmans,
but I know a lot ofpeople on this side ofthe familiar with Bill Grays, and it just
sort of tells them what we do. Um, driving down Chili
Avenue for probably a with the is set back the buildings adjacent
to either side, you don't a window ofopportunity to see the location as you're
driving by, and that is we wanted to -- that point what is Bill Gray's, what do
they do in there, and that sort oftells you.

LARRY SMITII: How is
half away.

MR. GRAY: You mean straight up ChiliCenter
LARRY SMITH: Will that open
MR. GRAY:
LARRY SMITH: People know what Bill
MR. GRAY: Well, to hear.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: went with

which is 441 square Sometimes on the sunnier
known as the cheeseburger -- that is right now.

DAN MELVILLE: Well, I I have to to differ you. You compare it to the
Wegmans property. I mean that does -- you know, that way back and you can't see it a mile
down the road. In you can barely see it now when in front ofit with the buildings
now that are up in front So can't use that. I to a little bit that maybe it might
be a little bigger than -- than it might have to be. Just how big, I don't know. I
really don't know what it should but I tend to think it might be a little large for that space.
I mean you me some reasons you I know ifthey were--

know, good reasons. You're not that
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It some

Frank Iacovangelo was nrf'<;CPlllf to represent application.

MR. lACOVANGELO: My name is If I may address the Board for
just a moment.

The sign that is on the Auto in the I that is about 400 square
and Auto Zone is up to Chili As look at the Bill Gray's, the signage at
that depth really drops Originally W.T. Grant facade there, I think
they had IIW.T. Grant" on that facade, and I it was one and a halftimes the sign that
is there, and this is considerably that. But even ifyou look at Monro Muffler, which
has a fairly sizable sign, as look at it from the road, it begins to shrink pretty rapidly.

And on this Wegmans had, that is an ancillary The Wegmans sign is
considerably larger than ancillary down for the pharmacy. And
there again, when you look at the location, that is so far back that if they didn't have
that sign, which is probably almost the Bill that would drop off
pretty quick

And then, of you know, we have months ofwinter There is a lot of snow.
And there tends to be in ofthat they can push the snow one we
push it up to the front, that blocks some ofthe visibility.

Then, addition, in summertime,we some trees along the road, and
then within the plaza, and when those trees fill up, that blocks visibility. So I think it is
important to have good This is not too much than that is on the
Auto Zone location, and is about back further, so I think they need the size and the
depth ofthis plaza. In back of the plaza it tends to be a Of course, it has
been dark because those two stores have empty some but we would like to light it
up a little bit.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The Auto the IS but it is It "Auto
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Zone" and then just lines that across so have made it very simple. You can get what it
I think with Bill I think people know what Bill rather than having more

words on there that ~~ opinion, they clutter it up. I am not a but the "Bill
Gray's" is simple. That is what I would to see on there.

I think I want to hear are comments from the audience.

Michael Mammano was also present to represent the appucation.

Company. I do the
K Mart andWegmans

MR MAMMANO: My name is Michael Mammano, Clinton
manufacturing. We have also done sign manufacturing for Auto
and most of the other larger signs in the area.

The reason for the substantial of the is obviously line of In reference,
the W ofWegmans is a letter. Proportionately it is same the Wegmans sign. The
KMart sign that we have done with Big K, I would is more square footage than this, not
to mention all of the line underneath, the "pharmacy," the "auto and "Penske" and two
or three other copies on there. As far as footage really asking for than
the surrounding stores.

DAN MELVILLE: more square rootage.
MR MAMMANO: We're condensing instead "TheHome ofthe

World's Greatest Cheeseburger," have incorporated it into They have
published that and have that within We have decreased the of that in order to fit
it on the in order to allow the letter, was a little thought put into that to
make that fly.

The Auto Zone the other one that was is probably smaller in overall letter
height, but the sheer magnitude of the open face neon creates a brilliant effect. They call that
accelerator bars to the right side Auto that accelerator bar to
compensate for footage on on the building. is much to do the same thing,
but we feel a o-foot is the way to being so set back from road there.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Will these be illuminated?
MR MAMMANO: Internally, but not nearly as bright as Auto Zone.
RICHARD PERRY: All ofthe letters, "Home of the World's Greatest Cheeseburger," will

be
MR MAMMANO: No external light. ~- it is not an intense white

light. It is a glowing red behind a red shield, more ofa light than a spotlight.
MICHAEL MARTIN: I think it is important ~~ the point made it is ~- part oftheir

trademark name, it -~ I don't can infringe on their trademark name by limiting it on the
SIgn.

without the logo, having gone

our locations. We're not going to start

~~'~_." we're not bound by anvone's trademarks. We're just
want to trademark into a smaller

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, it is displayed other
and added on ~-

KEITH O'TOOLE:
looking at the square rootaae
footprint, so be it.

LARRY SMITH: Will you utilizing the
MR. GRAY: No. We don't serve alcohol in any

with this one.

COMMENTS ORQUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:

BEVERLY NEDER ~ Attridge Road.
MS. NEDER: I'm kind of appalled at the sign. I think ifyou're flying over in an

airplane or helicopter, you're readable from up there. I don't think that we need in Chili to
play, "Can you top this?" Just because one sign is 400 square feet, I don't think we have to have
somebody come in and to almost square feet. There is a lot of clutter on that comer
anyway. I go by quite There are various A~frame up out in front,
and they have a location in Henrietta, I that is quite far back from the road and I don't
think the sign out there is that big. I just think even "Bill Grays," in that much area -- it is too
much. We don't want to look like Henrietta. We don't want to look like Ridge Road in Greece.
And ifyou open the door to a big for them, the next one that comes in here will want to
go 800 feet.
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Thank you.

No variance was

Is Bill Gray's planning

do to cut down a little bit

disgrace. There are
are several places that

with and it should be
They're not allowable.

in Chili Center to upgrade
we are succeeding,

but when it was lit, it was

can

(Smith), that is your department that

quesnon, I

DOROTHY BORGUS - 31 Stuart Road.
MS. BORGUS: I would like to echo sentiments ofMrs. Neder, I think this is what we

open ourselves up to Monro Muffler and theAuto Zone when signs are given,
which at the time were I opposed those. I thought were too big then and
you see what happens. somebody has to -- we have to have one-upmanship

That is not the look we want in Chili at all.
I have been noticing other stores. I don't think there is another one -- I don't care

where you go that you another Bill Grays that I think the verbiage on the front is
excessive. It is tacky. Absolutely asking a that is almost six times our
ordinance, and I am wondering what currently on that building.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I don't any
MS. BORGUS: the Building Inspectorwould know.
LARRY SMITH: It than is by our

granted on it. What is the length building?
MR. GRAY: linear feet the front.
LARRY SMITH: It can't over 100 square feet.
MS. BORGUS: Well, that is plenty U10,,,,,'A from the road.
MARY SPERR: They're not in more.
MS. BORGUS: I not in busmess

plenty visible from the Ifthat -- that
Another thing I like to is that

on, again, these sandwich out
MRGRAY: No.
MS. BORGUS: That is the 1S a

always sandwich boards -- not just plaza. Further down Chili
routinely put those sandwich boards out. I think those should
clear to the new people to Chili those are forbidden our
We don't want them. been a lot ofmoney and effort
the appearance and the type ofbuildings and we
and I think to allow this is one

Thank you.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I

addresses that is that l',yrrpl"t'!
LARRY SMITH: TIlat's
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Now. regarding

on

SIZe.

but it is also on a larger building
World's Greatest Cheeseburger"

different signs that "Bill
you know -- it is not

interior ofthe It is a very

we deliberate, if no one has any more

with "BillGrays" and then the "Home of
toaetner that is Ifyou had Bill Gray's, that

MR. GRAY: I I'm not sure I can now. We could take another
look at it, but, urn, in terms you know, what was like with one-upmanship, it is
reallynot our intention to do is to sure that we signage visible
enough for our location so we don't suffer the same as the two previous restaurants that
occupied that space. I that would be my only concern.

I know the sign is smaller than
whichmay make it look a We do "Home
on that facade. We have -- there is -- are
on that facade. We try not to be we build
Vegas-type flashingneon or you can't see the neon from
muted, very subdued light.

Urn, so I guess answer to your I'm not really sure I'm -- I would have
you know, consult with the manufacturer and the other in our company to see how we
could find a happy medium here.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Now, the total
the World's Greatest Cheeseburger,
would bring it down to 1 at the same

MARY SPERR: Do we want to discuss that
questions?

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, I think one concern is
Ma'am, did have you something to add?
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ofthe variance would

feet long. Ifit went to

ifwe have the

a little bit?

too. I mean you have to

you planning on staying

with?

it

-- I don't

a variance,ifyou do

5

JOYCE KRENZER - Ballantyne Road.
MS. KRENZER: Joyce Ballantyne Road, Scottsville, New York
What is the Town's regulation as to the size of
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It depends on the square footage of the building and --
LARRY SMITH: A foot and a half area for every foot oflinear foot offrontage. This is

feet wide is the store --
MS. KRENZER: What does --
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: 100 square allowed
LARRY SMITH: Maximum of 100 square
MS. KRENZER: And asking for?
MARY SPERR: 589,
MS. KRENZER: Then I that would be wouldn't
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, it is larger than what is allowed, and it is up to this Board to

-. "ou know it is --J ,

MS. KRENZER: Well, those decisions were made to that decision as to
the allowable size for wouldn't that have made sense to have followed those?

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: is an allowable without a variance and anyone can ask
for a variance from the TO\Yll Code. That is What this

MS. KRENZER: I realize that.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is a Zoning Board ofAppeals.
DAN MELVILLE: It taken in how from the

consider all that.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: A lot offactors enter into That is true. That is what they're

asking. It is up to this Board to make that decision.
MS. KRENZER: I one suggestion, and that is I would prefer not to see it become

another Henrietta.
Thank you.
BEVERLY " .... rr<Y"r-Y We can discuss it we is we either

approve it the way it or we don't approve Unless the applicant wants to table it and bring in
something smaller. is another you would

When is this scheduled to open?
MR. GRAY: March 5th. So I don't think we

opportunity --
DAN MELVILLE: 27th is our next meetmg.
MARY SPERR: Why don't we discuss it amongst 01lJfSI~Ive:s.

to hear the outcome?
MR GRAY: Yes.
PETER Widener: Thank you,
LARRY SMITH: At that

you grant?
MR GRAY: Ifit helps deCISIOn, um, proposed of the Bill

Gray's is at 6 foot now. We would -- I azreeable to drop it to a 5-foot letter which
would significantly the you know, on facade,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It would reduce it in and
MR. GRAY:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: now at 6-foot
and -- I don't know ifthat would be 50
That would be ifyou have just "Bill portion.
MR MAMMANO: That would drop it over a length of somewhere in the to 50 foot

range versus 60 plus,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So were it would spread it about --
LARRY SMITH: Bev (Griebel), why don't work with the square footage? They can

figure out what lettering they can put in that square footage.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Would be something you could
MR GRAY: A 5-foot letters, or--
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The square footage, that would approximately like what we're

mentioning now at a certain square footage, something like that.
MR. MAMMANO: We -- not even We need to at least 400. You can't do
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for just that

anything 250,
MARY SPERR: Ifthey're to can we talk amongst ourselves?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, this is a public TIle input from them is to be during

the public hearing and not so that is the concern.
MICHAEL MARTIN: What was the square rootage Auto
RICHARD PERRY: I don't think we know I think that is one of the things v-

DAN MELVILLE: I think "Bill Gray's" was to a 5-foot letter, we just have
to figure out what the square footage would be. that.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: were feet long at 5 that is

the name Bill

some dead space

sign to edge of sign.

time? Anything

place didn't

one more comment. When you figure the square footage
a around that is how most of the

oacs-m box. These are individual channeled letters and
is a lot that

rectangle from

move on and then we will discuss
Planning and came as a local matter.

portion.
MARY SPERR: What concerns me is that the two locations that were in that spot

that had smaller signs, visible didn't have that advertising and are no longer in business,
and we have -- hang on -- we have a lot ofopenings in and as a resident ofthe Town
ofChili, we're proud to have that onr business the TO\\1J1, we need to encourage
businesses to come while I'm not we should have gargantuan signs on everything,
I think we have to think about -- they're to come into onr Town and
put a restaurant here is one not that far we could all to, but we would
like to have here.

I'm looking at from standpoint and we are looking at square
footage and we don't want it to be in our Town, but I would like to see that restaurant
succeed. I really want to stress we know for it to in plaza, it is good for
everybody here. So is I am coming from on Maybe is garish, but it is set
back in the plaza and will not see it unless you happen to look at it right when you go by. I
drive by it day. (Iacovangelo) a point that the trees will shield some of
that when they by.

The other that are out in ofthat plaza is a separate that Frank
(Iacovangelo) can take up -- or Building Department can up with the plaza, That's a
totally separate I personally don't it is a tacky I like you can see it. That
is what they're in for to see them. I think it wouldn't hurt to let people know
they sell cheeseburgers and it is a restaurant and down

LARRY SMIlli: One ofthe reasons the restaurants went out was the food in there.
MARY SPERR: That the case.
RICHARD PERRY: and that the

Grays. They didn't have name recognition.
MARY SPERR: I will not all that. I just want to make sure we brought the

point that he is in here and we want to hut we have to come to some
happy medium what is for "'Vf'TUI'1ochl

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: questions ofthe applicant at
from the side table?

KEITH OTOOLE:
MR GRAY: If I just

of the sign on the building, you
signs are, like the Auto
I'm probably talking semantics

LARRY SMIlli: Our signage
So there are no ups or downs

MR GRAY: No anowances
LARRY SMITH: No.
KEITH O'TOOLE:

between the letters.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That is true.
Did you have any other comments?
MR GRAY: That's Thank
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I
This was sent to Monroe

Beverly Griebel made a motion to the Board lead as as SEQR and made a
determination ofno environmental impact, and Mary Sperr seconded the motion. All
Board members were in favor of the motion.
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DECISION: Approved by a vote ofS to 1 no (Richard Perry) with no conditions, and the
following findings of fact:

1. Applicant described need a due to setback from the
busy street and trees or snow piles partially obstructing the view.

2. Line of is diminished due to buildings near the front ofthe plaza.

Note: A sign nernnt is required.

6. Application ofWilliam Steimer, owner;
variance to create an undersized lot to be
dwelling to be 43.5' from proposed side lot
Road in A C. zone.

;)C()us:vrue. New York 14546 for
variance to allow existing

property located at 1060 Reed

Bill Steimer was ,\rp,;:p'1t to represent the application.

these pictures, because I thought that was the house

things

You don't have to hamper yourself

cutting out?

MR STEIMER: Bill Steimer, Reed Road. I do a
that I was wondering if I could present to the Board for a little more picture.

There is an aerial photo taken the Farm at one time, and I will reference
that in my discussion. Two photos ofthe house involved, and of a letter to this Board in
1977.

LARRY SMITH: me. Bill (Steimer), lIon your application,
disclosure, does any officer or employee ofthe County or Town interest in this
application pursuant to Section ofthe General Municipal are basically on a
Conservation Board?

MR STEIMER:
LARRY SMITH: You should have checked
MR STEIMER: Okay.
LARRY SMITH: So I like to modify application checking "yes." That is

just -- it just points out to that you are on a Board for the
MR STEIMER: Thanks, Larry (Smith).
Then I would abstain from any discussion that --
LARRY SMITH: No. AIl doing is disctosmg

at all.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It changes that one answer, that is
MR STEIMER: Okay, Thanks.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I'm

that is involved. That is the one
MR STEIMER:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Because that has a house number,
MR STEIMER: Yes, it does. Ifyou have a chance to look over the original request for

the actual variance to build that in we requested a variance at that time to build a
second house on the farmed lot, so that was granted at that time, and that is one ofthe reasons
why we're here.

We have two One is to make a better situation for sake ofplanning for
estate reasons for the and the second reason for the requested is to keep all ofthe
agricultural activity on the farm without lot that would either reduce
what could be farmed or impact that at a future

The aerial photo shows how farm is cropped at this point. And ifyou look at the back
of that, it shows kind offingers through the and this is a photo that happened to be
taken when we were subsurface drainage in that portion farm

Why we think it is important have asked a smaller lot than is typical, we that
drainage, that type drainage pattern going through whole And ifyou look toward the
comer where the subdivided -- the proposed subdivided house lot is within 10 feet ofeach
proposed lot line intersection, at the roadway and at the south line, there is a major drainage
outlet for that side ofthe farm's drainage pattern. We would like to keep both ofthose tile outlets
with the existing farmland and not have it cross a property It is pretty intricate as far as how
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some ofthe drainage from the

that is laid out.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I was wondering when I read the application why you

couldn't just move the property line over a little but I your application explains that, that
ifyou moved it over to right side lot, you would some ofthe drainage tiles.

MR. STEIMER: Also the arc that is what would consider the side and the back
ofthe proposed lot line is a swale, and what -- are -- that line actually follows the
center ofthat swale, so -- it is kind of a natural separation there.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So that is the way that makes ifyou're going to divide
it oJ:I: is to follow that and to the drainage """.,."i'h.."... on the farm that are
needed,

MR. STEIMER: Right. as -- there is actuany two points to the variance request.
'Theother one -- certainly the under and then the point, look at the survey map,
actually the majority is It is that that one point, because of
the shape ofthe rear lot, as it follows the makes it in that one point of the arc.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: to the curve, square it out, it would all right.
MR. STEIMER: Right.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Ifyou souare it out,

farm,

4 up to 17,

You're lookingacross the

gndmg you have I,

these pictures for the file?
problems with

Stermer) this
MR. STEIMER: we do.
PETERWidener: Bill

what are those grids?
.MR. STEIMER: Those are actually strips ofdifferent crops that are in rotation.
PETERWidener: os, okay.
MR. STEIMER: The width and the on the contour, the

topography ofthe land, so it is hard to see from an aerial photo, it is quite -- it is a rolling
farm, and wherever is a inclination or slope, there is a narrower strip to prevent
erosion where there is more severe potential.

PETERWidener: I see pipes in the Are they the front?
MR. STEIMER: they are. It happened to be -- we did the drainage in stages

over a period ofalmost ten and I just wanted to photo as an example, because I
didn't have -- there was no photo ofwhat is really behind the house that pattern, so I just
wanted to show that as an ofactually whole IS drained.

PETERWidener: Good. Thank
MR. STEIMER: ifyou look the comer, see the house that

discussing as the subdivision, it is a small dark rectangle It is hard to identify, but it
is in the very comer. We think the the is laid out is an excellent conservation
measure and actually compliments the house it is set. Ifyou look at the one photo, the
distant photo ofthe house, that is looking--

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is from the farm,
MR. STEIMER: Right. is about a third of the

back toward the house discussion.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Larry (Smith), do you
LARRY SMITH: I think so. I have

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:

lot line here?

DAVE ROBINSON - I Reed Road.
MR. ROBINSON: My name is Dave Robinson. I across road at 1025 Reed Road.

I came down because I'm an interested citizen and when for a in exception to a
normal zoning rule, I don't even know what this is about. What are we talking about, building on
what house? The new down the that -- his f'C1fol'l.t>,.'c or he put up a new
structure?

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: No.
MR. ROBINSON: So why do we to ask for a variance?
KEITH O'TOOLE: It is the location of the lot line.
MR. ROBINSON: TIlat is all talking about is cnangmg
KEITH O'TOOLE:
MR. ROBINSON: I couldn't tell that from the you're doing. I mean my

belief is you should live and let live and try to be a good neighbor, and back in 1977 I came here
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and said, "Oh, I would like to have that variance II so his parents could move into that
house. We sold him the land at a ridiculously low order to make that happen and I lost a
good neighbor, and I got him and we sort ofmutually agreed we don't like each other and we try
to along anyway. So I have no complaint.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: seen the diagram?
MR ROBINSON: I seen anything. I mean I could care what they do. I just

wanted to know.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: one lot. He wants to make small undersized lot

here with that house that is down hill (indicating). The woods are over there (indicating).
Then this side setback, ofthe curve with the is asking for a variance on
the setback here (indicating). But wants to that a separate lot to the rest ofthe farm
intact.

MR. ROBINSON: My position is I don't plans to for a valiance. I have
never asked for one in the I lived in Chili, but I might not live here forever and I might
want one ofmy own some day, and try to be a good and "no problem," I would
hate to be in a position where I a of flack if I asked for a so I ~-

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, everyone has that to ask a vanance.
MR. ROBINSON: I know but I am to along with and I know what will

happen when I for the so I want you to a I have stood
and said "I want to be a 1I and I equal treatment as a resident of the Town
ofChili,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Thank
MR ROBINSON: TIlank you.

Beverly Griebel made a motion to the Board lead as as SEQR and made a
determination ofno environmental impact, and Peter Widener seconded the motion.
All Board members were in ofthe motion.

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote
finding offact was

no condmons, and the following

1. Due to farmland a drainage needs to remain intact, this is the
only practical solution for a separate home lot

7. Application ofRobert Gonyo, owner; 903 Chili Scottsville Road, New York
14546 for renewal of conditional use permit to allow a business at property
located at 903 Chili Scottsville Road in AC. zone.

or a soda or whatever.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You some previous lnt",r",ct
excuse yourself from the discussion and the vote; is

PETERWidener:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You can take a seat down

property so you will

Peter Widener excused himself from hearing application.

Robert Gonyo was present to represent the application.

a conditional use

..let¥> ?ULUe.

did a good job cleaning all that stuff

after itto

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: comes back. It was tabled and it comes back
to them, and I did a note from Larry (Smith) that the property had been taken care of. All
that stuff that was there had cleared out and that was our concern at the time,
and that is why it was tabled at that time.

MR. GONYO: Robert Gonyo, 903 Chili Scottsville Road. I'm here
variance renewal. I think I met the requirements.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: And Larry (Smith) said
out ofthere.

MR. GONYO: Thank you.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: And you are
MR GONYo: It ismy livelihood. I
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You don't want to lose the ability to do that.
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MR GONYO: Not at
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is

convenient to do it.
LARRY SMITH: Noorolblems.

convenient. You a property, and it is

COMMENTS OR "1UL.dCJ FROM AUDIENCE:

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare the Board lead aaencv
determination ofno environmental impact,
Board members were in of the motion.

as SEQR and made a
seconded the motion. All

DECISION: Approved a vote of5
conditions:

with 1 abstention Widener) with the following

1. Approved a period

Applicant will maintain a stockade or equivalent fence at
6 feet height along the property adjoining residence on the north
from front back to the rear property line.

3. Maintain a otvetucles, equipment and supplies, used in the

Re-rs~;uance of a conditional use permit an extended period is conditional
on applicant's m substantially comnlving with the restrictions
placed U,-,',-,LU.

5. No dumping materials whatsoever on
or other matenats.

premises. This includes dirt,

6. No storage of inoperable equipment on premises screened or garaged.

7.
on the north,

8. No on-street parking.
adiommg residence on

west t'lT(lt'll':rfV line of the abutting property

emntovees cars within front setback line

The touowma findings were

I. This is a customary business m a area.

2. No change in the character ofthe neighborhood.

The meeting ended at p.m,



CHILI ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
I

A meeting ofthe Chili Zoning Board
Hall, 3333 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York
order by Chairperson Beverly Griebel.

on February ,2001 at the Chili Town
at p.m, Themeeting was called to

Mll~JlaeJMlaltln, Peter Widener andPRESENT: Dan Melville, Richard
Chairperson rseverrv '-J"'""L1,",'.

ALSO PRESENT: Assistant Counsel for the
Town.

Chairperson Beverly 1(>,..,~llu constituted meetmg ofthe Chili Zoning
Board ofAppeals. She explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front
table. She announced the fire was cited.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Before we
and I did not have any problem with

Did anyone else any problem?

I was out on Saturday, just this Saturday past,

The indication was no.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I
DAN MELVILLE: We only
MR. WIDENER: We had a
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You never know. Well,
Okay.

L Application ofJames Hendron, owner:
for variance to allow existing
side lot line (8' req.) at property located

'nnn:tl~lli CrOSSIng, Rochester, New York 14624
to 4' from (8' req.) and 41 from

Cornwall inRs l-Ifi zone.

James Hendron was nresent to represent the appucation.

be moving it a little

that.

have here 4 feet also. Is

we can allow is 4

Dan (Melville) just mentioned, but it
same the side line, so I have no

5

aDt)lro\re it UJIJJt:;11 L,

the Buudmg Department told

15 a
MR. HENDRON: Hi
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. HENDRON:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

further away from the garage?
MR. HENDRON:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Because the mmnnum
MR. HENDRON: Right,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I
MR. HENDRON: Uh-huh.
DAN MELVILLE: Now, I

there any reason why it be moved so it meets
MR. HENDRON: is a tree in
DAN MELVILLE: A tree
MR. HENDRON: Yes.
DAN MELVILLE: That is
MR.WIDENER: The only concern I had is

seems as though the and the
problem with that

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It may not
MR. WIDENER: Oh, okay.
DAN MELVILLE: The house should
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MR. HENDRON: It It is a in the house.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM AUDIENCE: None.

Beverly Griebel made a to rlp~l",rf'

determination ofno significant environmentat impact,
AllBoard members were in

azencv as as SEQR and made a
Micaae; Martin seconded the motion.

DECISION: Unanimously approved a
finding was

5 no COIldltlODIS, and the following

I. Applicant expressed to

2. Application ofMr. Mrs.
New York for vanance
with a lot width of 171'
at properties located at 3

owner; 317 Chili Scottsville Road, Churchville,
undersized lot 1) to 1 acre (5 acres req.)

lot on Lot to be 203' (275' req.)
(to be subdivided) in PRO zone.

Robert Avery and Mrs. Dp"·n.. ,,, were nresent to represent application.

course, for Lot I, which
less than the 275 foot of

into two lots by striking a line,
the house, then angle back up to

2 would encompass the

a probtem with that amendment?

required frontage, and, ofcourse,
which is now located 30 feet from

that because that is going all of

quesnons as well that you might

to our map, indicating the current
shown on the drawing that
There are three parcels here,

is vacant contains 3.48 acres. There
parcel. You will see that it

house parcel, and 76.26 feet to
indicated, and 3.35 acres.

and that is a 100 by 200 foot

that Oh, it is marked here 40.2.

Board

have.

MR. ROBERT AVERY: .Mal[lam Chairman, Bob Avery from Avery Bonnerwith &
Associates. We prepared the map that was application that I would like to put over on
the board, if I could.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Sure. If anvoue audience wants to go over there and take a
closer look on you can walk over it there.

MR. ROBERT AVERY: Madam before I I would like to amend the
application to include a variance for on dwelling house currently located at
the property. Due to an oversight between mvsen and the Building Department, we neglected to
request a variance for house to be northerly property line. 50 foot
is required in the zone.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: 1have to see
MR. ROBERT AVERY: That's correct.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Does on
RICHARD PERRY: No.
MR. WIDENER: No.
MR. ROBERT AVERY: If!

conditions. I think it might be easier.
represent the existing lot I have mgnuguteo
all owned by the Currently
is also a parcel vacant to the north ofit.

a little 10-foot of frontage out on
the south of the house parcel. That

The third parcel surrounds the exisnng
parcel, 0.46 acres. Those are the current coudmons.

The applicant is requesting to subdrvrde
the dark line on the drawing that I will highlight
the north lot line. Taking lots

Proposed Lot I would contain the
remaining land and would be acres.

In requesting
would contain the
frontage.

Proposed Lot 2 would also
the third variance that I requested
the north lot line to be Obviously we
the way up to as much as what they 0\'111.

With me tonight is Mrs. ppl',nrll

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So essennallv undersized lots and leaving one
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not been asked to

It makes a saleable lot if

some day selling it?

conducted percolation tests
course, ifanyone were to

Town ofChili.

' ...... '·n£n frontage. They're taking a
current zoning.

this was subdivided at one time, but

1

ofthem undersized and the other one is more
MR ROBERT AVERY:

bad situation, I suppose, and making it more in
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: TIle original

the --
MR. ROBERT AVERY: Yes.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: -- but was small.
MR. ROBERT AVERY: there is a string oflots down

here. There's four additional lots to neignbornood that are all less than the
required frontages and area, to the one lot that is also less than the
required area and frontage. That is newer that was constructed a year or two
ago, is the next lot to the south. That is 1I111'lpr!~17£'rI zone.

As far as any intentions such as nrouertv I think Pecora could answer, you
know, what their intentions I was to list the
property.

MS. PECORA:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR ROBERT AVERY:

on that Lot 2 which we have shown location-wtse
build on that, they would require full

MR WIDENER: Is there
MR ROBERT AVERY: At

continue with any site plan development.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Kind
MS. PECORA: Correct.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: In near or distant HUI.U\V, whatever

they want to sell it. I guess that is the
MR. ROBERT AVERY:
RICHARD PERRY: Lot I was preexistmg',
MR ROBERT AVERY:
RICHARD PERRY: Lot I
MR ROBERT AVERY:
RICHARD PERRY:
MR. ROBERT AVERY:

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

Scottsville Road,at 311

5 acres. properties to the north are
are no houses on the two properties to

next house down was just built last

DAVID MARSH, 311 Chili Scottsville
MR MARSH: My name is

which is the property directly to the
Just for a bit ofhistory, bouse was and that the owners originally

owned all ofthis property around area, IIE1',,!le' severat hundred acres at one time. And the
reason these lots are so split up now is I bought house from, her parents had
four brothers, and these lots were divided over the different time. In fact, that
is how the house that is now at 3 that is one ofthe brothers,
and then that is how the splits came

Now, the property to the north is
less than 5 acres. My property is than 5 acres.
the north ofme. There's the Pecora's next to us
year.

I was talking to Mr. Pecora a
action. They're great neighbors. I love
probably are intending to move sometime,
doing the same thing because 01:>VU1USJlv
than one, but if they do as -- I
consequences ofthese actions. I would
can't think ofany legal reasons to stop
it done this way.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, I

told him I would come and oppose this
they would stay here, but I think they

I was to doing this, I would be
by selling two properties rather

staying that would have to live withthe
personauy -- I personally don't want to deal with it. I

as a personal I would rather not have

explained is there are three lots
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lot be interested in

IS it and make one large lot and

currently that could be sold as three mdrvtdual
MR. MARSH: In fact, that is the Because at the time I moved in,

about years a Jones nougnt bought that property and
the next one to it so would it is now. So originally at the time of
sale it wasn't even one He it togetner -- even it is now one property, they
still have two or three different deeds. It is not

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: No. It is
MR. MARSH: But I --
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: What want to

one smaller lot.
MR. MARSH: Right. TIlen I suspect "VIH]eVI~r bought

putting a house there.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is a possibility
MR. MARSH: TIlat is all I to

Beverly Griebel made a to declare
determination ofno signmcant envtronmentat impact,
All Board members were in favor

agency as as SEQR and made a
MicnaelMartin seconded the motion.

DECISION: a vote 5 no COIldItl0IllS, and the following

1. This is a logical reVlS1ClU
vacant lot and a smaller

undersized lots to one large saleable

3. Application ofOpen Door Baptist
New York 14428 for to erect a
allowed) at property at

Scottsville Road, Churchville,
garage to sq. ft. (900 ft.

in PRD zone.

Robert Avery, Joe and Pastor H.3US(;r were present to represent the application.

audience wants to go take a look, they

MR. ROBERT AVERY: Yes, Mailam Chairman, •. '>.v.,,"'n Avery from Avery Bonnerwith &
Associates. I would to our explain the location ofthis
proposed structure.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: And
can do that.

MR. ROBERT AVERY: ofcourse, is-« well, it is
directly across the street from it is on the east side of
Chili Scottsville Road to Mottle Currently sits on a
36-almost-acre parcel. Ofcourse, the church and they have a very active
congregation, I might with the application. I'm not sure.
But in yellow I have highlighted the existmg cnurcn buudmg, and the revision cloud and in
colored blue here (indicating) we have oversized-for-this-zone garage, 1,728
square feet, and we have its -- or pending approval as 430 feet
to the east ofthe south property line, which
would be in compliance with any I believe that Pastor Hauser is
here and another individual to add some more to

MR. LIMA: My name is Joe a treasurer and one ofthe deacons at
Open Door. The application that tonight is for the growing need ofour
church. Urn, mainly for We youth and plenty ofroom in the
back for youth activities, to store all ofour athletic equipment for
soccer games and baseball games a drama ministry and have
already run out of room existmg church buudmg, and we need a place to
store some ofour drama sets and nanquets, things like that.
Certainly garden tools and supplies. to help store some ofthe things
that we don't have room for in the now rrrnU/1t'lrr congregation.

It is situated on rear ofour -- on parkmg lot, on the lower end of
our parking lot now in the rear ofthe existmg i'!n'rf-h building,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: There are some trees around
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That would be in there,

for light storage.
is going to be a garage?
more vehicles going to be

floor. We hope later we

-- to cut our

to of the proposed construction.
questions as as what you will use it for,

MR LIMA: Trees to the rear
DAN MELVILLE: Well, you answered

storage.
Will it have a concrete floor
MR LIMA: Not right It not nlanned

could put one in.
DAN MELVILLE:
MR LIMA: but it is not p tanned
RICHARD PERRY: That is a
MR LIMA: It the capability
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH: He didn't mention

stored in there?
MR LIMA: We have a mower

but that is aIL
LARRY SMITH: No.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Okay.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

and I'm sure this

IVI-a-r-S-Jll. 311 Chili Scottsville Road. You
I'm favor ofbuilding this.
outside and it does need to get

this is of the reason why I

DAVID MARSH, 311 Chili Scottsville
MR MARSH: My name is

should know up front that I am a member
There is at this point some stuff in
put inside. There has been some vandalism
think this ought to be built.

The church has done an job keepmg the nronertv looking
would help the situation as

from the Pecoras. I'm

I see the church isthis,

acrossI
WILLIAM DAIRE, Chili Scottsvute

MR DAIRE: My name is Wl11lll11r1

directly across from the church.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: What number?
MR DARE: I'm the

growing, and I agree with brothers

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare
determination ofno significant environmeutar unpact,
All Board members were favor

agency as as SEQR and made a
Michael Martin seconded the motion.

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote 5
finding

no condmons, and the following

1. Applicant described
activities with storage requirements,

a church which has many

4, Application ofKeith Vogler, nUJlrlPT"
renewal ofconditional use ,,"'.....,,1'
service at property located at

New York 14514 for
for a mobile conditioning

1-15 zone.

Keith Vogler was present to represent

has been?

or five?
Normally if'there haven't been

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Hi. was ""n,·,..v,:>1"l a
MR. VOGLER: Right,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It was grailted
MR. VOGLER: Last was
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Okay.
MR WIDENER: What is he annrvmz
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That
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signage for the truck at

ifthere are any problems that
addressed.

rrve-vear period.

was 111

any problems --
LARRY SMITH: As as I
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. WIDENER:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Which

come up in that interim, sometnmg
MR WIDENER: I
~CHARDPERRY: InotJ[cea

all?
MR. VOGLER: No.
~CHARD PERRY: Don't
MR. VOGLER: 1have magnetic
~CHARDPERRY: Okay.
LARRY SMITH: No promems,

offwhen home.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

azencv as far as SEQR and made a
Widener seconded the motion.

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare
determination ofno signmcant environmental impact,
All Board members were

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote 5 following conditions:

I Granted a n"'T~,.,r!

2. No on-nrennses anvernsmc

3. No on-street narkma pertaining to

4. No outside emnlovees.

The tonowmz nnamg was

L A is a customary

5. Application ofEdward owner; 44 .h··'.CCP1'

renewal of conditional use permit to
at property located at

Kocnester, New York 14624 for
a coupon business

Edward Frattali was to renreseut

so I am going to start

over a year ago, July. How

started with it now?

vrsmns you at the home?

a

to

or

Actually I

MR FRATTALI:
BEVERLY UJ.'I•.LWJ:'U2,Jw, And was granted at --

has business been?
MR. FRATTALl:

again.
BEVERLY You
MR, FRATTALI:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: that a renewai
LARRY SMITH: I would so.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Okay. are
MR. FRATTALI:
LARRY SMITH: We 110 comptamts

(Laughter. )
KEITH O'TOOLE:
MR. FRATTALI: I was at
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So
MR. FRATTALI: No.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is
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:MR FAATTALI: By phone or
DAN MELVlLLE: What is a crrnl'P1'U COUDon business?
MR FAATTALI: Well, Internet this morning, and there is

somebody doing this in Pennsylvania, a booklet that has $10 certificates
in it in which -- well, there is a list different counons and on the back ofthe
certificate there is like places -- numbers requestmg coupons that you normally
use for groceries, ones you out So -- what -- these are sent down to
a company called Coupon Connection the order and sell to it
people. What they do is purchase book they the coupon -- the
certificates out and send them to the comnanv fill the order. So my part is
really just mailing them the certiticate

DAN MELVILLE: All

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare
determination ofno significant environmental impact,
All Board members were in of the monou,

agency as as SEQR and made a
Widener seconded the motion,

DECISION: Unanimously a vote 5 conditions:

L Granted a

2. No

3, No on-street to

4, No outside

The following finding was

L The home is a

6, Application of Providence HOUSIng,
property owner: Rochesters Cornerstone
to consist of 61 units ( units allowed
to be 620 sq. each (700
ft. req.) at property located

KO(;nes>ter, New York 14624,
variance to erect an apartment building

buudmgj, variance to allow 53 one-bedroom units
bedroom units to be sq. ft. each (850 sq.

Square Boulevard in RM & PRD zone.

Roger Brandt, Maggie Bringewatt """,-u,,UJU were present to represent the application.

because ofthe signage not being

building design. With an
actuany it is the same building

I'm Maggie Bringewatt,
11 Road in Rochester. And

Architects, the project architect, and Roger
nrooertv and also our co-general

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
posted.

MS. BRINGEWAIT: Good evenms. Madam
Executive Director ofProvidence H0111Srllg
also with me here tonight is Bud ""'1.""''''
Brandt from Rochesters Cornerstone 'Ul\"'UU.

partner this particular 1lrn1P"t
I would like to just briefly It will tell you a

little bit more about general background that this proposal is to
construct 61 units of affordable housing and older in a two-story
building designed around a central commumty is to have 53
one-bedroom apartments, apartments of 827 square feet. Six
of the units are totally handicapped accessible, apartment bas full grab bars, washer/dryer
hookups, wall-to-wall carpeting, fully eoumned kitcnens, controlled heat and electric
and a patio or balcony, and this IS to with incomes under 18,350
for one person and 29,950 for two people.

And Bud Knapp has the overall nrorect
elevation, and -aetually photographs



another and for the manager

our major funder is the New
to be competitive
is a cost associated

square foot cost, the additional
that our rents are really

a month, and that
and $420 a month,

benefits ofthe single
ennancmg activity and

variance, and it I think, the one
it has been our experience and
a corridor building with

seniors. There is a secure
delivery, mail pickup,

the -- and the opportunity for
is an elevator, so it is easy for

apartment to go to the central

meet the needs ofthe elderly, and
Henrietta project is upwards of

ofthe reason people -- the »-

because they are able to have
and coats and go outside and
dancing at 4 o'clock in the

but I think for older
concern to them.

market, in terms ofbedroom
And their two-bedrooms

develonment costs and total project costs.
is immediately adjacent to

addmonal -- between the additional site
same number ofunits in separate

a considerable amount ofthat
additional roadwavs, driveways, runs ofutilities,

Um, we are
a one-bedroom the code

,'<VLUE,'" outside ofthe
often have rooms with cages

ofthing, So we'll be
square feet plus 9 feet for

addition, and this relates to the
over around 15,000 square feet

community rooms, the manager's
"'~\!""",l meenng rooms, rooms -- at least in Henrietta

to keep -- to stress the

design that we just completed is virtually fully occupied right now.
We're here tonight to request a variance to construct the 61 ofhousing and a single building
and much ofthe reason our on the hardship created by
the need to develop individual can be sited on a smaller parcel.
Our site development costs be this project because our rents
are so low, we're competing for a York State, and we need
to keep our costs down to

Our application is also partially
Based on our experience developing
the proposed site ofUnion Park, we esnmate
costs and additional development
buildings could add upwards
really relates to the
et cetera.

There is a seconoary
that we feel is probably
the experience ofmany
common community
entry. The services are located
manager's office, offices for ~pnll~p nroviders
socialization. In addition, all ofthe corridors
people to move around the building, to move
area to socialize for or events or whatever,

We really feel that the
it is worth noting that the averaze
We have several people in
our residents and their families
social interaction with
mingle with people,
afternoon, so -- having

And there is a lot
building design, having all residents
socialization.

And also the ability for
to have a real good handle on

TIle second variance
planning in this project to
requires 700. We will be urolVl<lmg
apartment. Ifyou're tannuar
where people can store suitcases
providing that.
additional storage. And I oeneve
point I just made, the central community
of community space in
offices, the laundry, we
that +1',,,,"''''''
social interaction among neonte.

Urn, our major funder
York State Division ofHousing.
regarding the cost ofconstruction
with increasing the
cost I think is hundred tnousano ti"lil""',,,

affordable. Our proposed one-oecroom
includes heat, and our proposed two-bedroom
again, including heat.

As I think we're
folks who often need

Just to you a sense
College Greene I is lH'!l'llnrl
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620 and the 827 square feet,
completed a project out in Bloomfield

two-bedroom, so we're
at rent levels that we're

souare footage on the single?
is what we're asking for here.

started to rent Henrietta in December,
elderrv housing in particular,

numberofother people on a waiting

range from, Lthink, 815 to 907. is
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: TIlat one two
MS. BRINGEWAIT: Yes, This project

and Bishop Sheen, one ofour
that is square feet the one-bedroom
tight in the market, if you will,
focused on.

So our request is costs can controlled so that the rents
can be maintained at the levels atfordable to the so we can receive the funding necessary
to go forward, um, and also we we can create an that becomes a
community and a home for the with

So I would be happy to answer
MR WIDENER: The units
MS, BRINGEWATT:
And they're popular.

which is about the worst time
we had 59 units, and we have 51 occupied
list.

is from 55 to Our

I there? Yes, I would.

yesterday, the one in
zrowmz on it, it is really a
you would want for your

boomers. These are popular.

apartments, and I had seen
to see square footage,

are -- I think they're all rented.
We have people from Chili who

to show them around, but
apartmentwhen this -- they don't

for seniors. We do have
care and they arrange for it,

wunna to come We also have a
beams to be any difficulties, we

1was

new Mustang,

,nh·~rpdnl'Cf to us, and I guess uplifting to
interestina to me and -- and kind

making new friends and to
It is neat.
housing wouldn't be.

i"t,,,,,,,,>C'ti,,,fY becauseUnion Meadows is adjacent to
community has not

to come -- go out across the
I think there is just a

see is anybody there for

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS. BRINGEWATT:

97-year-old was with the line nancmg
MR WIDENER: I was tiu"tnn'lt", erlOU~!,11

Henrietta, and as soon as the landscaping
great place. I was impressed with
granny. I mean it was

When I left there, I and tnougnt
I think I would. It is a

RICHARD PERRY: But
MR WIDENER: No, no.
MS. BRINGEWATT: He a

(Laughter. )
DAN MELVILLE: Why
MS. BRINGEWATT: We

me. I'm eligible on the lower end
of inspiring to see how active neonte
sharing things that they know how to

RICHARD PERRY: It is conuucrve
MS. BRINGEWATT:

Union Park and there are some sel'UOI'S
become as cohesive. This
street to go to the community center
reluctance. It is a lot to walk downstairs
coffee.

DAN MELVILLE: You don't serve
MS. BRINGEWATT: We do not. It is termed tndependent

agreements with a couple ofhome care agencies,
VNA, Traditions in and a coupie
referral relationship with Elder Source,
have the ability to refer to Elder source.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I was concerned
College Greene when it was just ODI~mJlI2.

which is smaller than so that is not a problem,
MS. BRINGEWAIT: Oh,

have been coming to Henrietta and it our manager
they want to look around because they want to
want to move to Henrietta.

DAN MELVILLE: A lot
LARRY SMITH: When do you on constructiou?
MS. BRINGEWAIT: were to receive rundmg -- it depends. How is that for a clear
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from the

you won't build it at this time?

several trainingson the new code

1 that takes effect, so things
building it in 2001 -- excuseme,

applications are due, but they havenot
their decision-making process
not quite sure we believe

answer? The State ofNewYork
told us yet when the applications are
-- that the decisions come out <11'1\11111£1

them
So --
RICHARD PERRY:
MS. BRINGEWATT: decision were to comeout in July, which is the original date,

we would hope to start construction were funded, probablyin October
-- September, October. Ifthe decision we would delay and stan in the
springofthe following

RICHARD PERRY:
(Laughter.)

lARRY SMITH: No.
mightchangein the structure between buudmg
2001,2002.

MS. BRINGEWATT: I
and is up-to-date on it.

Actually this nrntpr:f that was built
construction --

MR KNAPP: Specification Institute,
MS. BRINGEWATT: For plans
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: So you have to funding?
MS. BRINGEWATT: Yes, we do. Pan reasonwe gone through the site plan

approvalprocess and this process is to State were to receivefunding, we
wouldbe ready to start construction soon. It is a application. There are points
awarded, readiness awarded, we whenwe applied, we had not gone
through site plan approval or decent score and -- they stopped
funding at our project, but we in this community for the
samesources ot funding.

BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MS. BRINGEWATT:

COMMENTS OR 'jUl.." •.'

ROBERTAVERY, 411 Beaver Road
MR. ROBERTAVERY: I can
I don't know everything on in

application, but just hearing it, I am l:IJll."IlV

we need this type ofhousing. It look a good
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:

Theyhavehardlybroken --
DANMELVILLE:
MR ROBERTAVERY: I

have to end up an affordable situanon
requestedvariances are U~L.'~L.

BEVERLYGRIEBEL:

Town. 411 BeaverRoad.
a lot I didn't knowmuch about this

Dan (Melville) said, indicated,

they have applicants waiting.

Beverly Griebel made a monon
determination ofno signincant environmental nnpact,
AllBoard members were

agency as as SEQR andmade a
Perry secondedthe motion.

DECISION: a vote 5 no conditions and the following

1. Apphcant expiameo need a apartment building and smaller

Themeeting ended at p.m,



CHILI ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
1

A ofthe Chili L_VLUUp;,
Hall, Chili
order by Chairperson uevenv "'""'UVV'-'L.

1 at the Chili Town
meetma was called to

PRESENT: Dan Melville,
Peter Widener and Chairperson Beverlv ,,-,'LL"VVL.

Michael Martin,

ALSO PRESENT: Building Inspector:Keith Assistant Counsel tor
Tow'll.

Chairperson Beverly Griebel declared
Board ofAppeals. explained
table. She announced the

tor most ofthe time

were all up.

see a 011Number

is a lot ofrain. Is that

was down, and

We bad some wind. Any

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I was out I
8. I sa"V a pole.

GERRY HE"N'DRICKSON: I was out III

MARY SPERR: I saw
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I don't this one came

problems with any
RICHARD PERRY: I didn't see on 2.
MARY SPERR: It is ieanmg
GERRY HENDRICKSON: were all up.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Sometimes a little saabbv

all acceptable, Board?
GERRY I-IENDRICKSON: one on number

came through put it back
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We

all of them, We'll start with the aaenua

L

zone.

KOl)Ues;ter, New York 14624
a medical building CPt'"\rt('P

Roberts-Bors was to represent

the tapes at the

MS. ROBERTS-BORS: Hi.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Hi.
MS. ROBERTS-BORS:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Busy?
MS. ROBERTS-BORS:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: And I we

doctor's office and bring them
MS. ROBERTS-BORS:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: There or anvthina
MS. ROBERTS-BORS: no more than else.
DAN MELVILLE: You customers or anvtnmov
MS. ROBERTS-BORS: is no traffic commg to -- most -- most of the information is

received by my somewhere else or through modem tecnnotogy,
DAN MELVILLE:
RICHARD PERRY: Larry
LARRY SMITH:
MS. ROBERTS-BORS: lone.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
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and then ifthere are no

1TVP,..VP,,!lT instead
Normally --

rnIP",VP"ilT condition on anything like this, if
taken up with the Building

would be five you still

MS. ROBERTS-BORS: rm ifI can
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: is something that
LESLIE ROBERTS·BORS: They told me to mention
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: For it is one

problems, we generally go to
MS. ROBERTS·BORS: oa,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: But
MS. ROBERTS·BORS:
BEVERLY Ul'...U'::'UL>L.

there are any mtnngements
Department, and at

to maintain
MS. ROBERTS·BORS:

COMMENTS OR VU',L..:J

Beverly Griebel a motion to Board
determination ofno significant environmental impact,
motion. All Board were in

azencv as far as SEQR and made a
Hendrickson seconded the

IOW)\Vl1r1Q conditions:

L is a customary

2. Application
for conditional use permit
property at 8 Lexmgton j.J.,,.lrUl<nt

LexmgtonParkway, Rochester, New York 14624
a business at

Ihomas v.evrcerov was nresent

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR CEVICELOV:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: York
MR CEVICELOV:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR CEVICELOV: is three
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
Larry (Smith), do you on
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: is sometnmg
Do you presently at another
MR CEVlCELOV: I and at all three

locations around Kocnester.
DAN MELVILLE: I I one. on our that it is for a home

office. you actually to run a massage
MR CEVICELOV: One room to conouct massage.
DANMELVILLE: So people will come to your
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MR CEVICELOV:
DAN MELVILLE: It doesn't read it on the application, was advertised.

a

is going to

it as an office

not realizing clients are

and that

business," and he did not -- it is totally

is

is not the it was actualtv
what you a

the paper.
in the

It is not on here •• this is went
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: But it is an

conduct his business.
DAN MELVILLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It depends, I

phone .-
DAN MELVILLE: Normally a

without any customers to
MARY SPERR: It says for "massage

represented accurately on his part.
DAN MELVILLE: On
MARY SPERR: It is not
DAN MELVILLE:

coming.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I if it went to S0I11elJoo:\fS saw it in paper, I

think if they needed to it would be a Department or a call to me. My
name is on the I some the
audience.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

CHARLES HULL, 13 Lexington lJ'l .. lru"",
MR. m.ILL: 13 Lexington P",r!rugl'\'

street from him.
Welre diagonally across the

A woman present Hull mcicateo was

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I did a
into the Chili Board. It has some comments.
Town meetings are a I that

wen. I don't

It was mailed
"No. These

oxavea until it comes in
here.

with the word

bunch ofshingles
guy came and

for those who come

record.

pictures ofthe area

to. You don't have to

a

That was a new directive a

it is not

I lost a

on

trucking comnanv picked it up with

insurance company was over

weight ifyou want

wind storm we

was a cenverv

Neighbors are watcmng,

It

"How many how's a
'Hank' written on

MR. CEVICELOV: I sold a motorcvcle
nothing to do with that.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. CEVICELOV:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. CEVICELOV:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: "Why a

that was measured _. a sign maybe?"
MR. CEVICELOV: Because

on my roof that needed to be replaced, so
fixed them

RICHARD PERRY: What is our ....... I'l"" on addressing letters unsigned?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Wehad up at a Planning Federation a couple

years ago, and they do do allow we to pay any
attention to them.

DAN fvrnLVILLE: We to lunay;, disregard
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That was a change,
DAN MELVILLE: It is in record unsigned,

here to have their name put in the record, as far as
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, they do carry some weight.

couple years ago from Zoning and -.
DAN MELVILLE:

entertain them.
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to VVednesday, 10
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: but that is matter,
The hours; Sunday, there is no hours, Monday, to

to Thursday to 10 to 6 Saturday, 12to 4,
Ofcourse, there is no signageallowed at all. Nothing

like that,
MR. CEVICELOV: I

massage is usually an hour
that I need to write down to
about five if!
hours, with lunch.
driveway at any

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Because
MR. CEVICELOV: No, it is

in the at so
BEVERLY Ui,,"LLLl'LJ.J.

dust, no odors or anvtnma
MR.

you would see
BEVERLY "Ji'.LL.JUOL..,JI.J.

approval, and

Urn, with amount oftraffic,
llttp'TU!!lTt1<:: for notes and anything else

so within an B-hour period I can only do
because that equals out to about seven
so I will one car in the

oouoie appointments.
My vehicles are

driveway.
vismng person. No no

am booked all day long,
day.
airport review

agency as far as SEQR and made a
seconded the motion. All

Beverly Griebel to the Board
determination ofno signmcant environmental nnpact,
Board members were

DECISION: tnnnwme conditions:

1. Granted for a npr~nti

2.

on-street parxmg pertaining to

4.

5, more one customer at a

6,

7, oneration as

8, Appncant to mamtam required

was

L is a customary home occupation.

3, Application
variance to erect a
property located at 7

Scottsville, New York 14546 for
ft. allowed) at

zone.

James Martin was present to represent the application.

you put the garage behind the

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: went to Monroe ----OJ Planning and came back as a local
matter, This is a structure.

MR. JAMES MARTIN: it
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You were I think

house.
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just

AC

trucks,

most

or

care out

garage so as
Planning Board,

normally be put
basement rougaty the

well and also
It is pretty rough,

you're justousmess out

condmonat use under that zone,
COII<11tlOna1 uses IS

that did

store the equipment
wintertime, no,
equipment to

counsel can
would a Conditional

for only part

Mk, JAMES MARTIN: No, I was never here before. When I moved that house
roughly two and a halfyears ago, the garage that is on now was already built,

RICHARD PERRY: That was down closer to Stottle Road.
MR JAMES MARTIN: Heuers' mavbe?

MARY SPERR: it was further up.
MR lAMES MARTIN: Next to the Godettes',
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Now, are going to use
MR JAMES MARTIN: Mainly -- I have right now that are outside,

Two ofthem are personal, The two are work I several single-axle
trailers we use for work that are that I kind a

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Used
MR JAMES MARTIN:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: out ofyour UV'''''''•
.rvtR, JA.1v1ES MARTIN: store a of the equrpment, esneciauv

my residence. Once we start working, I a partner and
equipment over to his place. We kind of it up,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Where is your for the ousmessv
MR JAMES MARTIN: In Henrietta.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: you
:MR, JAMES :MARTIN: Not
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It

trailers and several other of equipment.
r..1R JAMES MARTIN: I

eaters -- my house has no basement, so it
in the basement. I shouldn't it r!n".cn't
of a closet, big enough for -- I
my hot water heater. Other

DAN MELVILLE: Now,
storing your vehicles

MR JA1\1ES MARTIN: 111at's
We do a lot of the at my

DAN r..1ELVILLE: Isn't
PETER WIDENER: It is kind
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Might need some
DAN MELVILLE: Maybe our
LARRY SMITH: It like
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So

to apply for
LARRY SMITH: That
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So
LARRY SMITH: Well, you can

make it a condition that he a Conditional
MARY SPERR: I don't it.
DAN MELVILLE: In other nUJlU>:>.

MARY SPERR: I understand that
Permit.

LARRY SMITH: It is an
KEITH OTOOLE: He is iocatec

business in that zone.
MARY SPERR: Okay,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We had someone

District home.
MICHAEL MARTIN: You're not actually doing care out

storing the equipment there?
MR JAMES MARTIN: the -- I went for a

pole barn because I don't want to run out ofroom and to for another building down
the road, The piece ofproperty I to me is pretty big, I need a lot ofroom to keep -- the
garage that is existing there is basically dilapidated, It recently remodeled. There a lot
stuffthat sits outside behind the in the it from the road.
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It was advertised as a
Where is the

aWediscussed
is askmg to erect a

Sanford & Son or a junkyard over there. I just need something that big
I went something that big.

at my place, And in the
there,
outside all winter.

winter, but there is nothing

I don't want it to look
basically to put

But during the course
wintertime, ofthe seasonal-use equipment

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It rin",,"""f'

l\1R. JAMES MARTIN:
we can do about now,

PETER WIDENER: I
garage, but on

it easier for a decision. We
not -- it wouldn't done as fast

probably be done

planning to build?

to

LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY motor vehicle
LARRY SMITH: a motor vehicle IS a ~ar:a~e even build something you call

a barn,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: means
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. JAMES MARTIN:

were It is a
as I would like it to done.
within 12 months I was permitted

MARY SPERR:
MR. .,'""v,,·..'!

Mr. James Martin presented the a nicture is planning to build.

or less, that

friends that are firemen
come a long ways, I think

property. This is a large
to scale.

to (indicating)? Will there

liUll:>l;;. that's correct

a new r!Ti'J'pt'JllV in, It used to on the

We usually hire it out
".H,'fhn"" like that stored there?

PETER a
a drive to

MR JAMES MARTIN:
PETER WIDENER:
l\1R. JAMES lVtARTIN:
PETER WIDENER: on.
GERRY HE~1)RICKSON:

l\1R. JAMES IVJru,,". ,

GERRY HENDRICKSON:
l\1R. JAMES 1\1ARTIN: correct.
GERRY HENDRICKSON: I

one side of the
l\1R. JAMES MARTIN:
GERRY HENDRICKSON:

house had a
MR. JAMES 1\1ARTIN: IS

it was quite a in It was a
GERRY HENDRICKSON: No other questions.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I a comment.

structure. It is ofthe
Is it drawn to
l\1R. JAMES lVI."".'''''
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
KEITH Not no.

COMMENTS OR 'H ",,.'! FROM THE

H"'.I""1'I" Griebel a motion to declare
determination ofno signincant environmental rmnact,
motion. All Board members were

as SEQR and made a
Hendrickson seconded the

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote of? toHowinll' condition:
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L to the Planning a conditional use nermrt,

The following nndmgs

L A customary use

2. Applicant ex-plained

4. Application ofChili Legion Club, nnn""'." 450 Scottsville Road, Scottsville,
York for variance to erect an 8' x 3 double-faced freestanding changeable letter
sign to be 2' from front lot at nrooertv located at Scottsville Road in
PRD zone.

Robert Avery, Film Donaldson and Goodnne were present to renresent

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
the Legion.

Board as +1,,,,·,; .. ,,, members of

Pete Widener and Gerry Hendricksen were excused

go ahead

there. The
nronertv comer What

flashing arrow

course. we want to have a

Adjutant of the Sons ofthe

post home is all out
out there in front

enouzh room to put it in the front

MR AVERY: Hello, Robert 411 Heaver
American Legion With me is Film the
Legion, and with the Sons of the Legion, Glenn Goodline,

We have an map with
briefly just to point out where
property here (indicating) S.IJLOW1ll£l:

Scottsville Road, with the
The sign location we

highlighted here (indicating) as you can see on
line and 5 feet north ofthe southerly property

There is also -- we
sign will be 6 foot above

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
look at it

l'vlR AVERY: The reason to come to request the variance
sign, a permanently mounted into Secondly, because

Right now the Legion currently a ofits fund-raising by use ofone of
the flashing arrow signs which I think most Board are probably familiar with. I
have seen one front VFW on Ballantyne We the same type of
problems that the VFW Post with the to
replaced -- the panels in them oftimes. So to request that
we be able to replace fixed P05;1.t10n.

The reason we're so to the nent-or-wav lends
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It
l\ttR. AVERY: Well, for one
State right-of-way, ifyou

of the post is all within
of the building, one

GERRY HENDRICKSON:
MR. AVERY: Correct
So the reason not tocanna

right-of-way and the dimensions
placing it on the only other
have it that to the right-of-way
we're placing on the which is changeable,
fur to -- most ofthe time to contribute

The height ofthe is to the
pavement itself is probably 5
we plan on doing for the
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sign, remove the pornon. These are internally-lit signs, and we would construct a
steel frame, placing it in ,",uunu on the detail).

We plan on runnmg underground eiectnc feed the light pole through the parking
lots to the sign in the I believe, our operation
hours.

That is all I

COl\1MENTS OR VUJ...u

to have legs that would

LIJ.!:,lVll Cl1eCKe~£1 it out, and found

between the building and that is
only location left with a bit

Cl1eCKe:£1 it out Members
to put it where it
it further

GERRY HENDRICKSON, 480 Stottle Road
MR. HENDRICKSON: Madam Chairman, would for a safety factor, too. The

other front people commg around corner couldn't and
this one to see not block the sight
distance.

BE\t'ERLY "''''''L'-'J-''''-'......

asphalt so
ofgrass.

MR. AV'ERY:
that that was really the

BEV'ERLY GRIEBEL:
be

more than

replacing

but we plan on
our Legion Post. You

improvements the

building and one

Sounds

VFW a problem.
on top ofthe electric transformer

can
It is a problem if they --

n",·.",l~ that

MR. AVERY: We have it for
having the so it is not obtrusive.

we plant annuals around our monument in
spring around the around the

BEV'ERLY out
what you have had U"''',II "'.

MR. AV'ERY: Yes.
BEV'ERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. AV'ERY:

the last wind storm we
BEV'ERLY "'L"'~"""-''''',

MR.AV'ERY:
BEVERLY \JJ.'<.u.;,ULL.

Did the ...."'r'J.Vll
MR. DONALDSON:

MR. AV'ERY: I WOIHler
MR. GOODLINE:
MR AV'ERY:
BEVERLY \JJ.'Lu.;,ULL.

things and
MR. AV'ERY:

here another
BEV'ERLY 'U..",u.;,UJ,..L.

matter.
Any other questions?

support of I could

came back as a local

BoardBeverly Griebel made a motion to ueciare
determination ofno signincant environmental impact,
All Board members were

as SEQR and made a
IV111::.na,ellvtartm seconded the motion.

DECISION: Approved
with no C0I1£11tlon,s,

Widener, Gerry Hendrickson)
were

L a more to repiace a portable sign.

2. be to advertise events.



Stephen Rowland was present to represent

14624
req.) and 4'

15 zone.
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permit is reqmred.Note: A

5. Application of Stephen Rowland, 0\\'11er;
for variance to erect a 20' x garage
from side lot line (10' req.) at '''·f'\np,.hl located

to use

Our

Of

you

was

on that side

across the

I

to

a little t",.111'11'r!

not Dut1tiI12
IJIIJJLU~, but the water just

existmg garage is a little on

it
correct.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You want to expand
MR ROWLAND: Right now

family is growing, so the toys are getnng We just more room
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: want to bring it tnrUJ'Alrti a You said there a

flooding problem there.
MRROWLAND:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Like a
MR ROWLA."ND: There is an

comes down, and it puddles
basement. 111at is I wanted to
level off

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
l'vtR. ROWLAND:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

with flat stones, and then just oevonu
MR RO\VLAND: That is
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR RO\v1.AND: It should

mine. I put that up a few
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

would come out. It is a little
MR ROWLAND: I went

know, have just a bit of returns on
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You
.MR. ROWLAi'ID: Ifyou

course, you have a lawnmower
PETER WIDENER: With

you from going to the oackvarn except
only ingress and to

MRROWLAND:
garage at the stone wall.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: rserween
.MR. ROWLAND: But

the other side ofthe house.
PETER WIDENER:
Thank you. No other questions.
MARY SPERR: Have you are to

ofyour garage where it is going to be problems?
Mk, ROWLAt"\j1): Not summer, I mentioned that I was going

to go for a variance to do to he didn't
want to -- I assume look at the of the We didn't dlSC;USS
urn -- you know, of course, we haven't seen out or anything

If I may, the one reason out so far is the water situation,
to go across the front yard or it out basement.

MARY SPERR: Does your a water at all?
MR ROWLAND: Not I recall. I didn't have a problem until

ditches up the road, and -- so I had the water problem the years and
that is when everybody has done I blame them because I would like to do it too,
especially with kids.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. ROWLAND:
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That is why I put up to to It slow it down, of course,

it didn't solve it.
BEVERLY was a that come Vanderwaters at Creek

because ofthe expense
garage will be, so has

probably be the

to our neighbors at Creek View and
to our property line. Please reject his

M:R ROWlAND:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

their request to construct an addition
appeal at your "

Ifthis garage is what
M:R ROWlAND: I

With two very young children,
factor. But yeah, right
looked at that for the ten

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I
M:R ROWLAND:
BEVERLY Ur..LDDDL.

M:R ROWLA1'fD:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
M:R RO\VLAND: No.
the garage. It is to

no place for me to

COMMENTS OR ,,,.Jt~,,

it is to interest to

your

it?

starting right

not sure to

it look good for as

Beverly Griebel a motion to declare
determination ofno significant envnonmentat impact,
motion. All Board members were

agency as £:11' as SEQR and made a
Hendrickson seconded the

DECISION: a vote 7 no conditions, and following

1. to expand zaraze.

6. Application ofEdward Hill, nnr;r\P.,."

variance to erect a x
property located at 515 Stottle

York 14624
allowed) at

zone.

Edward Hill was to represent

fl.m.. AVERY: Robert from ofAvery Bonnerwith & Associates.
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to the

can

property
out here on

acre iJ'u ......, so it is

a

build it a
It is a garage,

a cement floor. Is it

I will have the
a high
But it will be set

plan for
through the

oversized garage for the
proposed
so it is kind ofbeing
also has a gravel

ofthe house and
questions regarding

1S a

we
extra as you can

to a thousand square feet of

to outside. it
outside because I cannot it in my

the auaiencewants to

motor vehicles

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR AVERY: I changed

owners here this parcel en Stottle Road.
the west of Stottle,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
just walk over.

'MR. AVERY: And we were contracteo
house, home that they will be construcnng shortly,
approval process for that.
parcel to be located 65
three-bedroom house,
proposed directlybehind the to
driveway shownY'ing off the driveway into
back to the proposed structure. I Mr.
the use of the structure.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR HILL: wen, my

FlorentineWay. We have a SIx-car garage
building the back corner
see, I have a lot
garage space right now.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR HILL: Well,

I one trailer outside,

I

next one is

(mcicatmg) and

street

no Our

on it is a garage.

I

want to

You across

hill.

numbers because

going to a cement
iv1R. HILL: Yes.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Or garage,
MR. AVERY:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I don't
GERRY HE~rnRICKSON: Will
MR HILL: I'm thinking
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
MR. HILL: Yes. The dampness for
GERRY HENDRICKSON:

back to Building Inspector.
is 480, this is 515.

MR HILL: Ifyou can it to
amgoing to build.

GERRY HENDRICKSON:
iv1R. HILL: How

neighbor Jim --
GERRY HENDRICKSON: 484 is on
I don't -- it don't jive.
Mk, HILL: I have no how

is right next door.
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BEVERLY or something,
GERRY HENDRICKSON: I threw a
BEVERLY is another issue
l\1R HILL: I was

they probably couldn't tell me anvwsv
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMJTH:
MARY SPERR:
MR HILL: I

little small motorcvcles,
MARY SPERR:
l\1R HILL:
PETER WIDENER:

or are you building
l\1R HILL: I IU'UP" 'r

with metal siding
PETER WIDENER:
MR 12
BEVERLY '-H'.LLc''-'LdW.

MR. HILL:
l\1R AVERY:
MR HILL:
PETER
MR. HILL:

out house numbers, but

it a Morton barn,

COMMENTS OR

It\l\ffiS DONOVAN,
!ViR DONOVAi~:

matter.

motion to declare

as a local

aaencv as as SEQR and a
Hendrickson seconded

DECISION: a vote 7 no conomons, the following

L a garage to vemcies under cover.

7. for
) at

James Donovan nrP:'~f"nt to represent

BEVERLY '-J''';LLJJJLcLc.

MR. AVERY:
is a strange lot
The strange shape
foot is the minimum
particular parcel,
192 feet back

applicant would like to reouest
208 feet, and that
This would be in conformance
Their house
at one of the adjoining parcels.

previous application, and it
snocrvision ofthis estate, okay?

the reason we're because 275
ofChili in the AC Zone. This

I and then at roughly
widens to its 275 foot width.

house at a setback line 'with only
right-of-way of Stottle Road.

the previous application.
Stottte Road, so we'll be in conformance with

notnma on the parcel at this point in time,
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to

know

you knew

Stottle Road are about

required
wouldn't
room, a swimming

conformity and
I mean, still

at our building

is the

I might add that the existing homes
same, none ofthem being any more than

. GERRY HENDRICKSQN: All ofthe down the
rvrR. AVERY: In our process through to eventually

the Donovans, we had conducted our tests and we found
sanitary field as is shown on the drawina,

Now, ifwe were to put the house
would be extremely close to field
deck on the back of this house the a
number ofthings. That is also a hindrance. So
would lend itself to placing it closer to
setback, but we won't have the

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It will
that this lot jutted in on both -. it is

MR AVERY: I'm not sure about
more about it.

LARRY SMITH: There
rvrR. AVERY:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

place everything
lv1R. AVERY:

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

it would line up

IS

reason

someone

EDWARD HILL, 21 Florentine Way
rvrR. HILL: Edward Hil~

with the rest the houses.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
.MR HILL: It would look
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR HILL: Right.
IviARY SPERR:
.MR HILL: It is planned for
MARYSPERR: YoursperKed
rvrR. HILL: Yes.
MARY SPERR: Sorry. We
i\1R. AVERY: You to to a Plannmg

of the motion.

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare
determination ofno sigmncant environmental impact,
All Board members were in

DECISION: Unanimously approved
findings of fact were

no conditions, following

1. The connguration of the narrow) creates

2. This is the

8. Application ofMr. & Mrs. Peers, {\UllrlP'"

New York 14607 for variance to allow existmg
property located at Clay Hill in R-1-15 zone.

Rochester,
(40' at

Mr. and Mrs. James Peers were present to represent the appncanon.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: How long
lv1RS. PEERS: I had it built
to pull the permit, so I aSS111m~d

there is no So it is a little

the
ago, and at
We just

contractor told me he was
llV~''''-', and we found out that
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person doing our book

Sometimes it holds up

He said, III know we pulled
a II

remembered that case
unrortunatety, we didn't use Bob for

he did do the survey for

BEVERLY '-!"".u.."lJ.i.J'-',
MR. PEERS:

the permit, II He
Called back

work, you know, we
He said it never was tottoweo
Then through cnecxma

and remembered
the engineering

the house,
Thanks, by
BEVERLY ,-!""lLlJ'LL.
l\1R. PEERS:
BEVERLY '-!"'..U";"L!LJw.

lildJUlli': a decision,
MR. PEERS:

CO:M:MENTS

DON HURLEY,
MR. HURLEY:

property. I
when my wife
buying house

BEVERLY'-!l"LLLl'LL,
MR. HURLEY:

1S feet from the nronertv
l\1R. PEERS:

Janice Drive. Now
through it at all.

Hill, I am the new owner of
on the fact that

our intention in

nrrme-rtv and fine that it

nronertv separating the homes on
summertime you see

Beverly Griebel a motion to declare the Board
determination ofno significant environmental impact,
All Board members were motion.

as SEQR and made a
W1r!P11Pt' seconded the motion.

DECISION: a vote 7 no COlldl1101JlS, and the following

1.

meeting ended at 8:



CHILI ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
1

A meeting ofthe Chili Zoning Board ofAPIpears
HaU, Chili Avenue, Rochester
order by Chairperson Beverly '-JIJi'-'lH;'l.

at the Chili To\V11
meeting was called to

PRESENT: Dan Melville,
Peter Widener

Michael Martin,

ALSO PRESENT: Assistant t.ounsei for. the
Town.

toChairperson Beverly Griebel declared constituted meetmg of the Chili Zoning
Board ofAppeals. She explained the meeting's procedures Board and front
table. She announced the fire Auegiance was cited.

was

acceptable?
together furiously, so

Saturday afternoon. I don't

went

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
Signs. Application I, Vn'Ii'P'1nt

DAN rvIELVILLE: It was
MARY SPERR: I saw
GERRY HENDRICKSON: were up
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: 2 did not

know what happened
RICHARD PERRY: It was on Sunoay
GERRY HEN'DRICKSON: It was
PETER WIDENER: Yes, I saw it too.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is was SUDIDosed
On number 6 there was a man

I assume it was going up.
No other problems with
MARY SPERR: No.
DAN rvIELVILLE: Probably

(Laughter. )
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: No, it was

hammering, so I am assuming was --
MS. GUGLIN: That would husband.

L Application of Vincent
vanance to allow the total square rootage
garage to be 1 1 (900
lot line (40' ) and 5' from
second driveway cut at property tocateu

York 14624 for
mcludmg a new x 28' detached

garage to be 15' from rear
abutting a to allow a

in R-l-lS zone.

Vincent Allen was present to represent

Planning and came back as a local

personal use. I 0\V11 three cars and I'm
unvewav.joggmg them around to them out of the

current garage it It is not only too close to
the complete backyard There is not much ofa

rvlR ALLEN: Morning, atternoon, evenmz.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

matter.
You want a
MR ALLEN:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
1'vlR ALLEN' The fllr""f>_""" detached

tired of parking in
driveway. There is no room to expand
the neighbor's property, but
backyard.
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feet,

electric

Fisher Road;

but that is the

Are there

it is about

is one in the back corner of
but if so, it would be

in line wise, because

large pine trees right along the
time, they would right in

scnooi, and he is a carpenter.

you go to build.

Highway Department for a road

to

an electnc line on that side is

I was keepmg it at my property and I

runner with. I want to make sure I
I would placing it. It is hard to
My line stops feet

ill

center of the front

at

'''''''T'I'''rh, line between the two houses.
to from the side of

anyone want to
all signed?
they're signed and

in the garage?
It is

recuire approval

it
So it

One of the things that I done since I for the variance is I went around and
spoke to all my neighbors and ofconsent from the seven surrounding houses where the
property is. I have Should I them up to They're all the same letter, but
there are seven I also made like a to show where the people --

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Where the houses
l\1R. ALLEN: that where the properties are in retrospect to the letters. It is

just something I typed up to to my neighbors so were aware what I was doing.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It that you have this they have seen the

proposed area, find and satisfactory, see no reason not to
allow the building. Nancy and Rob Smith, McNair; Fisher Road; Susan>-

l\1R. ALLEN: I pronounce her last name.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I'm not sure what it is, 9 McNair
Michael Bouie, 11 McNair Drive; Ronda UIC:laC1ClO,

Betty Totten, 7 McNair William on 9 racsrvn
Larry (Smith),
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
PETER \VIDEl'tTER: Are
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
There is a boat Will
l\1R. ALLEN: It be

would love to boat.
BEVERLY 'Ji."'..i~JJ'L.L.

there?
MRALLEN:

could get the permit --
tell, but actually almost
from the house and

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR ALLEN: with

somewhere in that
BEVERLY ,"","'TT"T".-.'

l\1R. r1 LLL..LL 1

only electric line aware of
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
l\1R. I see

the lot. I'm not sure
about 20 almost
there is a fence.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
l\1R. ALLEN:

the foundation.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The likelihood

probably low.
l\1R. ALLEN:

back ofthe property
the path ofthose.

DAN MELVILLE: That to staked out
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Who will build the garage?
l\1R. ALLEN: Me, and father-in-law will building it this summer.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: experience?
J\.1R. ALLEN: a carpenter desree
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: family.
l\1R. ALLEN:
DAN MELVILLE: Will

cut?
LARRY SMITH: Yes.
DAN MELVILLE: You you're it for personal use. You will not do any auto
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smzie-car garage you have

out
Costwrse I do it

planning to do with

repair in there?
~1R ALLEN: No.
DAN l\1ELVILLE: Concrete
~ ALLEN: Yes.
DAN l\1ELVILLE:
~ ALLEN: Not at
RICHARD PERRY: What are

now?

No

I

to do.

be from the
away from

feet from the

actual

a

mower in

Board can grant a

I thought that is what

area

to

a

easement _. I think it is

Only

Hiznwav Department for thatto

garage, it is

They can

I've known

now.

grant a vanance.

a second dnvewav cut
to do--

the vanance,

that permit.

Basically her garage
not right now,

lived

a question. About
but you just

Probatny sometnmg, I'm not sure.
You can

~1R ALLEN: My
would like to convert it some

PETER WIDENER: How
f\1R. ALLEN: Almost two and a
PETERWIDENER:
That's all. Thank you.
MARY SPERR: I just

road, 'lour sketch shows that it is 5
the road, setback from the road.

f\1R. ALLEN: From the nronertv
called easement, from the actual street is another

MARY SPERR: All
you just said --
~ ALLEN: As far as

actual street, but that is only because
MARY SPERR: Got you.
GERRY HENDRICKSON:

problems.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

driveway cut?
LARRY SMITH: Call the mznwav Denartment.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You will him how to do
LARRY SlYlITH: I don't get involved. have
MR ALLEN: Is there an application mvorveu?
DAN l\1ELVILLE: I'm sure there
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

Town number and they can transfer you to Highwav.
should be the same, 889-3550.

f\1R ALLEN: 35?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

It is on our agenda, but we can't really
DAN l\1ELVILLE: What is
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH: you can.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We

permission from the Highway --
LARRY SMITH: Yes.

variance,

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:

made a
seconded the motion.

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare Board as
determination ofno significant environmental impact,
All Board members were in

DECISION: Unanimously approved
findings of fact were

a vote of 7 with no conditions, the following

1. Applicant explained a

2. Comer lot configuration setback problems requmng a variance
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Rochester, New York 14624 for
home at property located at

2. Application ofMary Mll,cer'a, owner:
renewal of conditional use permit to
694 Marshall Road R-

Salvatore Macera was present to represent

for the last seven years.

complied with the rules.

:rvm. MACERA: Good evenrno I'm Salvatore Macera, l\~r" ... ~" husband. She's was unable
to come tonight. She wants to that.

As you see, the permit in front is the same. It has
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
:rvm. MACERA: Nothing
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
:rvm. MACERA: one.
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
LARRY SMITH:
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
DAN MELVILLE:
:rvm. MACERA:
DAN

COMMENTS OR """,H..eLJ FROM

Beverly Griebel a motion to declare Board
determination environmental impact,
motion. All Board were of the motion.

aaencv as as SEQR and made a
Hendrickson seconded the

DECISION: following conditions:

I

3. on-street narkinz pertaining to

4.

5. more two customers' vehicles at one

6.

7. as per application,

8. to maintain recuired

was

L Occupation.

3. Application ofAlbert Chin, 0W11er: 9 Stemrose
renewal ofconditional use to allow an office
business at Lane in

York 14624 for
for a computer consulting

zone.

Albert Chin was to represent

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
RICHARD PERRY:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
DAN MELVILLE:

was --

It was granted a
(Smith),
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so...

up to
problem, we generally

house or anything like that?

me

LARRY SMITH: None that I'm aware.
DAN :MELVILLE: Same conditions are okay?
MR CIDN: Yep. Yes, sir.
DAN :MELVILLE: You don't people commg to
1\1R CHIN: No.
RICHARD PERRY: I could answered those questions. He is a neighbor and a

good one at that
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
RICHARD PERRY: No, two down.

(Laughter.)
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: sorry. I my on 10010ng at
RICHARD PERRY: You your blinders on.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Sorry about
PETER \VIDENER: How is business?
MR CHIN: Good.
MARY SPERR: we interested
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

to five so you don't have to come
We'll talk about that we oenoerate.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM AUDIENCE:

as SEQR and made a
motion.

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare
determination ofno significant environmental
All Board members were in

DECISION: Unanimously armroven a vote of7

1. Granted for a IJI;OIIVU

2. No on-premises advertismg,

3. No on-street parking pertaining to

4. Hours of operanon as

5. No outside emplovees,

The following nnnmg offact was

1. Home IS a customary home OCC:UPlltlOn.

4. Application ofMr. Mrs, r111"UU '-'''''IVI>:>, owner;
Syracuse, New York to erect a
rear lot line (40' req.) at located at I Cherry J::HOsso:m

Boulevard West,
to be 301 from

RM. zone.

Alistar Lewis was present to represent

question, so

couldn't be

comes

it is iocatea.

8, not
16 8 --

1\1R LEWIS: I'm Alister ,-,,,,,rn,,. Actuallv
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: This is one
MR LEWIS: Yes, it is an odd shape.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: They trequently
MR LEWIS: Yep. is incorrect
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: 14 by 8.
MR LEWIS: Yeah. Well ~~

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is 8 that is
that one is correct

:MR. LEWIS: Right,
GERRY HENDRICKSON: 1 no questions
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at all.

to be attached to the

I curious about

any questions.
especially ifyou want to

to be ill area. It is not to --
access into

the and the gym set --

out

fine to me.
a question.

Because I notice tile pool
set can moved.
would be
to be located on
house and the pool

BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MR LE\VIS:
MARY SPERR: is
MR LE\VIS: Well, I do

(Laughter. )
MARY SPERR:
PETER \VIDENER: I

house by the sliding doors?
MR LEWIS: it is

half ofthe sliding door be
PETERWIDENER:
MR LEWIS:
PETERWIDENER:
MR LEWIS:
PETERWIDENER:

the porch and
MR LE\VIS:
PETERWIDENER:
RICHARDPERRY:
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: It is

out from house, it to be
MR LE\VIS:
LARRY

COM.MENTS QUESTIONS FROMTHE rH,JAJALd

Beverly Griebel made a motion
determination
Board members were

agencyas far as SEQR andmade a
seconded the motion. All

DECISION: a vote 7 no conditions, and the following

L A creates setback probtemsrequmng a vanance.

5. Application ofMr.
14624, property owner:
sq. ft. (900

Lexington Parkwav, Rochester, NewYork
garage to be

Scottsville Road in PRD zone.

Mr. andMrs. ,-,U(1U",,, "-'iUilli\J were nf'PI,pnf to represent

Pecora?

it was copied before it was

notarized signature of the

I

owner,

aU right

BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MRS. CIMINO:
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MRS. CIMINO: The realtor
BEVERLY '-JA,,"iLJLl'.LLc. rsecause

property owner.
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:

ashe

mnwme equtpment, ATVs, probablytrucks and

LARRYSMITH:
BEVERLY '-JA,,"ALJLl!LcLc.

LARRYSMITH: Yes.
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: That is "'''''''fin'!
LARRYSMITH:
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MR CIMINO: Urn, V(101"'UJLll storing
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out the

side ofthe house,

nronerrv IS

lot, and then have it

more -- you --

is more a side yard than

it perked.

it was month, and

to about that. I

It is a parcel.

is 1, and then they fit

is a -- is that a front?
D,e>"r.1'O"C house or is that another

the boundary?

in

we

drivewayon

to be building

appucation in -- I

behindMr. P"f':OTll""
Pecora's rear

trailers.
MRS. CIMINO: We plan on building a house a home.
LARRY S:rvtlTH: One ofthe is not on the drawinas that we would like shown

are the setbacks from aU ofthe nrnnprh!
:M.RS. CThlINO: Well,Avery Engineer

ofthe new house, and it will exceed lines.
LARRY S:rvtlTH: We have to have some indication
:M.RS. CTh1INO: Um -- is right
J\1R CTh1INO: It will exceed
LARRY SMITH: How
MRS. CIMINO: Well, it will
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: There are two pronernes
MRS. CTh1INO: Would that be a front ifit is beOIDG

side boundary?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is a sianteo
LARRY SMITH: No.

fronting on -- I can't --
:M.RS. CllvllNO: Actually, it
LARRY SMITH: Well, that

a front.
MRS. Cllv1INO: That is foot.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So you are
:M.RS. CTh1INO: Yes.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
:rv1RS. CllvlINO: soon as

septic system and we close on
:MR CIMINO: Should
:M.RS. CTh1INO: Either this
PETER WIDENER: 'Where are
MRS. CTh1INO: It would -- do you
PETER WIDENER: Yes, we the
MRS. CIMINO: Actually,

(indicating). So we planned on puttmg
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: In
:rv1RS. CTh1INO: Right.
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
MRS. CIMINO: exactly
LARRY SMITH: It to
MRS. CIMINO: Could it
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH: A minimum
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
:M.R. CIMINO: They
MRS. Cllv11NO: It will not
PETER WIDENER: You
MRS. Cllv1INO: Exactly.

would --
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: He will

everything else in.
MRS. CIMINO: Exactly. I would

come off here (indicating).
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: To be able to to the
MRS. CIMINO: Right.
PETERWIDEtvmR: You have enough land to
MRS. CIMJNO: Right.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We

-- what is the acreage ofthat?
MRS. CIMINO: Six and a
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: Okay. I wanted
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here.to

pour the they

you

furniture.
to be for without a home on
or all together?

wnoever is desrgnmg it can continue designing and get

soon.
to homeless.
to
is no fun to store

was
will you build
house will up

because you want a

So you're to buildmg JUst as soon as --
!vIRS. CTh11NO: Yes. We to be out our
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: to soon.
!v1RS. CThHNO:
MR CTh1INO:
!v1RS. CIl\1INO:
BEVERLY GRffiBEL:
That answered

the property. So want to
!v1RS. CIl\1IN0:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
!v1RS. CTh1INO: Right.
BEVERLY GRffiBEL:

the large structure situated
MRS. CIl\1INO:
PETER
!v1RS. CIl\1IN0:

can pour -- if it --
PETER WIDENER:
LARRY

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

DAVIDMARSH, 311
MR MARSH: name is

-- am I allowed to take a
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR MARSH: were not told
BEVERLY We

lot .- now, this is the
(indicating). They want
bam.

I at 31 ChiliScottsvilleRoad.

This is the small
This is the perk

both to the house and to the

at it, too?a

now.
is the lot he has (indicating).

•• are you familiar with theit was

audiencewant to

~lUUIU have

MRMARSH:
BEVERLY UJ.~'-L1JLL.

!v1R. DARE:
BEVERLY 'UJ.~u..1J'-''''''

property?
MRDARE:
BEVERLY F"'nlrT"'T'\1,-.r

This is a proximate placement
MR DARE: house? Is that what you're saying?
BEVERLY \JJ.'..JJ..C;JULC...... is the perk area

(indicating). So the general with (indicating) -- they
it will come manner (indicating) to serve both the house and the bam.
!v1R. DARE: And drrvewav -- here is (indicating), right?
BEVERLY GRffiBEL: that is out It belongs to somebody

else?

Ov~s right now on here?

-- this new bam on here. So this is
they're hoping to own

is on _. some ofthe
existmghouse

on

MARY SPERR:
BEVERLY 'U",,"'-LULL.

a separate lot
shortly (indicating).
MRDARE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
!v1R. DARE: it
BEVERLY \JJ.~LL1JJ-<L.

MRDARE:
BEVERLY un..LLJJLJL..

MRS. CIl\1IN0:
MR DARE:
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about

July.

property up

it is two now with
plans, but
will be in this

a IS

to some obstacle like
granted ifyou

see any of the

next door to this
to mow last light.
built

vanance being sought
aimost three times

an approved PRD
I really have no
some type ofa

but I do
to please keep

nomes and the

maintenance equipment
sort ofthing.

a

hardshin previously, but not

I was--

corner.
~1RS. CIMINO: Exactly.
GERRY HENDRICKSON: That is
MRS. CIMINO: This is 1\1:. --
l\1R. DARE: That is
MRS. CIMINO: Yes.
MR. DARE: Okay.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That is a senarate U(U"''''l.

MR. DARE: Just an acre,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We heard it

this one, and then this and
hopefully -- they indicated they want the driveway up
general area (indicating) when

l\1R. DARE: I'm 335, so
PETER WIDENER:
MRS. CIMINO: Is he the ,\!PII{\U! nOUISe'{
MR MARSH: Is he the little house on the
J\tlR DARE: The tan house.
PETER WIDENER: 317 is and is
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The church is down that area [indicating).
MR DARE: Right Okay.
MR MARSH: Urn, as a lnvtnntl

basically to alleviate some condition in
a tree is in the way and you to move
have a compliance with the code results
conditions on this type ofpropelty--

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: was
any longer.

MR MARSH: I'm just a layman,
is quite allows

that As you mentioned, this property was
lot in a residential area. I expected someoouv
problem with that, but the of this building suggests
business concern or relating to some type

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: wsn-.
MR MARSH: I neneve somebody mentioned iandscapmg.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: -- he was going to

because with a o-acre parcel, would some
MR. JV1ARSH: I just do a concern about a ousmess commg

residential area.
1\1:, Pecora, who was mVI[)IVI~(l

Basically be figured be would do
house separately which is went and did all of this.

I have lived in my I
property, and in the part where it is Lsshaped, I can tell I was out
There is 3 inches ofwater in particular area the barn is

TIns can -- in this area 1
the time of January through until May sometimes June,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, I think is sometnmg
MR MARSH: Right But I don't know
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: then I
MR. r-.1ARSH: I'm to put a

somehow in order to put a
In year was I couldn't mow
LARRY SMITH: to be approved
MR. MARSH: Okay. I no problem

have a real problem with barn a business.
in mind and consider the cnaracter of the neighborhood,
surrounding property, we would to this as a resmentiat

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: PRD is a Planned Kestdential Devetopment, so as far as I



know. he has not indicated he running a business there.
,DANMELVILLE: He is not applying for that
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: would something would

not in this application.
MR.. MARSH: I know that. concern.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
Did you

to apply for, and that is

with dump

You're in that

out in the morning and in

Pickup

structure?

has to go to the Planning

What kind ofvehicles are we

a row now and put fourth
four residences on

5 acres per house, and some of
houses an area that should

children. It is quiet around
loud it is going to be

I don't know what kind of
EiV«'-'ll permission from Mr.

course. we wouldn't do that now,
-- and the

is -* is sold now, and I -- I just
nrevmus owner with, urn -- the big

the trailers would go inside,

some comments?
That is what I meant by trucks and

and

existence once

where are your vemcres v'V' "'.. ,
on reason the move is because I

WILLIMt1 DARE, 5 Chili Scottsville Road.
MR. DARE: I will end

had a concern, too, ** Mr. had mentioned
area ofpine trees. I don't know ** are

MRS. CIMINO: oi,
MR.. DARE: will
MRS. CIMINO:
MR. DARE: I

now with nossible landscaping
constant
Pecora, you to run in
but ** the concern
loudness -* I guess

MRS. CIMINO: Ours, too.
MR. DARE:
MR.. MARSH:
BEVERLY ........ rr".-..T"'.
MR. !\.1ARSH: one more comment
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR.. :MARSH:

house in here, find
approximately 14 to 15
the houses are not

be three houses.
BEVERLY UJ",-LLUJ.:,.L"

MR. CIMINO:
mowing equipment
BEVERLY rr".-.. ·....Y

MR, CIMINO: I wanted PV"M.t!'1llt110

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
talking about?

MR. CIMINO:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. CIMINO: Small,

boxes on them.
RICHARD PERRY: Landscapers
MR. CIMINO:

at night. Welre not in and out.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

landscaping busmess
MR. CIMINO:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. CIMINO:

need more room.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
DANMELVILLE: He
MARY SPERR: You will a use permit to operate a ousmess,
MR. CIMINO: I operating out to go to work?
MRS. CIMINO: Ifhe storing
MARY SPERR: We had situation last month
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we

coming home

Planning

and

a farmer.
maintain grass?

to

a montn

applications or approvals

is how it

wanted to

is
a question as to

Buildmg Inspector.
as the application last month on

conumonai use Isn't it the

you ,",,,,,,,,,,,:tA out

a

necause we

to

picks

Board for a conditional use variance
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: In a Residential District, normally

the gentleman with a computer business, no customers
he was doing anything there. The parlor is one
customers are by appointment, no more two at a time, so it
driveway, That would be the additional But

lV1RS. CIMINO: No customers come, he
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, we're about a

business must be done on prennses.
lV1RS. CIMINO: What
lV1R. CIMINO: It is not 011premises.
DAN :MELVILLE: Do you
l\1RS. CIMINO: A phone
l\1R. CIMINO: Just a phone.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH:
DAN rvffiLVILLE: He a variance.
LARRY SMITH: Permitted uses uses are permitted

outright for all portions ofthe district sewers and water. All residential
uses within the Town. The following uses uses are portions
the district not serviced by public sewer and Agricultural related residential use. Urn,
conditional uses are churches, hospitals, public and private recreational such as
play grounds, golf courses, range, country tennis No or
amusement parks. All permitted uses or conditional permitted uses within a Neighborhood
Business District and private So they a amount ofbusiness in
this district. Urn, this is a landscaping --

MR. DARE: Is a landscaping business
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, an agricultural
GERRY HENDRICKSON: That is
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Is a very ummng oennmon
LARRY SMITH: I have never seen a definition.
DAi""l :MELVILLE: He also has a home office.
PETER \VIDENER: I the concern is the storage
MRS. CIMINO: But we
MR. CIMINO: But what it literally

at night. That is all it is. It is just
PETER \VIDENER: But you
f'v1RS. CIMINO: Actually two -- two.
RICHARD PERRY: Do you
:t\.1R. CThHNO: Yes.
RICHARD PERRY: you
MR. CThrfIN0: other --
RICRt\RD PERRY: So
l\1R. CIMINO: He is out.
DAN :MELVILLE: He
MR. CThrfINO:

1988.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

he needs to do that, Larry (Smith),
KEITH O'TOOLE: Ifhe

agricultural use, if that is
whether a plan might be required.

MARY SPERR:
Morgan Road that he is going to
same or very similar with a pole bam to

LARRY SMITH: It is similar
lV1ARY SPERR: That is

Board for that. To me it seems to
LARRY SMITH: I
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is a than this.

is something that --

use VaJJ.arlce.

is are running a business in
Agricultural would be growing wheat on

not sure what the actual definition
it out to cut somebody else's lawn? I

a decision on it tomgnt,
are a lot ofquesnons

study it some more.
BEVERLY "nTT",.' -r- ,.

DANMELVILLE: I can't
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
.MRS. CIMINO: Should we
BEVERLY UL"u..;,U'.Ld,.".

an area that -- is
your plot and cutting it
is. Is agricultural staling
don't define that mind as agricultural.

.MRS. CIMINO: What if it doesn't fall
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, that is a question,
LARRY SMITH: rm
BEVERLY U!"U.-dLJ'LL.
.MRS. CTh1INO: What hannens
LARRY SMITH:
.MRS. CTh1INO:
LARRY SMITH:

codewithto

a Residential District that that

I

to obtain a land use variance.
to store your

bam.

don't

State

KEITH O'TOOLE: More to
LARRY SMITH: more difficult to
BEVERLY 'JJ.'.u..;,'UL....... be for a non-nermitted use because is not

considered it would not come under what is allowed the PRD zone with or
without a conditional so it a do that on that land. It
would come before tills in order to get
land use variance.

LARRY SMITH: I
ask

recommendthat this
It is a

.MRS. CI.t\1INO:
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY 'JJ.""J.JJ.)'J.JJ.J.

equipment somewhere
DAt'\!
BEVERLY'JJ.'\,.>.J.JuJ.JL.

would not be allowed in.
MR CTh1INO:
BEVERLY UL"u..;,ULL.
LARRY

.MR. CTh1IN0:

.MRS. CIMINO:
l\1R. CIMINO: I I work for just about

nonest to God. Everything is gone,

because -- because I couldn't read it
trailer things. It.fills

one it is that is the rule. But
-- we have to do what is best for

to be We did have a
not see it -- it is on a different

street, Gonyo, do the same thing.

a drtrerent

LARRY SMITH: I
MARY SPERR:
There is a turnaround

111 whole driveway.
MRS. CIM:INO:

at night there is
MARY SPERR:

you have to
everybodyand -- by
similar situation last UiV.UUL
street.

BEVERLY 'JJ.'LLL'LL.
MARY SPERR:
:MR CTh1INO:
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him

Each
you have
I would not
a residential

MARY SPERR: We had that name oerore.
DAN 1v1ELVlLLE: Is one that
MRS. CIMINO: That is I want
MARY SPERR: It was a different

time to clean it up.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

application stands alone. I
been doing a residential
like that next door with all this
area.

Well, we need to table Can I a motion
DAN 1v1ELVlLLE: I will move to to --
MRS. CIMINO: Now, that mean?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: until next LUVJ"'UL,

LARRY SMITH: I
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: is -- will that

early meeting because ofthe Grievance Day. Okay.
That means it just sits until (Smith) some answers
we vote yes on that. You have to repost

LARRY SMITH: don't
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well,we it to be nosteo
KEITH O'TOOLE: There is no legal requirement to do
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, is out on

new sign or the date, and come
tonight and making you to come
table it. With all these questions we could no. Then you
back.

it, 1 We an
-- next meeting May 1
come on May lSth if

come

a

it changes,toDAN 1v1ELVILLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, was --
MARY SPERR: What fh"'u'r,,, asking

voted it dOVvTI tonight.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MRS. CIMINO: We
MARY SPERR: You can

what he finds out from
LARRY SMITH: Wl1en I find

determination.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

DECISION: Unanimously tabled 1 at touowma reason:

1. Tabled for clantication

MRS. CIMJNO: We have to post the again May
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It would be nostea
DAN 1v1ELVILLE: You to come and pick up a new
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: May 5th. You need to post
PETERWIDENER: Contact your broker and sure
MRS. CIMINO: On land, there But we stillwant to
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Ifyou want house

the barn for your business, then is moot you want to
until you find out what the situation is

MRS. CIMINO:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: -- would up to
l'v:lR CIMINO: Okay, thanks.

6. Application of Suzanne ,-,u1';uu, owner:
for conditional use permit to an
at property located at 65 Cassandra

York
horticultural consulting business
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Suzanne Guglin was to represent

MS, GUGLIN:
mvhusband, We did

"' BEVERLY r-nTT"'Tvr"T

conducted -- no one
MS. GUGLIN:
DAN
MS, GUGLIN:

long-distance customers.
to their business Iocatron.

LARRY SMITH:

The man was tunoustv pounding in the stake was
Saturday afternoon,

is ...- your application mdicates that no business will be

will be no customers I"UllliUl':' to the house. It willbe for
it on and for local customers, I would

COMMENTS OR VV.L;U FROM

Beverly a motion to uectare
determination ofno signmcant environmental impact,
All Board were

azencv as as SEQR and made a
Michael Martin seconded the motion.

DECISION: a vote of7 the tonowmz conditions:

L Granted for a (1)

2.

on-street parkmg pertaining to

4. operation as

5.

tolJ.OWIn!2: finding was

L IS a customary

,nfV!l't Glass, Erie Boulevard
enclosed porch to 30'

in R-1-15 zone.

7. Application of'Mr,
West, SYl'aCIISe,
from rear lot

No one was to represent

MARY SPERR:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MARY SPERR: Do
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

come.

rest agenda we'll see

DAt'l
about YU-<;;onle

LARRY SMITH:
DAN

IS a 'I.,.H",\,.i"-"ALUi s(:::nOIOI Board attorney. He is

was a drscussion off the ,..,:>C'{\,..ti

We'll call it again and
agenda he could come late.

been the same snuanon that the first gentleman
aware or been to a hold ofthem,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
see ifhe shows
You never know.

RICHARD PERRY: But
that he didn't and he
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BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, we'll move on and
arrived or somebody in his place.

he will have

8. Application ofKen Stein, Ken's
York 14620, property owner:
to a moving and storage company with
1436 Scottsville Road in G.B. zone.

Street, ~ew

/ariance to convert existing building
movma matenai at property located at

Ken Stein was present to represent the apphcation.

been

Board, and I had
indicated all ofthe

For
removed. You will
store will go at a

updates on them. That

proceedmg, and the reason
district isnot allowed

comnienon of a number

would be done.
had permission

I1Wll-CH-\iVaV right by the road.
It will om along

would be taken
property

front to have

set a UllJICUI.OIC

are the mtrv-zntrv
to be

working on

PlaJ11l11lg Board.
I assume all

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: was ongmany
M:R. STEIN: It has been a while.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

Kathy Reed everybody I.,;U\.-'ICI>

different conditions that they
ivtR. STEIN: Yes.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: it looks

whyyou're here is because the storage ororooertv not your own
without the land use variance. you to

.rv1R. STEIN: Okay. As I stated on original application way back
then -- I guess that was the reason for the um -- as urn, I
think we have addressed that were set I trust you
have all received of the

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
indicates a lot of the changes

i'vIR. STEIN: I guess at
work items, and that is in letter

Urn, and as far as
made. We have all of the details

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: A lot
edification here, it just shows
have some landscaping in the front,
later point. Is that correct?

Mlc, STEIN: The plan is to use cinder-block
building, right in the middle. we on some remoueunz both inside and outside.
These things would include putting a window and new something a little
more attractive than what is presently

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: A little more hospitable,
MR. STEIN: Probably hard to do.

The plans call for landscaping, all
from the D.O.T. for some to install
There will be another garden bed
the existing fence line which would
out, and then we would have wooden stockade rencmg
adjacent to the restaurant, the
access to the side of the building

I can give you a little update on
come out. I met with him about three or
components of that particular The
There are a couple ofwooden planks,
replaced at the one end ofthe The ones that are
solid. You could actually drive a vehicle over it now,
we're going to take the whole that
to the working components. It is to C'Pl'\!1('P

off the plank -- those would need to ifnot
sure that the surface you drive over is all So I have an estimate alrp<:\lh'

we're just waiting for the weather to get a little better, I
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Two days a row would be neipnu
M:R. STEIN: Yesterday would have been a good to
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Scottsville
station, so

to get

that we do obviously
ofthe business pretty
sort of thing.

you came in -- to see
I am looking forward to

for, maybewe'll see ifthe

work their right-of-way

volume oftraffic, you
SerV1C(~S anyway, you know,
course, the office area

about a ago, pertaining to the
that was not permitted is

umetaoies for all ofit. I had a copy
the PlanningBoard worked

It was ofcomplex at times.

is really questions I had.
complex application.

you're problems and reallytrying.

at this
completed over the summer. Um, the timetable calls for
-- I ktIO\V ifI to go through all ofthe items

use vanance

appned to New

we about
was on the Planning Hf'\",rrl'c

pleased to see
exnect to

So that is
Let's see.

paving the parking lot
on --

BEVERLY \JL'LLLULL.

to all of the
on, because it

l'v1R STEIN:
BEVERLY r""'" ,,,..,n,r<T

Board has any questions.
RICHARD PERRY: I

retail business. The one
of the -- is that of the
1'v1R. STEIN: is correct.

Road, whichmcrude
that is something
approval to do so.

RICHARD
are planning to conduct

1'v1R. STEIN: correct.
RICHARD PERRY:
1'v1R. STEIN:

is done off-site. We
consists of movingmatenals,
RICHARD PERRY: Right.
1'v1R. STEIN: It is ot busmess that doesn't

know, and out. It is actuallypeople are to
coming in to it would COD.Slst
would be in there also, so --

RICHARD PERRY:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
PETER It sounds

Thank you.
MARY SPERR:

all ofthe improvements
seeinghow it comes out.

LARRY S:r.lITH:

I have a letter

8th oflast

I--
They said you don't one.
a Ietter «

won't suffice for work.
n v,,,,,..,. they said all that they require is

okay to proceed with what
grass would be installed.
on

It was actually

1'v1R. STEIN:
Lt:\RRY SMITH: Did
1'v1R. STEIN: said
LARRY SMITH: You actually
1'v1R. STEIN: WeI~

15 days' notification to startmg
we're doing. The only area that mvorves

LARRY SMITH: Ifyou
1'v1R. STEIN: I
LARRY SMITH: I
MR STEIN: I
in fact, I a
DANMELVILLE:
LARRY SMITH: Just me.
1'v1R. STEIN: want
LARRY SMITH: Whenever.
MR STEIN: I make you a

COMMENTS OR 'JU'~d AUDIENCE:

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I just one other thing to bring and -- Counsel, can we
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make a comment if this is approved ~~ can we a comment would
confirmation with the Planning Board decision February

KEITH O'TOOLE: Y-es.
LARRY SrvuTH: You can that, but it won't to comply

with the requirements.
DAN MELVILLE: It is in their decision.
LARRY SMITH: Ifyou want to rearnrm
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: reaffirm to come
LARRY srvuTH: Ifthat is how you
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That would be surncient?
KEITH O'TOOLE: That's
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Okay. to come

parking. It is ~~ front parking is about Is in to
that?

MARY SPERR: I didn't catch that. You're
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We don't want to have to

you want to come again. You too
MR. STEIN: It has educational

Beverly Griebel made a motion to Board lead aaencv
determination ofno significant environmental and Peter WlI1pnii"T' se~COJ[1(1e:a
All Board members were in favor of the motion.

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of7 with

Chili Building Inspector
PIWlnI1lg Board condmons

L This Use become etrectrve
certifies compliance with

The following tmdmgs

1. The Zoning Board
parking.

restrictions on front

2. The applicant complied factors a use vanance.

you couldn't

ofthe
look

adjacent to that.

we

wooden area.
wOO<H:a area. I think

come. Nelson?

the trees are out ~~ it will be shaded.I

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
:MR. JOHNSTON: on
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You're here
:MR. JOHNSTON: My name is Bill Johnston and an employee Glass. And I

was also going to be here for item number 4. I had a vehicle down near the Thruway and
got a taxi near the airport and rented one. I one up again.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Number 4 ~~

:MR. JOHNSTON: He is ~~ I
RICHARD PERRY: He representednnnseu,
MARYSPERR: He~IT'P~nU

l\1R. JOHNSTON: I was
MARY SPERR: already

make it.
MR. JOHNSTON: Great. I appreciate
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: He was
:MR. JOHNSTON: Okay.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I

house, and I I thought this is olrt'orl" existing.
because there is already an addition behmd

l\1R. JOHNSTON: it
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
:MR. JOHNSTON:

the ~~

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Shaded
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gotten the letter. There

We don't require it for this

elevation, but this property is

they move dirt back there,

ofthe neighbors.
also gotten a letter; is that

is on

project falls away in a negative
nell eve an existing and then from

record, behind the house is another home, but it is
an I I'mnot good at distances,

won't be with that few feet added

No questions.
negative pitch.

MR. JOHNSTON: where we do a tad bit short of the
established rear yard and we were seekmg reliefof that requirement, and I
thinkone ofthe reasons for that was the unusual lot itselfprecludes, you know,
really siting any would on other adjoining lots in the
neighborhood on that

BEVERLY ""'~ ,"T''r>,,",Y

some distance
but it is quite some distance
for the porch there.

MARY SPERR: Did they this with their neighbors?
MR. JOHNSTON: I'm not aware a discussion was

application, so I
BEVERLY \J~LLLl'CL.

was a
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY \J""-LLLJ'LL,

SO were
PETER WIDENER:

excavation7
MR JOHNSTON:

fashion to some
that point it

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
pretty level or

MR. JOHNSTON:
PETER

COMMENTS OR 'JV'JU

Beverly Griebel
determination
Board members were

as SEQR and made a
seconceo the motion. All

DECISION: a vote 7 no conomons, the following

1. owners,

The meeting at



CHILI ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
15, 1

meetmg of the Chili L-<ViUU,5

Hall, 3333 Chili Avenue, Kocnt~ste:r,

order Chairperson Beverly ,~•.'v""...

1 at the Chili Town
meenng was called to

PRESENT: Dan Melville, Mary

ALSO PRESENT: Smith, BuildiIlg Inspector: Keith
Town.

Assistant Counsel for

Chairperson Beverly
Board ofAppeals. She explained
table. She announced the

Chili Zoning
Board and front

Anegiance was

on Number 1
it was visible

blew it closed and it wasIt was

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I was out Saturdav
was on the ground. At I it was.
most of the time.

MARY SPERR: I was out a coupte
np.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It was
MARY SPERR: It was up.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I didn't

1. Application ofMr. &
14624, property owner: David ,",penT''''

sq. ft. ft. allowed) at

Lexington l.>"rl......"." Rochester, New York
garage to be

Scottsville Road in PRD zone.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
matter.

went to Monroe __ '-".r Planning came back as a local

Mr. and Mrs, Cimino were present to represent

Agricultural District
anoroved for three years with

-- I'm just kind of
the landscaping business,

Did that clarifie(l?
classified as an Ag business.

24(JU-!:;quare·tolot garage and
I don't think you

structure and if the landscaping
I don't know. I'm just --

__ .1' adClress the Zoning Board and I

conumonanv throughthe Planning

same category?under

some questions
as I can rI""t,"T'n",n""

would

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We
LARRY SMITH: as
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It would allowed

Board?
LARRY SMITH: No,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

a month ago that "vas just c.."·..·n'''''''rI

conditions. Landscape ousmess
LARRY SMITH: Yes.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
KEITH O'TOOLE:
LARRY SMITH: It is dnterent zonmg,

will talk over the Planning Board Keith
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: If that might be a condition--

speculating -- ifit is approved, it would subject to
storage of the landscaping equipment?

KEITH O'TOOLE: I would assume once
they discontinue the business, want to it
would be doing them any favors it Just

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I it is a
business is not going to
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zone --

wanted to build
sites and

you know, we're just
is going to start

That is where it

the bam

mmunum.

equipment that use and
build them all together, the

it is

the other one was all, in an
This is for this file.

coudmonat 31HJHJV31 through the

not

C011Iused then. Thebusiness on this PRO

h",,,",olll III

IS

e, is water.

I'm a

as if it ;:'UU'UIU
memorv how

Health moves,
understand, not too fast, Jimmy (Perna) has a little pull.

that where the is it perks there,

It is different
want to move to

Iandscanina equipment
it in a nutshell

businesses m zone arc a condmonat use.
H,~ .•i.~ 1I0t in this zOlle.

Ih ..,}..." not in

the

KEITH He has to zoning requirements in PRD. so if
the landscaping businesswere to discontinue, there are really very things he can do with that
other than storage personal or equipment, some sort of farming
equipment So he is

BEVERLYGRIEBEL: When was here nr"·'.'1rlll",rv it was to be used ~~

LARRYSMITH: Permitted uses are residential-related use, so it is
a permitted use, not a conditional use.

BEVERLYGRIEBEL: Well, I
zone versus the one we

LARRY SMITIJ: Under the PRD zone, permitteduses, following uses and accessory
uses are permitted outright the fully sewers. AU residential uses permitted in
the Town and uses are uses, agriculture-related, residential uses
and single-family uses are hospitals, public utilities, buildings,
...,.,."""",1',,,,, and private animal kennels,

BEVERLYGRIEBEL: in
LARRY Sr..,fITII: I don't
BEVERLY '''''L.UL''J,

Planning Board?
KEITH "" -r-,,,>1'"'"

LARRY SMI11I:
BEVERLY 'H',"'"JL"~,IJ.

KEITHO'TOOLE: That is the tnl1·,.,,,r

m::VERLY GRIEBEL: Okay,
MARY SPERR: That is the ,.4.nA...""" ..
BEVERLY v,H',uJUL.L.
You were
pole bam to store

curuna and sort
MR CIMINO:
BEVERLY'.,."u_.lHJ'l", A.I1\'1thII1IQ additional
MR, CIMINO:
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:

right now the bam -- want to build
and the bam
MRS. CIMINO:

waiting for
building.

BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MRS. CIMINO:
BEVERLY "JI'.H~ULL..

MRS. From
BEVERLYGRIEBEL.

um, kind of --
MRS, CIMINO:
Bl~VERLY \'n',IL.jLJL.,l~.

DANMELVILLE:
MRS. ClMINO: 6 I
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: so
PETERWEiDNER: been
MRS. CIMINO: before we bought.
PETERWIDENER: That is all llnnrf\u,.. 11 and
MRS. CIMINO: No.
PETERWIDENER:
MARY SPERR: It is
MRS. CIMINO:

perked, We have to
DAN MELVILLE:
MRS. CIMINO:
MARY SPERR: '1113t is I see over
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MRS. CIMINO: No, it is not. We were there after it rained, it
was dry. We walked the whole back.

MARY SPERA: Must be deceiving. It
MR. CIMINO: We thought it would
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Brought your
MR CIMINO: Didn't need them.
PETER WIDENER: One other Your their

vehicles there? Will they take trucks
MR. CIMINO: Everybody to the
MRS. CIMINO: Only one truck will park there. rest to the work
PETER WIDENER: All are currently licensed
MR. CIMINO: Db, yes.
PETER WIDENER: it turns we one next or four

velncles pile up there.
MRS. CIMINO: no.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS

have dump

conung in

the first
last week,

equipment and other grass-

m
a garage if the business

against because of

discuss the matter with me, and be
more than a storage

gettmg a variance

-- What is

Cimino,

I view--
is right my view

1were not aware -- it was -- we were not aware this was
Mr. was under it was just going to

WILLIAM NATARELU, 12 Starngnt
MR. NATARELLI: 12 Starlight Drive, kocnester, I
I purchased the adjacent property, 317 Chili Scottsvilte Road. I purchased the

property, I purchased the property in is one of the great
pluses of that . And I purchased property, I Mr. -- I noticed that
the adjacent lot was I asked him was it was. He he thinks he had
sold it, but it was on contingent of the owner to build a shed or a ham.

I said, "What is he going to he storing
He said, "Just some toys, four-wheelers
And that there would be a V!lltt!lrH'p

hearing, and I was not to
that another sign was posted.

Mr. Marsh, who is also a neianbor
told me be was here present at the
for toys. As a matter fact, it was to

And what equipment? I understand it to
cutting equipment.

Now, where it is placed is
as I sit 011 my this
sitting there, and wife
going to be built there at the
small, for

It is running -- it is a but, it is a
business. He is his in out and I be sitting there, my wift;;
and L this pole bam with perhaps dump trucks sitting out in back. Hedoesn't have to
have them in the garage, He can them I don't want to see this,

My was upset we were We wouldn
property if that was the case.

It is Residential. 1 ~- if
MR. CIMINO: Cimino.
MR. NATARELLI: If
he

point, through that llV'l:>C, oossiorv tnrouan
I'm opposed to that being

and out I the vehicles
cvcllmg. left out.
grows. It a garage
these things.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Okay.
MR. NATARELLI: You're welcome.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
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MR CThlINO:
MRS. CIMINO:
MR CIMINO:
PETER WIDEl\T£R:
MRS, CIMINO:
MR CIMINO:

IS are.

a TPlYIl1l>lT pickup truck with a dump

annem wneeis in the

mowers, riding lawn

my equipment can fit on
pv,'T\.1lhlTIO inside. is

I on Lexington
all over

a counie

PETER WIDENER:
MR CIMINO: But notnmg
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

mowers: is that what you
MR. CIMINO: Right. All
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
J\1R. CIMINO:

trailers, is
reason the pole
over I sure ",,,<,,,,,,,,,,,,,"0

son --

not ten-wneeiers.

Our

ofthe trucks going in

pickup trucks,
source ofbusiness.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MRS. CIMINO:
MR CIMINO: -- I
MRS. CTh1INO: so it is not
MR CIMINO: I drywall new homes, too.
LARRY SMITH: can set a condition unntmg

there ifyou want. Or do it
BEVERLY 'J."'\.1.,LJU'LLJ,

is not
DAr'l
MR CIMINO:
DAN
BEVERLY 'JoL'\...LJULLJ.

MR. CIl'vlINO:
BEVERLY'\.H'\....LJU'LLJ.
MR. CIMINO:
MRS. CIMINO:
MR. CIMINO: My son
MRS. CIMINO: --
MR CIMINO:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

WILLIAM DAmE,
MR, DAIRE:

as

econsvnre Road, I was
because I -- I once

!Jp("nT>l,'1:: problem, it is mine,
and I might

home-schoolers.

happen onceMr. Cimino
wants. It did

vehicles or whatever.

It is a area, but, you know,

DAVID MARSH. 311 SCC:1tt!>V1ffe Road.
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zoning
nasicanv a residential

"MR. MARSH: David Marsh, I 11,Chili Scottsville Road.
First all, I'd like to LliJillIl()S to our I pleiC1ge to a good

neighbor to you folks. I wish we were meeting under different circumstances,
U~ I still am opposed to It is basically

allows at this point. It is used for a commercial business,
area.

C0111Ise, are

perked for
a large

the division of

You could bring
there you

children that

you're somewhat
in ofthe

frequently
residential property.

mamtam that property,
a

puumg out.

one.

are approximately 15
15 acres. is room to build a
not situation by

wants to comment?

the area directlv \JI;;UWlU

hmited as to
it is not >1<,ohlt> because

acres. At
house. I
adding the bam.

This is a residential area.
written for the benefit of
protection all of the residents
and consider the protection

Thank you.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MRS. CIl'v1INO:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The questions
l\1RS. CIMINO: Why are

understand that.
DA1~ MELVILLE: I
Mk.S. CTh1INO: But Tn",·,rr,~ comma
MR. DAIRE: I uncerstano.
they are allowed now -- Mr. jJf-~{",(\rJ:l

I have noyou
kids, you
know, normally

And as Mr. Marsh
neighborhood or
just a concern, you know,

Like I said, is approved, you
a bus in to the big pole it
want. So that is my concern and
willbe the area.

Thank you.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I

through other
truck with mowing equipment
So one trip and dO\Vl1

We did start off the discussion
would be allowed there because it is au <1J4jU.Y'UI.I.'U<11

requested with a valiance on properties
People who live on a
do some funning and that sort
larger garage, pole bam, you want to call it, than is anowen

MARY SPERR: Beverly (Griebel),
difficulty in picturing the pole bam is we
you built

"MRS. CTh1INO: The church across
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: TIle
MRS. CIMINO: Back of the church.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

limited of the placement
house.

MR. CTh1INO: No, no, no.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

So
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of it.

so

It getsto come

reducing the
Shrubbery.

I will.

to a business,

annrove the larger size, you can
3 inches bigger or

ofit.
pole barns. I was

or not, I don't know, but the 40'

application to read 40'

bit.
application to read 40' by

The further back you
somewhat limited of the other

appncants -- ifthey felt they wanted to

an unammous vote to

whatever you want to
garage or can have that business

that to a
annrove smaller nusmesses and make them come

more ditticuit
IHHI~U.' constraints on

MR. CIMINO:
BEVERLY \In.~jJ.LJL.<.

MR. CThflNO:
DAN

so
"""'Mr!'\£\rhr knows.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
Board, to bring it to a full

DANI\1ELVILLE: TIlat
wait a full Board,

MARY SPERR:

MR. CIMINO:
MRS, CThUNO:
BEVERLY 'V.<",LL.;iJ"'-'.....,.

would me
l\1ARY SPERR:
BEVERLY 'V.<.v,LL.;iJ"'-'.....,.

MR, CTh1JNO:
BEVERLY ....s ....,.<-'-',J"'-',L.<,
MR. CIMINO:
BEVERLY .....a ....u-'iJ"'-'''-'.

always
you're for another annrcval.

MRS. CIMINO:
MR. CIMINO:
L.:\RRY SMITH:
MR. CIMINO:
LARRY SMITH:
MR. CIMI.NO:
LARRY SMITH:
DAi'l'
MARY SPERR:

cnangec on
DA.N
PETER
MR. CLlMINO:
MARY SPERR:
MR. CIMINO: color
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You
Iv1RS. CIMINO: not
LARRY SMITH: Will
MRS. CIMINO:
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vehicles nogarage now

it mterestmg,

tauong about a

LARRY SMITH: Will you note around
l\1RS. CWINO:
LARRY Sl\1ITH: That is substantially smaller
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That still
l\1R. CTh1INO: It would
Mk.S, CTh1INO: Yes, to to new equipment,
:MR CTh1INO: Not after
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: One at a time.
DAN MELVILLE: You can never have enoughgarage
l\1R. MARSH: I just wanted to a comment. You were assmg

flood plain. I lived on this property Several I was on their
property, just to let them know it can It doesn't but it can nappen.

LARRY Sl\1ITH: Once lOO
'tvtR. l\1ARSH: That was the
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We about
MARY SPERR: That
l\1RS. CIMINO: Right.
LARRY Sl\1ITH: I have a a concrete floor.
MRS. CTh1INO: Right. Well, he is
DAN MELVILLE: That will save a money, reuucmg
Mk, CIN1INO: I need all ofthe help I can get
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: will

you bring them into the Building Department,
floor.

LARRYSl\1ITH: Sobasicalw
larger than a ton. Okay?

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
PETER WIDENER:
LARRY SMITH: Do you --
MR CTh1INO: Dual
DAN MELVILLE:

was a Ul:>\',U:>~,lUU

Beverly Griebel a motion to the
determination of no significant environmental impact,
Board members were

DECISION: Unanimously anorovec. as modmed,
conditions:

a vote

1. One IS maxnmun auowec,

2. No outside storage anvtmna related to

The following nnumg

1. applicant descnbed acmuonat storage

2. Application ofBonnie ccnwmate, owner:
for renewal of conditional use a h"'Ql1hl

62 Bellmawr Olive R-1-15 zone.

Bonnie Schwingle was to renresent

MS. SCHWINGLE: Hello.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: was a nve-vear renewal nreviousrvv
MS. SCHWINGLE: Uh-huh.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: How
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3. on-street to

5. more t\VO customers at one

6.

7. as

was to renresent

matter.
went to Monroe came as

an



LARRY SMITH:
I\1R. HARTWIG:

same dimension

to move

INo

LARRY
HARTWIG:

Mf-\RY SPERR:
remember. Why won't
'MR. HART\VIG:
BEVERLY uJ.'\,.u..."LJ' ...........

Laughter. )
MARY SPERR:

forbid, on
I\1R. HARnVIG:

ait is

as

tHlT"Nn'lPr! it

IS now.
LARRY SrvlITH:
Di\J~ lV:IELVILLE:

that area, is supnosed
l'vIR. HARTWIG: I understand

MARY SPERR: It is to
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It

J\1ELVILLE:
That is

I\1R. HART\VIG: It is .
race war --

some reason
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IS sounding

a vote no conumons,

1. to

matter.
went to rvionroe came asa

matter.
it
I at



BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
NIK RA.NSCO:

sure
MARY SPERR:
]'viR. KANSCO:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
J'vfR, Rr'\NSC0:
MARY SPERR:
for those nrHI"'''':

J'vfR. RANSCO:

LARRY S]'vlITH:
NlR. I

monument

an

a

om

a vote 4 no conumons,

on

at p.m.
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CHILI L.AY'1 ., ' ...1 BOARD OF MoF'-".?"
1

A ofthe Chili LeVLUHM

Hall, Chili Avenue, xocnester,
order by Chairperson oe'verlY '"'u.....,....a.,

200 I at the Chili 1'0\\11)
meenng was called to

PRESENT: Dan Melvlile,
Peter \Aitt1pn,pr

ALSO PRESENT:

constituted meenng of the Chili Zoning
mtrouucec the Board and

BEVERLY GRIEBEL
A 11'J·\.ld~"J 1

weekend, not the '""HiD,"

The Board mmcateu were no problems

Churchville,
including a

at nn~.~",,<TH located at 1
"It,,'l"'" rootage of garage

Application ofMr.
York

new
Chili

Robert Schwertferger was nresent to r,"n,rI"<:pnt

MR. SCHWERTFERGER:
exceeumz the

excent that I'm
present time 1

a one-car garage.

I

engineer's
any problem with

of the MOlton bam
an asphalt

bam

at the presenta concrete

Vall-Dille motor home which I figure
tractor a small tractor that I mow the lawn

so on, and I own personal
hold is a one car.

to

Pronabrv willnot

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
l'vlR. SCHWERTFERGER:

whatever it might rear ofthe property
I I

It
Other than that, I

nice. It is not going to a
BEVERLY GRIEBEL Will
MR. SCHWERTFERGER: I
BEVERLY GRIEBEL Will someone
IVIR SCHWERTFERGER:
BEVERLY W1lat
lVIR. SCHWERTFERGER: It

It
It probably will look more
construction as as IS concemeu.

DAN MELVILLE: What do plan on
MR. SCHWERTFERGER: UIll, I have a

on putting into it. It is an IS-footer. I
with, and I have a
car and the one-car garage

DAN MELVILLE: Will there
MR. SCHWERTFERGER:
DAN MELVILLE: Concrete
MR. SCHWERTFERGER:
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a
went to Monroe

comments on

a motion to 1"1"010""

Board were

a

a vote no conditions,

L

nrnn"rhr located at 1condmonat use nenmt
....Tt'"i",' Road in R-1-15 zone.

Appncanon of

was to represent

is a tower



problems

complamts on --

imnronerlv set. It is usually not a nrn.hlpn1 with this

u;:,uauy a nrrrhle-m

filtered out
COI1(llt10IlS was "PIJU,",'UU to address

so
BEVERLY XJ''-U...ULL,
MR
BEVERLY'Jn...LJLJLlw,

RIC!"IARD
BEVERLY 'J.IX.LLJ..~'LL.

RlCHARD PERRY:
of equipment.
MR. FOSTER:

most
GERRY
)V1R
GERRY '1..Ll U-"'X.l.'~J..""J'Jl

LARRY SMITH:
RlCHARD PERRY'

',1";"nl1e of appnances,
MR.

COMMENTS OR

DECISION: a vote

one tower.

3 to tower.

4, Building Inspector to structure.

5. problems to to mterterence

detnmentat to neignbornood,

2.

Aiexanuer was nn'<;cp:nf to represent

we
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couldn'ta6

PETER WIDENeR:
LARRY SMITH: It is

build a 4
it

was a discussion

LARRY SMITH: pOI'clH~Swe are.

went to MCiUICle \...·VUU\ y Plannmg came a
matter

a

DECISION' no conditions,

1.

2. room to

I
~.

Pryor was to represent

BEVERLY '0n~U.-JU.L.L.

MS. PRYOR:
BEVERLY '0"'''''-.'-<''''.0..-....-.

PRYOR:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

it.
IS season

MS. PRYOR:

COMl'vlENTS

mCit!Oin to {!p.i':l~l·P

a vote 6 no COIH11IIOlJlS,

1.
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VaJ'1aIICe to erect a
at 25 Brasser Drive

around to
R-1-15 zone.

6' (

Manley was to renresent

cnecxec to

to

GERRY
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

about That is a concern,
to my

were to (Ul ....HU,

COIVIMENTS OR v,,","__ '.,' FROM

aas SEQR andazencv asBeverly made a motion
determination

All

6 no condnions,

L

2. no objections.

Nate: A building nernnt is required,

C

MR, DIJRHAM'
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wanted to imnrove

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Yon a
IVIR. DURHAM: I
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So
MR. DURHAM:
BEVERLY \Jl'.LLjJLJ~.

!VIR. DURHAM:
with vinyl

ex1en(lea -- as it

and I wanted
I mean if it --
What I want to do
it is AU I

5

explain it a

He explamed

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR DURHAM:
PETER WIDE"!'.r:ER:
IVlR. DURHAM:

legalize it now.
ctosmg of a --

It
mstead of6 I

MR. DURHAM:
BEVERLY'Jn.u-,'CJLdw.
IVlR. DURRi\M:

MARY SPERR: 1
DURHAM: I

MARY SPERR:
PETER WIDENeR: Looks

snow
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FROM

their r;rnr;pt1hl ICIOKID;;?: presentable,

we
IVIR. DURI1AJ\1:
LARRY SMITH:

do

see,

Board members

I was wondermg

It

a

it a

to

to

DECISION: 6 with no COIJlditlOIlS, the following

2,

14428

went to 1\/1",,, ...1'''''

matter.
came

I

as a

mCJlUG(:(l a

MR
MARY SPERR: I never I owner

lVlR. DEATS: It
PETER WIDEN'ER: It no QUe:stlOIIS.
BEVERLY 'J",.U~JiJ~JL".

I'v1ARY SPERR:
RICHARD PERRY:
MIt.

OR FROM
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a
All

a vote 6 no COIldltlOIJlS,

L garden equipment IS needed a

Note: A building nenmt

8. Appucanon -anance to

was n"?'Cpl'lt

IvlR HONG:

LARRY SMITH:
Dfu~ l\tfELVILLE: Okay.
RICHARD PERRY: No questions.

wanted to

100.Kea at

to it --

no 011

sure see

understand what IS

do most

cement It

it so 2

a moment
an enhancement msteaa

PETER WIDENER:
l\t'V\RY SPERR: I

you will
MR. HONG:
BEVERLY '-' .....J.~JLA~ •...,.

4
MR. HONG: are to

me,
PETER
LARRY SMITH:

OR QUESTIONS

DECISION: a vote 6 no condmons,

t

nuucmg ",;>,-.-r·"t is required.

to erect an x
in R-i-IS zone.
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was to renresent

a

area,over

benches out

MS.
BEVERLY -Ui'J..Ld'UL"u.

front are startmz
MARY SPERR:
MS. ZVVALD:

MS. ZWALD:
WIDENER:

MS. I tnouznt
PETER WIDENER:

m to them. But 1>'11(>1"""1,,(>

The other one I
MS. ZWALD: I tnougnt
RICHARD PERRY:

COMMENTSOR QUESTIONS FROM

Board

DECISION: vote no COIHlI1101JlS,

1. The house.

building nermit IS required.

10. ofMarv Ann Hurkhart , owner;
14624 for variance to
located at West '-'Ul.1.\1>1

xocnester, New York
at

Ann Burkhart was n1"f',,(>1nt

MS. BURKHART:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

BURKHART: I actuallv h .. ,.,,,, .....1,+ pictures me.

presentee! pictures to

for ten
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Also, the motor home is
it is
We did

au'''aJJ,;:>LU that was

Ms. Burkhart presented Board.

to
BEVERLY Vl"tL,U~.,L"

MS, BURKRi\RT:

MS, BURKHART:
BEVERLY "-J''-L''-<J-''''-<''-<.

MS, BURKHART:
WIDENER:

MS. BtJRKRi\.RT: It was It was broken

nronertv that

to

"

IS

To

vacation, to

move it on a
I want to

dirrerence oetween a

street. It is a motor

it is an
months because we were

our
MS, BURKHART:
U\RRY

DAJ'\l'
It is nceused.

LARRY SMITH:

DAN
LARRY
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH: It
BEVERLY Ul"lL,JJLL4.

the rear
LARRY
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I

a I

I was to

Automotive vehicles or trailers

response to a c01TIP:la1l1It.

or
LARRY SMITH:

When
S.

MR BURKHART:
LARRY

Town it a
beginning -- there are a

~ ~

it
BEVERLY 'U",,,,<,uJLJ,uJL#.

street a motor

parked a motor on
street besides

MS. BURKHART: a coupte

store IS

the we:HITlL

My son and

warm weatner was at

it

H<;lI~lilv wmtenze it
building the

I had

question on

rvV\RY I
MS. BtJRKHART:
l\1ARY SPERR:
MS. BURKHART:
l\1ARY SPERR:
MS. BURKHART:

a ditrerent

it vear-ionz

put it

it
MS. BURKHART:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS. BlJRKHA.RT:

WIDENER: I
What is on

MR BURKHART:
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near vicnnrv not in

we
parked vemcre. not a

is no reliable storageas ILARRY SMITH:

I -- a coutracnnz business.
PETER WIDENER:
RICHARD PERRY'

on

a

you

high
They

looking at

come out

someoocv who

garage, because the
never IS !110Ive,o

over

I

IS a
situauons that develop.

annarentlv neighbors not

seeI

BEVERLY '-J.l"~lL<UJ.._L.

MS. BURKHART'
LARRY SMITH:

MS, BURKJ-LJ\RT: do store
insurance, as we can attest

I

IS nnmatena
to

convenmz next
rooxmg at

LARRY SMITH: am I.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
a It had been done piecemeal

when we start it.
RICHARD PERRY: I
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I

at

motor

is one

street Chili, they

I coutdrrt

is

nnposstble to v~v~vv.

more questions

BEVERLY \J,l",lLLl'LL.

DAN ~1ELVILLE:
LARRY SMITH:
DAN ~LVILLE.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
DAN ~LVILLE:
RICHARD PERRY:
LARRY SMITH:

can it on street want.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

winter, but then
RICHARD PERRY: I

parkeo out on the street.
MR. BtJRKHART:
it as as~· we
RICHARD PERRY:
MR. BURKHART:

so it is not
we

is fortunate enough to
OC(~aS10n to use

that would use a pickup
see it as different than

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
RICHARD PERRY:

COI\1I\1ENTS OR <r U~~~

MARY
MS. SAGE: a

we all came
It is not sometlunz

compiamts are registered

a

the

it over
it is .- it IS

it and the

on

one

I come

I

Department.
RICHARD PERRY:

variance, didn't get one
LARRY SMITH:
RICHARD PERRY:
LARRY SMITH:

I

Since it is
cornntamt not

one.
LARRY SMITH: A

SAGE: But it
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or recreational vemcie
is no InTlUpr than

I

III

summer
It is

fourwasour
want to
MS. SAGE:

came to the TOWll

weekends I do it to it out
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

rear or if it
LARRY SMITH:
MS. '-'rJ,'J~~.

because I was under

not

common sense.
BEVERLY ,-,n.~''''~J''''.

aa motion to npl'l!ll'P

members were

no concmons,

1. IS a parked ncensed
summer

at



CHILI ZONING BOARDOFAPPEALS
1

1 at Chili
TIlemeetmgwas to

PRESENT:

ALSO PRESENT: ASSistant Counsel the

Beverly new ASSIstant Buildmg Inspector LJ\.,Uli.'':> xcmena. was III

There was a discussion

had nine items on the agenda

BEVERLY '-"'_'J-,'lJJ-,.LJ.

ago. There was no

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
and sevenpeople could

LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY VJ."-LLU'L'J.

LARRY SMITH:
him either.

BEVEItLY GRIEBEL: I

for next meetma,

a motion to

a couple of
on 8

not going to hear

Willowbrook

to --
MARY SPERR:
BEVERLY n~r~~r -- and
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

TIleBoard was unannnousty motion to

posted ten to the meeting or it

No one was present Ko,cl1,est,er Stampings.
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month.

neonie are

is an

we

to it until

obviouslv U"Pt'Ptl't ptannmg on

was unanimously In motion to

BEVERLY ,-,n,~.",.L<''-' a nroblem

I.

can

IS

SlQieW'HK. so it is a

number ofmaxed out

documentation as to
to

on

it out --justor

GRIEBEL:
MR. TORRE: IS no more room on
BEVERLY It costs too.
NIR TORRE: it
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I'm sure,
DAN MELVILLE:
N1R TORRE: can
D."-t"l NIELVILLE:
J\{R, TORRE:
RICHARD PERRY:

obnoxious to
questions,

MR. TORRE:
RICHARD PERRY:
GERRY HE'NTIRICKSON:
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business.
IvIR. TORRE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I

road and on snow

COMMENTS OR '."..J1.""

I think
as a

it It is alwavs a

kJUU:LJ.'j, I
BEVERLY'U.nJ...LJlJ.LJL..

matter. I think it did.
it is a matter.

LARRY SMITH:

Beverly Griebel made a motion to npC'.lllTP

determination ofno significant environmental nnnact,
members were

as a

DECISION: vote 5 with no conditions,

1. an addmonal portable

-J

Rebecca ,-,IV"'."'''''' was to represent

BEVERLY 'Ul'J...LJL#.LjL~. went to Monroe came as a
matter

GRIEBEL:
GOERKE:

BEVERLY 'U;''-.LLU'.LL.

<.If1V'-':Pll that reserves
the management II

MARY SPERR:
MS. GOERKE:
LARRY SMITH:

MS. GOERKE:
LARRY SMITH:
MS. GOERKE:
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I
MS. GOERKE: It will
LARRY SMITH: It
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: it is
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put

case.
to renew them tnrouznill

annroves it.one
up or anything.

LARRY SMITH: \\t11Y
BEVERLY Well,

your office.
LARRY SMITH: I
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

O'Toole ,>,>t'nip·n to

COlVIMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

Board members were

a motion to declare

DECISION 5

L

3, No on-street parking pertammg to

4. operauon as

5. No OU1tsICle emntovees,

was

IS a customary

was n,·,>c",·"t to renresent

renderings so

is

our own little
sometimes they

wanted to that



to,

waters onto
recurred us to sort

acres ofland.
In so, we found

nerween buildings

setback IH~e(H~d to

ivlK CARUSO:
to look

1 • 5

remaunng 16

we think that we
did

tI,.'",,,,h the re2:onmg

We

Because Iookmz at

don't use all
apartment or so, So I
. You just don't

to over-compucate
even tnouzn we don't



CARUSO:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MK CARUSO: WeIL someone

BEVERLY UJ.,\-J-L,U'L"L".

ivIR. CARUSO:

I -

to over compucate
tnrouan suocrvision approval

\\r'hat

niannec on

PlalrmlIlg Board annrovar

IS

It is

run to.

was a discussion
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,many

a

him eight or

to

SertlOI.·s are --

I

enouan to do but
GERRY HE'NTIRICKSON:
MR CARUSO: We

been h ..All nl·,t

station or bow are
1 it day,

1\1R CARUSO: a
times to it
We're sort

now, not sort of that as a problem,
GERRY HENDRICKSON: The

plan -~ and we went over under
way in there, Ifan should come
should another exit.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
GERRY HENDRICKSON'
MARY SPERR:
GERRY
MR.

thr,,,,,r,h the
and

you can nnagme

GERRY HENDRICKSON: Do

I IS adequate. it JUUlUU

want to
see.

to a at

one muicatec were interested

COl\£\1ENTS OR V''-/1~,3

BEVERLY 'J"d..LdLH~.'~.

1\1R CARUSO:
BEVERLY 'J1.'.U...dLH~lw.

comments at

Board members were

a motion to dectare as SEQR and a
motion.

DECISION: Unanimously <>TW\1'n,,,pr!

findings of
5 no COIldItlOIllS, and

1. contours to

') The buildings onto the

4. Application ofWillowbrook 'J~'~VU.J, BallantyneRoad, K.O()I1e:;ter,



8

n,..,n"whl olivner: Ballantyne
treestanumg sign at property located

vanance to erect a 4' x 6' double-faced
Ballantyne Road FPO FW zone.

DECISION:
following reasons/nnomgs

to until 1 at

L to

Appncant requested tabnng to

Applicant to
mamtam as

at Bundmg Department to

Applicant must

'In..u..,jl.'.LJiLe. Appucations 4 nextmonth.

Kocaester, NewYork

Paxton was ''''p,o,~nt

GERRY rIENTIRICKSON: I
MARY SPERR: 1
MRS. PiLXTON:

oeome see the

RICHARD PERRY: It -- I

a

out

Well, it is

MRS. PAXTON:
RICHARD PERRY: 3 to not tockmz to do too

except Improve
MRS. PAXTON:

a

picked out

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE r~V.lJLL.'.l',,"44.

a motion
determination ofno significant environmental impact,
All Board were

DECISION: a vote 5 no COIlilltl0DIS,
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Masters was present to renresent the anplicanon.

Rochester,
rear lot

MR lVIASTERS:
the new buyers recuestec

nermrts were not required
IS au Angncized

MR lYiASTERS:
BEVERLY
l\1R. MASTERS:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

than
Pumpkin was

l\t1R MASTERS:
DAJ'i I have

It is normallyour number one

COJ\1lVfENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

and

When neonie don't . and

then



1 ~

DECISION: a vote 5 no COI101tlOD,S, following

1. were no objections

7 Application ofDeborah Dauphmee, owner:
variance to erect a
5' abutting a 9

Emerald Point R-1-15 zone,

Deborah Dauphinee was to represent

I

to

OflS

an

too,

it is difficult to a

mground and aboveground
to than allowed. It is

outIS difficult

Deborah Daupnmee, lJ-:a-U-D-ll-l,·n-:e-e. owner
compncatmg comer

LARRY
BEVERLY "",.n.~"-',,,,,"--"W,

is the QlH:Sl!On.

MS. DAUPHIN'EE:
was the
where

MARY SPERR:
MS.

it

MS. DAUPH:J:N'EE:
BEVERLY V',,-,--LULL.

MS.
BEV'ERLY UJ."-LLLJ'LL.

of things with them
MS. DAUPH:J:N"EE: I
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
I I a question

putting this closer to the llVte'''''',

LARRY SMITH:
MS. DAUPHINEE:

acruauy 4. Or it is 9 8 It IS
LARRY SMITH: Where are
MS. DAUPHINEE: I
LARRY SMITH: \Vhere did
MS. DAUPHINEE:

it accorumz to
BEVERLY \..Jl\..,LLU.LL,

inzround pool
a problem with
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9 8

better

it be
to now.

easement.
MS. DAUPIDNEE:
BEVERLY \JJ.'\J.LJJ.LJL...

MS.
1 a <:'l1M"""II"" come out

were an emergency

the
BEVERLY 'JH.U...L""-'''-'.

LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY 'JA'~J'J"-'J"'.

MS. DAtJPHI1-..'EE: It is a uramage
KEITH OTOOLE: It is a

pool until time as
occur, it would their exnense

easement in the first
BEVERLY 'JA''''.'J.J'-" .... structures easement

89

on the 01"(YIH1ti

to an 18

to put it in an easement.
to us r-.........."'f'th:

I want to a
not to.

-- you're
requirement is But

I didn't.

correct.

or --
measured it from

KEITH O'TOOLE:
MS. DAtJPHINEE:
KEITH O'TOOLE:
LARRY SMITH:
away from
MS. DAUPIDNEE:
LARRY SMITH:

or
MS. DAUPHINEE: I
LARRY SMITH:
MS. DAUPIDNEE:
it is to
LARRY SMITH: I

GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH:

GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH: I



1 -

of the uv,• .,v.
10

we first looked at
to do sometnmg

out and putting

I wouldn't

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Our Buudmg msoector
LARKY SMITH: I don't

It is not a it was on
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well,

application, because it comes up occasionany,
IS to damage

MS. DAlJPHINEE: Oh, I
MARY SPERR: The storms
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I remember
III a storm.
MS. DAlJPHINEE: I

collapsed last rt
a

corvUvlENTS OR "fUL~,J THE

a
a

so

this it on
probtem with line

or

easement.

wanted to put up

easement
wrtnout a penmt.

are p,laJIU11Ilg to

sneciat nernnt to it on

BEVERLY '-'L"U.",M"'-'~.

MS. VITO: one or --
MS. DAUPHINeE: 6

even see
LARRY SMITH:
MS. DAUPHI~'EE:
Lt\RRY SMITH:
MS. DAUPHINEE:
LARKY SMITI-I: Release.
MS.DAL~HINEE: Sort

other side of the nearest
kids.

MS. VITO:
they
with

to --
VITO: All

MS. DAUPHINEE:
MS. VITO:
MS. DAUPHIN'EE:
so of the

to
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS. DAUPHINEE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS.



I -

MS. DAUPHIr-rEE: All
MS. VITO:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: audience? No one.

BeverlyGriebelmade a monon
determination ofno environmental impact,
Board memberswere

as SEQR and a
motion. All

DECISION' 5 with

western

The to110\\l1112 nnemg

L tneraneutic use.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

8.

DECISION' to I at

L

Appncant to
mamtam as

at the Buudmg Department to

9. Application
vanance to

Road G.L zone.

Montalto was to represent

at

our

over

to seek relief from
parxmg STlaC(;S required

audience wisnes to a

l"lallllulg Board and presented
reeuoack and then moved tnrn/o,en

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
diagram, just free to

.MR, MONTALTO:
Our omces are at WhitneyRoad
"'H"'ill'"Empire Beef With me tonight

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. MONTALTO:
MARY SPERR: It is on
.MR, MONTALTO:
I will you a brief t\vl'f"\li,pur

ZOl1Jng ordinance to allow parkmg
the requirements
under that.

We appear
conceptual plan at
producing UC:>I.P;I.L



"'r''''/1l1 _

we

that -- on

one
we would

would not be

some -- I -- I --
amount

making sure that we are
know -- are

sure that employee

business IS

We were
landscape plan for the buffering
appeared the Planning Board at
final subdivision plan approvals.

Empire their current warehouse
Crtll<>1'''' feet

would
MR

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I
road, don't reanze

MR. MONTALTO: Nobody realizes it is
.MARY SPERR: meat --
Mlt, MONTALTO: Number the u<n,lVU,

MARY SPERR: Number
BEVERLY His

comnanv know many parkmg Sl:laCI~S

a problem, so
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ontothe

circulation route. TIle recervmz
is on the south

circulation routes
to they need to

IS

IS

had 8.

it is -- so there

a counte

as a fill area
a..ulal'S"'" of concrete navement

DAN lYffiLVILLE:
l\1R MONTALTO; Concrete.

110 stone or anvtnmz
R1CHARD PERRY:
MR.
RICHARD PERRY:
MR. MONTALTO;

GRIEBEL:
extension was I
lu-minute appointments.

MR. MONTALTO: It is
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
MR. MONTALTO: Approxmlate~

noknngs are 19 acres.
GERItY HENDRICKSON:
BEVERLY '-J.n........,u'....,....,.

MR. MONTALTO:

to

COM.\r1ENTS OR FROM

BEVERLY GRIEBEL. This went to JVHHlHJt: came asa



matter

1 - 16

Beverly Griebel a monon to aecrare
determination
motion. All Board members were

as SEQR and made a

DECISION: no conditions, following

L determined the necessarv number

2. remove emnlovees

at



BOARD
Julv I

I at Chili T0\\:11

to

PRESENT Michael'>!' n,"',,,

ALSO Assistant 'L~Vl"'ilJ~"'i for

constituted meetmg of the Chili
Board frour

was un'<l1",pf1 around a telephone pole, Number 12. I

was no sign 011 3, I

I was out on 14 the afternoon, and was
Number 12.a

GRIEBEL Before we
1 see a

RICHARD PERRY:
went there a couple

BEVERLY GRIEBEL
!\tUt. cJ ...A -s, l .. ,rn ~ 'L r".

now, but I had it
BEVERLY 'Ji"'JLLiJ.LL.

MR.
VERLY ',U"'''-UL'.• ,

MR., .J'" .""jYlrn r -s..

BEVERLY '''''l lLiJL.L.

to
a motion
GERRY
BEVERLY 'V",'L,JIJ,L~.L,.

MICHAEL MARTIN'

see

I still

-- I

The Board memners mdicated

it. butit out -- 1

uosten, must
Saturdav OIL or put it

l'vl:R. ..J ..... L U HI" "'· ....d L

BEVERLY 'Vn.iLJC/LJL,

did
MR. SCAMACCA:



1 - 2

were no

r

were nn'CPlnf to represent

a nedicateu

to

itl'vlR WINTERKORN:
RICfu\RD PERRY: No questions. I see to

OR

B \\lllS submitted to Monroe ~,,,_... , Plannmg came as
matter.

a

a vote ..,
I 110 condmons,

Bill 1-I[)\\.",'c1

was over meetmg as

011. I



1 -

on

it in

as ODl:IOS(;Q to

serve

on

we

to

nurnose it

It

was to Monroe

!'viR. HOWARD:

RICHARD PERRY
l\1ARY SPEltR: I
RICHARD PERRY
MARY SPERR: I usually
MR. HOWARD:
DA.N MELVilLE:
!'viR. HOWARD:
RICHARD PERRY:
MR. HOWARD:

hours.

came

so it is

we

IS 11OIJKE~Qstreet.

water.

across

I

B
rviR liOWARD: Yes.

up,

DECISION a vote



4

r

L to

npr1Y11t IS required.

Ui'''fllTlhl business on a

next meetmg.

a vote 7 to

I. to

ote Appncant to
mamtam as

Building Department to

!\pipucant must

MR, ALCORN

was

nrevious owner was represented
current owner, so 1can answer

I at
even themQ;tl

IS a contusion

It was--

now",

Evergreen Drive,
it is it

aa monon to tlp/'l,,,',,, V~'VA' and
Michael ,V'''UT,n seconded the monon.



members were

1 5

DECISION: a vote 7 no C01lO11101]LS,

A butlding

located at 1

nearest neignbor

IS required.

lU,-,IlCU at I
!VIR CASSIDY:
BEVERLY 'JJ'LW'~'L.L,

MR.C

1!{\\\JP(l at J)n)IJE~rt\

came as a

eCllllJ)J:uellt -- not

IS room 011

LaUL,~Ulc;l. )

BEVERLY 'Ji'-LL,U-Lid.

RICHARD

t
or do

it
GERRY HENDRICKSON: I
MARY SPERR: to
MR. CASSIDY:
!VIARY SPERR: Will

do O\lV11

on



l\1K CASSIDY
approximately 1

l'vV\RY SPERR:

YOU

to

1- 6

I
aooress IS

it

it

are owners

a

h,nrU10 it sent to P.

it to

it to

correct.

In

different owners

one

BEVERLY 'J""L'u'LL. IS Iogical

a



1 7

a vote 7 no COlldJtlODB,

1. ')"JU'.":;'" structure on a

at nrr"""l"t\/

nn'cp'i1r to represent

a

went to Monroe came as a
matter,

the

out

SCHILD.
RICHARD PERRY

tree,

are DO easements on

to

Is

tree out

it

DECISION: a vote no condmons,

L an unnroveo appearance

A building permit is n>rllllTf,r!
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wide I

concrete

come

to
to

concrete

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
l'v1R, BOEHLEY:

wasn't sure

a

ISION a vote 7 no concmons,

11 more

A buuamg f,I'~AU"U 1S reouired.

6
"''1 " .. , "''', a nm;pI'mt,

man R-I-12 zone.



1-

can hold

]'viR. now.

¥

+- I mean --
want to

cemousneo or

owner to



1 -

it4

is
is if someone were

if it isRICHARD

\anance --

RICHARD PERRY.
I

IS

that
to a slecgenammer to it



as to wnetner not

same

is

rebuuds in same

want to squash

wanted to ~-

dismantte it put it

RICHARD PERRY:
LAllil <;11lC'1 . )

MR

MR
RICHARD PERRY:

Laughter)

a

a

DECISION -f
rebuilt/renlaced, owner must f'f'l"llnhl

I No change

variance to erect a 10' x 1
3 I ill 1-15 zone.

j~""1.l"J.j was to represent

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: IS anotner corner creates a It



1 -

you tearing

out

reverse
Mk, LL1VH~l
RICHARD PERRY: It

GRIEBEL:
LLlT.u.~" • My

GRIEBEL:
RICHARD PERRY I

I any questions.

motion.

a

a vote no COlu111:1Ol'lS,

IS required,

i'v1 r

MR. CIMINO: We want a two-car garage,
BEVERLY It
fv1RS. CIJ\1INO:

was referred to !Y1cfnrc)e came as a
matter

MRS. CIMINO:
WIDENER:

MRS. CUvUNO: Right.
WIDENER: I understand now. are not changing

uetacneu garage, or IS

measurements at

come on a

L<lll~!I1X: )



OR

want to come next LUVLUoU

a

7 no COIHW:lOI:lS,

1 A correction a error garage area,

I

tore

was a concrete I want to

vote no CO!1ClJtlOns,

12.
ft.



"7
I

as a

attacnec to

went to Monroe
included 11l

matter also.
DAN IYfELVllLE: I
MRS. HILL:

OR

m01,1011 to declare

members were

a

7

A correctrou a error garage area.

at



t
APPEALS

01

A meet
2001 at
14624 at 7:

the Chili
Ii Town

p.m.

r>fJ'fJCCl..'-S was he
i Avenue,

to

on

'-:1'"\OY'Y, Richard
1.

PRESENT: Dan Me
Peter

PRESENT: tat
Counsel

0'

fi
are not

t
Board, and

have not
ect to

i
meet
meet

constituted
ained the

e. She
was cited.

was out on 18 and I

The Board with signs.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: were al
samet we t it f

We'll start with number 1.

f
aren't

, and
up.

1.
New
to erect
from front
Street G.

Street,
Scamacca;

s

Chili,
variance

to be 5'
at 3498

1 Scamacca was sent

go up in the back,

a s

MR. SCAMACCA:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: wat

Ii 1
MR. SCAMACCA:
BEVERLY rEBEL: And now



d

it, because we

we1re

was

e
DAN MELVILLE:
MARY SPERR:
MR. SCAMACCA:

DAN MELVILLE:
MR. SCA!"1ACCA:

not 1
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. SC~ACCA: We

MR. SCAJvlACCA:
house and

BEVERLY
it came
Samet

as

I was

it ~ It
size the

can f

be removed?

?

DENNIS SCIBETTA:
MR. SCA""'lACCA:

wait f

f\1R.
t is a c

MARY

DAN MELVILLE:
Garden

MARY SPERR:
MR . SCAM.l\CCA :
DAN MELVILLE:
RICHARD PERRY:
PETER WIDENER:
MARY SPERR:

is pret t 1,
number s ?



3

rece s.
BEVERLY

ful
f
Was t
DENNI

11 on
'11
But

So before
to do that,

it's on a

COMMENTS None.

DECIS a t

an and
perrru.t;

was ited:

across

2.

Alistair he

it's

that

to come

re. Youon

It'

i

's a

BEVERLY
MR. LEWIS:
BEVERLY
a

MR. LEWI :
f

DAt'\[ 1"1ELVI
MR. LE'V'H :

want



ZBA I 0

to go up aga
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

wi t.
2 I it

MR. LE~'HS:

BEVERLY IEBEL:
s 1

MR. LEWI
BEVERLY GRIEBEL
GERRY HENDRI~.~'JVU

MARY SPERR:
DAN MELVILLE:

Wil be

1 lot.
Ive two

s

r

t if
t

em. No

vacant for almost

a

MR. LEWIS:
three years.

MARY SPERR:
PETER WIDENER:
RICHARD PERRY:
MR. LEWIS: Yes.
RICHARD PERRY.
MR. LEWI :
RICHARD PERRY:

quest
DA1\J tJlELVILLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

COMMENTS

lead agency as fc

1

DECISION: no
fact was ited:

1. acent to



01 -

Samue Mont

to make ais

ace

in that back corner?

comment is 180
feet. 11

t l ter
had space. There was space for

MR.
PETER WIDENER:
MARY SPERR:
GERRY
BEVERLY
DENNIS
MR. MONTAl'lTE: 1

. MONTAL~TE:

BEVERLY
MR. MONTl'"L.l\1TE:
BEVERLY
lviR.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR.
BEVERLY
DAN MELVI
RICHA.RD
s

us it
MR. MONTAc~TE:

furniture.
the fi

I CHARD

COMMENTS AUDI

the Board lead agency as far
f al

DECISION: th no
fact were cited:

2. t

4.
i
1 I req.)

Roche s t e r t

to to be
located at 686



11

Scott

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

t to
BEVERLY
MR. CHAPIN:
BEVERLY
MR. CHAPIN:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. CHAP
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
GERRY HENDR
?

s
's a

-law

1?

, and
rees

the

a
ones

in

MR. CHAPIN:
GERRY HENDRICK~)ON

house.
is

a

but

?

stones on the ft

l

But

MARY S
MR. CHAP
MARY SPERR:
MR. CHAPIN:

GERALD HENDRI~",LJVH

MARY SPERR:
contractor?

MR. CHAPIN:



8

and

5
MR.

and
wall
that

's ce to

is not what I
me.

er?
and a

s
of

narrow that
out that way.

COMMENTS None.

lead agency as fas
environmental

1

DECISION: with no
twas ci

an t to rear

5.

Var.LCAU'-''-'
4 '
Saddleback

S

an

Burton,
14608,

teet,

to

S

We' 1

the architect for
is

MR. BURTON
teet,
contractor.

BEVERLY
t

say
1 r

RICHARD
BEVERLY
RI,-"uL-..,.l.J
KE TH

teet.



MR. BURTON:
because her

s is
D.C. r

?

re
ication,

that if thi

we

ZBA

t .

ars
here,

a

it that Ie
line, and

that.
extant,

any

f

a

MR. BURTON:
RICHARD



PETER WIDENER:

PETER
MARY SPERR:
GERRY
BEVERLY

too.

COMMENTS None.

as
ronment
members were

no
fact was cited:

DECIS

1 new front entrance

s

an 8'

lvlR.
went

if you

now.

il
, t

the

front.

Is that

is we're
first, and



ZBA

of t cost

Dress

We're

tween the two of

, yes.

case where we're

the front of the

the house.
you are on, I

f
, and

t
MR. ROB-,-~,,-,,,,'n

DAN fv1ELVILLE:
say 47

MR. ROBINSON:
f

, too.
MARY SPERR:
MR. ROBINSON:

DAN MELVILLE:
MR.

BEVERLY
MR. ROBINSON:

it will i
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
GERRY HENDRI~~0un

us, we're
MARY SPERR:
PETER WIDENER:
RICHARD PERRY:

not real do
BEVERLY EBEL:
RICHARD PERRY.
DAi"'J MELVILLE:

se from,
MR. ROBINSON:

tf

DAN MELVILLE:
steps?

MR.
four feet.

DAN fv1ELVILI,E:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
fv1R. UrSON:

it to
RICHARD
DAN lYiELVILLE:
MR. ROBINSON:



11

rat

MR.
BEVERLY

measure and

1 in,

4

don't want
feet

feet.
front lot 1
to s on

to come and
and ---

comes out eight
cement can

1, there.

COMMENTS

lead agency as far

1

DECIS yes with no
of fact was cited:

front the

at 94

s to icat

t
a

is
a 12

striction.

for

?

's a tree
is



I

ago.

t way

t

have no guess Dan, any
st ?

DAN MELVILLE:
k of unusua
he

RICHARD PERRY ob. If
it
PETER WIDENER:
MARY SPERR:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
GERRY HENDRI
BEVERLY we

t i must
to

KEITH
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: \'Ve make that a
t it if you'

still 1 re, for it

1 ... TownL

this. And
has names,

MR. GADOMSKI: '11 see the
BEVERLY ist, Don ter at

10 Wat the street

MR.
BEVERLY
MR. GADOMSKI:

It a t
I've

f --
cetera.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL;:
MR . GADOfviSKI :
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. GADOMSKI:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. GADONSKI:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

We at 94



/

MR.

store
for s

s 1
doeanv t;

space. You
wet.

COr-1MENTS

ISION: a yes, with

1. f , it must conform to Town

was i

1. in the

5 ist Avenue,
erect a 12' 24'

1 8' r eq , ) at
R 1-15 zone.

ion.

a over

out further than the

went Monroe
matter.

, re

sEBEL:BEVERLY
review

MR. ANSARI: Yes
BEVERLY
MR. ANSARI: s
BEVERLY

back corner of the deck is
s

MR. At1\JSAR I :
BEVERLY
MR. A."'JSAR I :
BEVERLY
MR. ANSAR
BEVERLY
feet f

deck,

from

cover

lot 1 ?



/ /

to're

was a f
could have been

i

KEITH
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. ANSARI:

I was wa
BEVERLY GRIEBEL,:

MR. ANSARI:
RICHARD PERRY:
MARY SPERR:
PETER WIDENER:
DAN MELVILLE:

t we didn'
lt

BEVERLY
RICHARD

have
IvlR. ANSARI:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
GERALD HENDRI,~~.uu'L'

MARY SPERR:
f

DA.N" MELVILLE :
MARY SPERR:
BEVERLY IEBEL:
PETER WIDENER:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
PETER WIDENER:
RICHARD PERRY
DAN MELVI

st

we

?

ss.

COMMENTS OR

f
1

as far
ronmental

were

DECISION:
was it

encroachment; it



2 1

rear
R-l-1S zone.

to be
2 ' from
ist Avenue in

for

there?
e

at that
connect the deck

rear lot
was also

>-I'..OHu...l.f the

owners,

Monroewent
a

BEVERLY

fV1R.
icant.
BEVERLY

. GUNTHER:
BEVERLY
MR.

e

actual

let

to

s is

st ?

t

a

MR.

ME. GUNTliER:

MR.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

grow ld
MR.
BEVERLY

no, ..-n1, t,
deck.

BEVERLY



ZBA

t

s

it

lot

a

that - -
ld the deck?

to
DAc1\I I'vlELVILLE:

JvIR.
I It's an

DAN iv1ELVILLE:
ivIR . GTJNTHER:
DAN MELVILLE:
MR. GUNTHER:
DAl'\l MELVILLE:

I I
little t

?

movable, if

f

the
MR. GUNTHER:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL
MR. GUNTHER:

so
DAN

Town

I

it

s

'd

all these

oomp l Larice .

I t

i react

can be bad,

process. I
up at the

s a new owner?

12

as a

r s

DENNIS SCIBETTA:
DAN MELVILLE:
MR. GUNTHER:
Dill'\] ivlELVI
DENNIS IBETTA:
DAN MELVILLE:

To move s, now,
DENNIS SCIBETTA:

a t t.
DAN MELVILLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
JvlR. GUNTHER: Ye
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
ems?
MR. GUNTHER:

represented Mr .
el

BEVERLY
does delay the

there'
MR. GlJ'NTHER:

so we t
i'-1ARY SPERR:

stockade fence
PETER WIDENER:



8

for

or

em.

t

and

were

to make it a
Town

I set.

ence?
is

, Dan?

halP1Jen, you know.
and certain sizes.

I tIe st
~~~"L~~, and I don't

was Ace.
me years ago, and

homeowner.

, if we
we still

rr,n~'r1ru, yes, that's also

I'

exact

that has t

Just

t
I

f
ff h

t

BEVERLY
MR. GUNTHER:
BEVERLY
MR. GUNTHER:
BEVERLY EBEL:
Dill'! MELVI
I CHARD

DAN
PETER W

I

,",\JUUl.Lt i
iance.
BEVERLY
KEITH

MARY SPERR:
GERRY HENDRICK~)ON

BEVERLY EBEL:
comments?

ITH

want

al

rna
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one

acent ne

Just

the deck. You would

care
matter.

a~~4Ja-,-t walk ? Is
area? I'm if
it's ist or
may be it.

KEITH
DEN"'NIS
an

that's what that
one of the

DAN MELVILLE: I
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

cono i t;
KEITH
MARY SPERR:

So I

COMMENTS OR

as
al
were

DECISION: yes, the

Town

The wa ited:

l. harm r f
ne

Note: for the and

meet



CHILI

A meeting ofthe Chili Zoning Board ofAppeals was held on October 2001 at the Chili Town
Hall, 3333 Chili Avenue, Rochester, at p.m, The meeting was called to
order by Chairperson Beverly Griebel.

PRESENT: Dan Melville,
Peter Widener

Richard Perry, Michael Martin,

wa.",,,, Building tnsnector: Keith Assistant Counsel for the

Chairperson Beverly Griebel declared
Board ofAppeals,
table, She announced the

IPO;~Il\1 constituted meeting of the Chili Zoning
introduced the Board and front

Auegiance was cited,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I Did anyone

The Board indicated not a nroblem the notiticanon SIgnS.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
on,

tnougn "ve were delaved a due to all of the stuffgoing

1. Application of Jeanne .1Ju·f::,au,

variance to erect a 10' x
property located at

Road, Kocnester, New York 14624 for
to 4' from rear lot lines (8' ) at

R-1-15 zone.

Jeanne Dugan was present to represent the appncatron,

shed

one day road because it was pouring
I pulled in driveway, and I waited,

on so I going to near. He kept
nobody came so I couldn't see the backyard,
never

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Good eventnz.
MS, DUGAN: Hi.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You want to
MK DUGAN: Uh-huh.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I

rain. I couldn't see much, so I "vent
but the dog didn't look like it had a
barking. I would

MS, DUGAN:

Mr. Riley was also to represent

as requiredshed 8

drainage a couple years

backvard accordmz to the diagram

ago.

MR RILEY: He was on a cable,
MS. DUGAN: I know, You want to take
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I don't see anvtnme
MS. DUGAN: 1S a .....",uu""
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Where is that tocateo?
MS. DUGAN: Pretty center,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, I more questions.
DAN MELVILLE: vou

per code?
MS. DUGAN: sewer --

DAN MELVILLE:
MS. DUGAN:
DAN MELVILLE: But it is
MS. DUGAN: Yes.

through front yard to
property

road, it is large,



1 2

it end the
center

comer, near

it to

sewer,

easement nms fl,,'f""'!1Th

ids

BuildiI:IJ2;IrISl)\~C!()[or --
it

4

name,

it

an easement

an easement

\vh

or



easement

to

easement

cornel. lJec:au:~e

, we

center

to move it

l111cn)pI1lOJ1,e to is somet lunz



to
RICHARD PERRY:
B

sements are,

1 - 4

I

15

easement

it
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ownership of that easement. the or their

of
I did it

MS. DUGAN:
BEVERLY \...U'LLLJJLL.
MS.

an answer.

The Board not

west.

I

did not

near the

me. I'm not
particular application.
to

sirulpliJaed it

Brimer - 15 ~..~",rir.lm
MR. BRIX'1'-.1J:R:

exacttv sure. I didn't

BEVERLY '--''",".......,,'-''''-'.J'-'.

]'viR. BRLThTER:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. BRLXNER:

more comment.
address a letter to the appncant.

did not respond appropriately
BEVERLY \Jl.'\.IL.IJ·LL.

as SEQR and a

DECISION: Approved to I no

L
out exact P0511tlCm

L a tree on the

2. Application of Stephen
variance to erect a

for
) at

Stephen and Karen were present to reoresent the application.



it on

to

reasons

to

questions I

concrete

addition on

a

rooters as as
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I

motion to declare
determination ofno signmcant environmental impact,
Board on

DECISION: a vote

1.

was

1. structures metate

3,

zone,

a comment It to

area,

two



1 -

retirement and they had an
this is

It is aseen

no questions.except I

Bauer L~I,aL';'~ ~·UO(llVISlOJl1.

wasn't part
GERRY HENDRICKSON: I

'llnl'l'I<;: existed way. I
agreement for many
to do it now.

~1ARY SPERR:
GERRY HE:t-,TDRICKSON' I

to
MR. SCIARABBA: I so, too.

OR

a

a vote 7 no COlldItJOnS,

Impact on neiahborinz 'H'r,,,,,,,,,,,c

4.

out to
matter what I

most sensible

want. It rlr..o>cn't :lIIWfIV"

fviR. SKELLY:

It
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someone contracted to

I

area

too.

yourself, or

nUl

to tonight is a

a

B went to Monroe _ .....u., Planntng came as a matter.

2.

was no

at



CHILI ZONING BOARD
October

APPEALS

A meeting ofthe Chili Zoning Board
Hall, Chili j..n!p'nJ"~

order by Chairperson rseverrv

Auneais was held on October 2001 at the Chili Town
at The meeting was called to

Michael Martin,PRESENT: Dan Melville,
Peter Widener and cuam)en;on rseverrv '-'"1'-""'-'1.

ALSO PRESENT: Larry ,,'''''M', Building inspector;
Town.

O'Toole, Assistant Counsel for the

Chairperson KP,ri-'n,,/ ","",",v,",' flpr'!,n',~rI li-~a'll"! constituted meenng ofthe Chili Zoning
Board ofAppeals. She meeting's nrocecures and introduced the Board and front
table. She announced Allegiance was cited.

there were

14th. I did not see

on Number 1, but the

I was out on Sunday

Number 2 and there was a family hardship. At
orotner-m-taw over put a sign up and it was

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
signs on Number I or 2,

PETER \VIDE!'·rER: On
that point she put a up --
up since then. Her husband was out

GERRY HE~'DRICKSON:

signs.

or One ofthem was like

on 3 5, up now, that is

it was on the porch and you

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
PETER \VIDENER: I

okay.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
GERRY HENDRICKSON:

could see the sign. It was nenmu
BEVERLY GRIEBEL. It was on

that.

sign in the

have purchased the

"for

I assume that was the wind.

Sometimes homeowners
vardstick with the homeowners,

taped on

is I think you told me when I

I was out

picked another one

It was

IS responsmie for

If it is a commercial
don't always get them
Just a good attempt.

Another one I was out was race-uown
That Sunday was 'P"""'P

Number 1, is
MS. BOUR:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS. BOUR: Jennifer Bour, 1j-()-u-r
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I I met
MS. BOUR:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS. BOUR: I don't
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS. BOUR: Uh-uh.
DAN MELVILLE: Who
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH: TIle
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I Deneve

was out there.
MS. BOIJR: It was

front lawn.
KEITH O'TOOLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

home, I guess with a COIIQltlOn
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a

been there. I

through. She is

It

after it should have

obtain a variance for setback?

complaints. It apparently was

new owner,
one getting the sign, posting

so posted did not comply
property owner would have to

variance in the future and have

mckee up before it got to this point, I'm

I was out the

attempt was and it will probably
anotner month, only because ofthe of

see ifthere are

to at it.
for some reason did not comply?

requirementat to

appncatron, a preexisting condition -- nothing will

It is an extension on

newsnaner too.

Probabtv a requirement at crosmg

KEITH O'TOOLE: The propertv mxtnp,c'C

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
it and coming next Luv"nu,

KEITH O'TOOLE:
with the posting requirement,
post the sign,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
been posted and it was not then,

DAN MELVILLE:
MARY SPERR: Based on the

change the outside appearance --
DAN MELVILLE: The
MARY SPERR:

not change the outcome
application it

BEVERLY GRIEBEL That
DAN MELVILLE: it an extsnng
LARRY SMITH: was probably

variance?
MS. BOUR: What was
LARRY SMITH:
MS. BOUR: I believe so,
LARRY SMITH: Borderline,
KEITH O'TOOLE:

them tear the house down.
BEVERLY . I

think the neighbors are aware
LARRY SMITH: common sense nrevau
MARY SPERR: It it Sl10UHl

inclined to hear
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

caught up in something
PETER WIDENER:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We'll

up a few days before move took
MARY SPERR:
BEVERLY \J"LLULL..

What is
MARY SPERR: I would
DAN MELVILLE: It will not change, We'llnot them tear the house down.
MARY SPERR: Do you want me to a motion to
GERRY HENDRICKSON: I will.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Why we do
GERRY HENDRICKSON: I

The Board aU voted in to Appucanon Number 1.

L Application ofMr,
York for variance
property located at

Weatherwood Lane, Rochester, New
lot line ( req.) at

Jennifer Bour was present to represent

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: we of coverec You're the new
owner --

MS. BOUR: I'm to pu<>nr!'h,v'("f

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, I'm
MS. BOUR: I a TIlat's

I just came here.
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BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We, I
much the same. It has obviously

MS. BOlJR: I it was
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
DAN MELVILLE: I'm surprised
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH: was one previous

on -- other than a swimming pool in

It is pretty

the prior one.

Hayden. No activity

CO:MMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

I don't know if

instructions were

Ufo,ro",'" that accurate.

before this Board,
nobody checked the

mstructions were
neonte would know point

a statement indicating they

I see exisnng
was '''''''li'''''',

were

DOROTHY BORGUS - 31
MS. BORGUS: Was a building n,,,rn'l1t

BEVERLY GRfEBEL:
LARRY SMITH: a was
BEVERLY GRfEBEL: That is

you saw the plans, Dorothy (Borgus].
MS. BORGUS: No. It alwavs annovs me

because it shouldn't So a building
setbacks?

DAN MELVILLE:
KEITH That's correct.
MS. BORGUS: Just one
when the application is

blank --
LARRY SMITH:
MS. BORGUS: --
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS. BORGUS:
LARRY SMITH:

receive clear instrucuons
KEITH O'TOOLE:
LARRY SMITH:

understand them.
You know the realtors take

put up. They get a sheet

rererrmg to another than this one.
grven,

BEVERLY GRfEBEL:
MS. BORGUS:
BEVERLY GRfEBEL:

with the measurements --
MS. BORGUS: Maybe
LARRY SMITH:
DAN tyffiLVILLE:

their SigIIS away. You

motion.

Beverly Griebel ueciare the Board as as SEQR, made a
determination srgmttcant environmental rmpact and Michael Martin seconded the motion.
AIl Board members were

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote
were

no condmons, and the following

1.

2. No compiamts

2. Application
variance to erect a to
21 Wills Road R-1-15 zone.

York 14624 for
at property located at
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William Griffin was to renresent

feet maybe.

brother did. I had

through, it "WI dress it up,
house is not 60 feet I

comma out a couple feet The
setback from the middle of

urennses and it looks okay,

the mix-up with the sign. I have
out ofthe hospital out of state. So IIsm

MR. GRIFFIN:
been called
was running

Had the sign did not put it so
a little trouble there a couple it up the but it is up,

BEVERLY So you want to build a front
MR GRIFFIN: I to rentace There is about a 4 by 10 piece

there now with the It I have to replace it and take it
out All I really need to do -- I people -- they have
to lay footers, okay? So I want to come out mavbe a beyond where the sidewalk is
right now so I can leave that the way it present structure out and put something np so
I can, you know, step -- a or I'm at various designs now to see who
is going to do it, but it is or two beyond the present
sidewalk, and I want to run it about feet,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
DAN MELVILLE:
MARY SPERR:
MR. GRIFFIN:

sidewalk, right now with
the road, I have about to

GERRY HENDRICKSON:
MARY SPERR:

think that will nice for
PETER \VIDENER: I have no quesnons
MICHAEL MARTIN: It would

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

motion.

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare
determination ofno significant environmental nnpact
motion. All Board members were in

aaencv as as SEQR made a
Hendrickson seconded the

DECISION: 7 no COIIan:rOIllS, and following

1. front of the house.

2. setback IS pre-existmg, non-conforming.

3. Application of Janet
owner: A Sharp;
marketing, selling
Road in R-I-15 zone.

York 14624, property
home for internet

"'''''''';oy..< at nronenv located at 54 Red Bnd

Janet Young was to renresent

house?

a homemore

navms customers atBEVERLY Will
MS. YOUNG: No.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: No customers?
MS. YOUNG:
DAN MELVILLE:
MS. YOUNG: Right.
DAN MELVILLE: No customers?
MS, YOUNG:
DAN MELVILLE: HO\v about nplnJPMPc or anvthma like that to
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a

first appucanon

MS. YOUNG: No.
DAN MELVILLE: Just
MS. YOUNG: it.
PETERWIDENER:
MS. YOUNG:
PETERWIDENER: -- at
MS. YOUNG:

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM None.

a oenev as as SEQR, made a
Ml,cllael Martin seconded the motion.

Beverly Griebel made a motion to rlf'I~I!H·f'

determination ofno significant environmental mmact
All Board members were

DECISION: a vote 7 touowms conditions:

1. Granted a period one

2. No ou-orennses aeverusmg.

3. No on-street parking pertammg to

4. Hours operation as per applicanon.

5.

was

1. The IS a customary

4. Application lVla,·L·{~·tc owner; 1 Brooks a'I"'''''' Rochester, New York
14624 for variance to erect an additional wall for pharmacy on canopy to be 64.90' at
property located at 3175 GB. zone.

Art Pires was to represent

Board. I will take a couple

mource County Planning and came back as

"pharmacy" over. If I read the code

wegmans Food Market, for the request for a
actually under construction.

some which we'll walk

before

MR. PIRES: Good evenmz.
minutes to post this up and

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
a local matter.

MR. PIRES: Good evenmz.
pharmacy sign above

Actually, for
through,

What we over plan. This shows the property in
its total, ifyou will (indicating). I blanked out the so we can incorporate the large scale
for the construction itself North is up Chili Paul Road (indicating). This is the
expansion that is currently under (indicating). The ofit is complete right now. We
had had the pharmacy (indicating) drive-through signage
approved by the Board -- I think it was
January, 2000, I had Board and -- initially the Board had
a "pharmacy''over -- at was a point/counterpoint internal, should
we close it oil Subsequently we over here (indicating) and a
directional We had comments, as well as looking at
operational considerations, doorway now directly to the
pharmacy, and that was approved -- actually previous to this
Board.

So we're back
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It is a matter of the number

the to that sign again?
and then you have the

me it will only be open during

testimony I have
thank you for that.

because I had other people
what but I'm glad it

pharmacy IS

is a little more distance to
ofpavement, running

plus or minus.

Number 1, the pharmacy, in essence,
our operation.

members \vere questioning we
wisdom was right. Once

that chose to take it

as

to be nih-it",'}

nl""t1,~matching all the others with the internal

case.
testimony said time you were here.

changed from the
it open because people could scoot

anyway.
because it is seconcarv access to the stores. The
store. People a habit over there,

that

rrznt-ot-wav (indicating) perpendicular is
this A -- let me pass

set are black and whites of the
arcmtecturar plan (indicating).

up on Chili Avenue. Looking off
arrowed towards the location where that
another vantage point. Coming along Paul

~~ once the bank here
can see once again very much in

the photo (indicating).
with plywood over it, the

existmg pharmacy dnve-tnrouzn over there (indicating).
"h!lrrr"l!li~U dnve-tnrougn over here

parkmg field (indicating).
It is the issue

correctly, the issue is not square rootage
of signs on the business, one

Our position there is -~

similar to a freestanding pharmacy,
Number two, it r"'!lla"'"

would take away that door nreviousrv Hl0DI"{)Ven.

again, that was an ongomg noint/counterpoint
down were wrong. Bottom

Considering
approximately feet
these exhibits if I
same exhibit up

Looking at the Exhibit
to the southeast there, I
pharmacy would over
Road -~ as you look between
and the offices (indicating) ~- so 1001KlIJi.g tlll'n'Hrh

the distance. In a degree ot magmtude compared
Last but not least is a construcnon

upper canopy with
This bottom plan is an enlargement
(indicating), this is the entrance

Looking at the square rootage
of additional signage on

BEVERLY 'J'> 'cU_AJ~-''-'.

MR PIRES: It
illumination so at nighttime it will be renmsn.

PETER \VIDENER: It
~1R PIRES: On the correct
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
MR PIRES: It the
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
MR PIRES:

pharmacy internally is not segmented
parking, entering the store and I think

BEVERLY . 111at
MR PIRES: 111at is
GERRY HENDRICKSON: It is not
MR. PIRES:
BEVERLY U'-"-LJ-"ULL.

pharmacy hours.
MR PIRES: I stand corrected
DAN MELVILLE.
MR. PIRES: Then I
DAN MELVILLE: I would

out that door.
:MR. PIRES: I stand corrected.

misspoken. Internal was
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I am

question that. I said all I
is being done.

PETER WIDENER: I
MR. PIRES: Front to

green space up there. So I can
DAN MELVILLE: It is a
MR. PIRES: That is I went

the -- it is 100
perpendicular to the building
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PETER 'WIDENER:
RICHARD PERRY: Ifyou

times the
formula to you're entitled to about 8

There was discussion among related to comment

COIvWENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE r1U'J.JLJLdVUL,.

That's a sore topic.

is the of the

I "'U15'"

It is Bill Gray's,

a question. Right
on ofthe building to

means they willhave three pharmacy

corporate name,

to

IS enough.

IS already
looking at

DOROTHY BORGUS - 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: I doni:

now, ifmemory serves me right,
the right of the main entrance as
signs?

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
DAN !'vffiLVILLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

World's --
MS. BORGUS: Don't mention that
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Food Pharmacy is
KEITH O'TOOLE: is not the content

signage relative to of the building.
MS. BORGUS: Well, I

Beverly Griebel a motion to declare
determination ofno signiticant environmental nnpact
motion. All Board were

agency as far as SEQR, made a
Hendrickson seconded the

DECISION: a vote 7 no condmons, and the following

1. The new customers to mstanen door to

A

5. Application ofMr, & David owner;
14624 for conditional use permit to allow an in
business at property at Kuebler Drive in R-l-

Rochester, New York
a computer consulting

zone.

David Weese was present to represent

a statement here -- you

to --

IS a new business

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: A computer consuttmg ousmess,
will be going to the ,",u,",'u"'.

MR. WEESE: correct
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. WEESE: AiJ!;olutelv
DAN !'vffiLVILLE: Will to or anything?
MR WEESE: I camera that we can take pictures what I

have done inside the house as examples we it up on the website, which is hosted
in the office, so there is ansotutetv no reason to come to reason.

DAN fvlliLVILLE: No deliveries?
MR. WEESE: We'll most
DAN !'vffiLVILLE:
MR WEESE:

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare the lead agency as far as SEQR, made a
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determination ofno Mary Sperr seconueo the motion. All
Board members were in of the motion.

DECISION: Unanimously by a vote 7 rouowmz conditions:

1 one

2.

3. No on-street narkmg pertaining to the nusmess.

4. Hours operation as

5. No outside emnlovees.

The totlowina nndmg was

L home IS a customarvhome occupation.

6. Application ofBernard Leonard,
for variance to
at 3071 Chili Avenue in R-l-

Avenue. Rochester, York 14624
at property located

Bernard Leonard was present to renresent

BEVERLY 'U'''-LLLliLA.'' went to rvronroe Planning and came back as a local

as a local

inches. I drove by.

vanance enter in,

came

nemut was part of the --
we never realized

should have filed the setbacks,

18 inches and

I

but I did put it on there.

a new owner

at owners eight
was not a permit required for that.

was no permit is still no permit

matter.
Mlt LEONARD: I'm
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It went to McmrCIC County Plannmg

matter. Nothing you to
MR. LEONARD:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR LEONARD: I still own
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You want to
MR LEONARD: It is in

what they were asking which
deck permits were required

BEVERLY GRlEBEL:
MR. LEONARD:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
DAN MELVILLE:
MRLEONARD:
DAN MELVILLE:
LARRY SMITH:

required if it is less than 18
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

This deck is behind the fence.
MR. LEONARD:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

Larry (Smith)? Is there a side vanance weeded?
LARRY SMITH: a permit,

so maybe you could amend the to mclude that.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It looks like it is about against the board
MR LEONARD: I that on the application.
BEVERLY GRlEBEL:
MR LEONARD: I did.
LARRY SMITH: os, it
MR LEONARD: 11mt is 18
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decision letter.

to come back again, because

on, too.

map.

LARRY SMITH: It is on the application.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: 18
MR. LEONARD: 18
KEITH O'TOOLE: .3
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH: It is on
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well--
LARRY SMITH: Page Item 1.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, IS puohsned, existing deck to be 20 feet from

the rear lot line, required. It not Should that be included
in this?

KEITH O'TOOLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
DAN MELVILLE: That is what it
MR. LEONARD:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: What is
LARRY SMITH: Yep.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: 8 or 1
LARRY SMITH: 8.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: 8
Ifyou we so

the setback is even rear one.
lV1R. LEONARD: Yes. It is actuauv
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So it
MR LEONARD: Yes, correct,

C01V1MENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE nu.uUGPI',

Beverly Griebel a to declare
determination ofno significant environmental nnnact
Board members were in favor ofthe monon.

agency as as SEQR, made a
Widener seconded the motion. All

DECISION: a vote of7 no conditions, and the

L A pre-existina and non-couforming structure.

2. no objections.

Note: The James and dated 9/1/01, is

The meeting at 7: p.m,



CHILI ZONING BOARD OF'APPEALS

A meeting ofthe Chili LAHUUI5 Board
Town Hall, Chili Rochester,
called to order by Chairperson Griebel.

2001 at the Chili
The meeting was

RichardPRESENT: Dan Melville, Hendrickson, Mary
Peter Widener and Chairperson Beverly UlJi<;;;U'.L

Michael Martin,

ALSO PRESENT: Assistant Counsel for the

Chairperson Beverly declared to a legally constituted meeting ofthe Chili Zoning
Board ofAppeals. She ex-plained meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front
table. She announced was

there.

several times.

problems?have

in the afternoon, and had problems
Tat<~W;lIVRoad. I didn't see a sign

down was 7. I was out Sunday, and I figured

I1gJnatl~ll1, I didn't see a

a problem with was Number 12.
did move it out to the street.

Sunday. It was the middle ofthe afternoon.
~~n".. ,-i'" pleasure on Number

was

not.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I was out on Sunday the 1
First one was Application Mark Colletti onwith

there.
GERRY HENDRICKSON: I
RICHARD PERRY: I did.
PETER WIDENER: Ditto. I
RICHARD PERRY: I sawit TJulnk~;g:tving: morning.
PETER WIDENER: I saw no
DAN MELVILLE: It was there weekend.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Only two saw the
MARY SPERR: I it not navma seen
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I didn't to go back

five did not see a
MARY SPERR: only one

the wind blew that down Saturday
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The next one I

Apparently the sign was window
DAN MELVILLE: I saw that.
GERRY HENDRICKSON: I saw that.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
DAN MELVILLE: It was
RICHARD PERRY:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I
RICHARD PERRY: No. It was up relatively
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The I
RICHARD PERRY: It wasn't there
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: \\1Jlat is
GERRY HENDRICKSON: We
RICHARD PERRY: I saw it.
PETER WIDENER:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

The Board decided to all of the applications on

Application ofKevin 718 Paul Road, Rochester, York 14624 for renewal
ofconditional use nenmt to allow an in home for an upholstery and carpet cleaning
business at property at 718 Paul Road R-I-15 zone.

Kevin Klein was present to represent the appncsnon.
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BEVERLY GRIEBEL: was a in 1
MR. KLEIN: No.
DAN MELVILLE: Same are were on
MR KLEIN: I'm
DAN MELVILLE: As as any the you don't have any

problems with those?
MR KLEIN: No.
DAN MELVILLE: I no tnrillpr

RICHARD PERRY: Larry
LARRY SMITH: No problems.
PETER WIDENER: What is the term he is
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Normally we would renew it
DAN MELVILLE: We usually discuss that --
PETERWIDENER: I no questions,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is up to Board we discuss that.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE

Beverly Griebel made a motion to rlpt'lnrp

determination ofno signincant environmental impact,
motion. All Board members were in

agency as as SEQR, made a
Hendrickson seconded the

DECISION: Unanimously 7

1. Granted a

2. No on-nrenuses artvertisme

3. No on-street narxmz pertammg to

4. Hours ofoperation as

5. No retail ousmess or customers auoweo on nronertv to conduct business.

6. For

The following nncmgs were

1. Customary

2. Not detrimental to nergnoonng nr.....nprt1"'{'

3. No complaints from neignbonng n ......nprh! owners.

4. Meets conditional use requirements.

2. Application ofDavid Baliva, owner; Chestnut
for renewal ofconditional use 1'\o,.,,,,,t to allow an
at property located at Ridge Road i n R·

KO<lhes>ter, New York 14624
catalog sales offirearms

David Baliva was to reoresent

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: How are
MR BALIVA: Verv good.. '-'

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: TIlis was in I
anything changed?

MR. BALIVA: No. We the alarm system, a ATF did come to
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me the 100

This was at the time when
Police and they

renewal also, and so is the New

York State permit
to renew

I don't understand that.

time
doorbell.
to be

inspect the house and ..,,,"r,,f'!\111i(T pllssea.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Did come to
MR. BALIVA: Yes.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: How often do
MR. BALIVA: I don't know if they do it with

all of the gun stuffwas happening, so came right to
inspected Very efficient.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. BALIVA: "Hello,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. BALIVA: That's
PETER WIDENER: Is your ucensecurrent?
MR. BALIVA: As a matter

York State firearms all
MICHAEL MARTIN: Do you
MR. BALIVA: It always

that you never have to but
three years like your is to change

DAN MELVILLE: I don't either.
MR. BALIVA:

bucks and let's forget it."
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH: No problems.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM AlJDlENCE:

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare
determination ofno significant environmental impact.
Board members were in

as SEQR, made a
seconded the motion. All

DECISION: Unanimously approved 7 roUOWIDll conditions:

1 Granted a period

2. No on-premises aevertrsmg.

3. No on-street narxmz pertammg to

4. Hours operation as

5. No outside emniovees

6. Applicant to maintain required Lv"'''''''H.

7. Security to

8. Gun to

The following findings were

1. Customary

2. No change in the cnaracter

3. Application ofMark Colletti, Road, Rochester, York 14624 for
renewal of conditional use permit to an in for a trucking business at
property located at 65 Road in R-1-15 zone.
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Mark Collettiwas present to represent

are

just for a phone and --IS

date --

business is out ofBenton Street in
I don't want mailgoing there. I get

is the

same concmons you had the last

was -- I'm Iookmg

was

Mailing, that sort
I don't even --
the trucks there on premises?

aSSllIDI11g that

BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MR COLLETTI: Last
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MR COLLETTI: Uh-huh,
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: --
MR COLLETTI: Mail.
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MR COLLETTI: Mail mostly,
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: You
MR COLLETTI: No.
DANMELVILLE:

still -- no problemwith that?
MR COLLETTI:
DANMELVILLE:
LARRY SMITH:
MR. COLLETTI: I don't

the City. That is where I allmy eouipment
checks in the mail. The reason I

BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MR COLLETTI: Yes. The was late because I was hunting. I cameback a day late.
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: Anyluckwith nunnng?
MR COLLETTI: No.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONSFROM None.

Beverly Griebel a motion to the Board as as SEQR,made a
determination ofno significant environmental impact, andMichael Martin seconded the motion.
All Board memberswere in favor

a vote of7

parkmg pertaining to

DECISION: Unanimously

1. Granted a

2. No

'" on-street.J.

4. No

5. No truck parkingon premises or street.

The following finding was

1. The home office is a customary

4. Application ofArleneRitzel owner;
variance to erect an open porch to
33 JaniceDrive in R-I-15 zone.

Janice
50' from

York 14624 for
at property located at

Robert Palotto was to represent

MR. PALOTTO: I'mnot on
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: And name
MR PALOTTO: Robert Palotto with EagleConstruction.
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: How you spell
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apply for

recerved ofwhat it

street that have done

on

thp,\trp on the of the

nouses on

me to

landmgs are existmz.

neueve it will for her.
adding on to the exisnng, extending it out more?

basrcany two I actually did a
of the house.
we're is

iancmg and then put a

MR PALOTTO:
We're looking to

the variance.
BEVERLY '-H"-LLU"_'-'.

is going to look like. It it
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
PETER WIDENER:
MR. PALOTTO: 'What

diagram -- I would it
There is a top landing and a bottom landing.
just adding an open porch onto the
reverse gable going back the house.

PETER WIDENER: And
MR PALOTTO: We're actually relocating

bottom landing to the front of it.
RICHARD PERRY: Looks

similar things, so based on that, I
LARRY SMITH: house S11O\l1d
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: (Smith) is atwavs in

COMMENTS OR FROM

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: This was sent to Monroe
local matter.

came as a

as SEQR, made a
motion. All

Beverly Griebel made a motion to tipl"l!ll"P

determination ofno signiticant envtronmentat impact,
Board members were in

DECISION: 7 no connmons, following

L

2. No imnact on neighboring nronernes,

Note: A building nermn IS required.

5. Application ofMichael Koban, .....un"<""'·
renewal of conditional use permit to
customers at property at 7 tillJltop

New York 14514 for
gun smithing for

Michael Koban was present to represent

This was renewed

a copy

1

of the Federal

I

a

That is enougn

MR. KOBAN: Hi.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. KORAN: Yes.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. KOBAN: No.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR KOBAN: not
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. KOBAN: You

my new Federal I
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

firearms permit?
MR. KOBAN: I it to
LARRY SMITH: Show that
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a secuntv svstern
if IBEVERLY GRIEBEL: I

DANMELVILLE: Do
MR. KOBAN: Yes, No advertisements. gentleman, I all inspection from

ATF with the Sheriff's Department. It was nrobaotv rouantv same time they inspected
him. It was --

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. KOBAN:

COi\1MENTS OR QUESTIONS FROMTHE r~V.IJU_,l ,,-,,.w.

a
\Ati,i,,,,,,,-r- S~~COlld~ld the motion,

BeverlyGriebelmade a motion to Board
determination ofno significant environmental impact,
All Board memberswere in

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote 7

L a t1"'t',('\l1

2. No

,., No on-street.).

4. Hours

5. No

6. Applicant to

7, Security to

8. GIUl to

The following nndmgs were

1. Customary

2. Not to

6. Application ofTrina Laughlin,
for renewal ofconditional use moving/rigging
business at property located at

DennisLaughlin was present to represent

was renewed -- or original application a

MR. LAUGHLIN:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. LAUGHLIN:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. LAUGHLIN:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: And
MR. LAUGHLIN: No.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. LAUGHLIN:
RICHARD PERRY:

(Laughter.)
MR. LAUGHLIN:
LARRY SMITH: No problems,
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COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM AUDIENCE:

Beverly Griebel made a motion to ,;",,,1,,,,,,,
determination ofno significant environmental nnpact,
All Board members were

as SEQR, made a
Mllcnael iVI"rl111 seconded the motion.

DECISION: a vote 7 with followinsr conditions:

1. a

2. No on-premises advertising.

3. No on-street parking pertainmg to

4. Hours operation as

5. No outside emntovees

The rOIlO\Ai1n 0 finding was

I. The IS a customary

7. Application
variance to allow a 12' x
lot line req.) T
zone.

York 14514 for
7' side

Lane in R-1-15

Francis Gutberlet was to represent

I 3

lot. As far as like
house, The builder had

That is why the

"'vUiilU the portion of the

is same color as the
and it has a door and

ouct-taned them up for you.

a drive to that door?to

want to
MR GUTBERLET:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

house?
MR GUTBERLET: is correct.

putting a pool in, decks -- I want to cram
to place the house in a area because
house is located in the section that it is on

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR GUTBERLET:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You don't
MR GUTBERLET: The acoress
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Oh, it is
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
MR GUTBERLET: My
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR GUTBERLET:
DAN MELVILLE: Will
MR GUTBERLET: 5,
DAN MELVILLE:
MR. GUTBERLET:

house, It has three windows, It
it matches the house identical.

DAN MELVILLE:
MICHAEL MARTIN:
MR. GUTBERLET:
MICHAEL MARTIN:
MR GUTBERLET: Correct.
PETER WIDENER: In future,
MR GUTBERLET:
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MARY SPERR: What do you
MR GUTBERLET: I some

48 inches walk behind. My kids'
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The
MK GUTBERLET: Not

equipment, as
is another one.
have

but just

as a walk behind --

up the

a for it,

standard as far as a
attowance for a car to

I you can get a

a concrete floor in
can a vehicle in

a vehicle,

rwo-storv or sometnmg

wintertime.
LARRY SMITH: you a garage
MR GUTBERLET: Yes.
LARRY SMITH: You to
MK GUTBERLET: With the garage
LARRY SMITH: Yes. Or

and --
MR GUTBERLET: The door is under

vehicle inside of it.
DAN MELVILLE: It is not a r"'<Y1"I"r "'"",rh""lf1

MR GUTBERLET: It is a TPmlll<lT overhead,
regular car can fit in it, because
go in there.

LARRY SMITH:
RICHARD PERRY:
MR GUTBERLET: I
RICHARD PERRY: It
MK GUTBERLET: No, It is a smare-srorv
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

Beverly Griebel made a motion
determination ofno signiticant environmental nnpact,
Board members were in favor of the motion,

as SEQR, made a
seconded the motion. All

DECISION: no concmons, and the following

1, Minimum variance.

2. a the planned

Note: building IJ'~' UJiU is required.

8. Application ofNancy scnaumo, owner:
renewal of conditional use lJ""U« to allow a beauty
Sierra Road in R-l-12 zone.

14624 for
property located at

Nancy Schallmo was to TPnTP';:Pllt

was renewed in 1

not changes, arefor

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS. SCHALLMO:
PETER WIDENER:
MS. SCHALLMO:
LARRY SMITH: No probtems,

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I noticed
MS, SCHALLMO: No.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: are stavms

no outside emptoyees.
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MS. SCHALLMO: I think on
think that is the only cnange.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You want some
MS. SCHALLMO:

not Saturdays anymore. I

BeverlyGriebelmade a lead agency as far as SEQR, made a
determination ofno significant environmental unpact, and seconded the
motion. All Board memberswere in favor

DECISION: Unanimously a vote 7 conditions:

1. Granted

2. No

3. No on-street to

4. Customers by

5. No

6. Hours as

were

1. Customary

2. Applicant
Saturdays.

will not customers on

9. Application ofUsa Mancuso, owner:
variance to allow dwelling to
existing shed to rear
R-1-15 zone.

York 14624 for
variance to allow

nrnn"rh, located at 34 Brian Drive in

Mancuso was present to renresent

for quite

Works. Just

has approved

setback problems, but

no other questions.

it ever needs to be replaced, you
ever move them, they try to

;>UU'UIU it ever need to be replaced, it

I see

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
a while, and you

MS. MANCUSO:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

you were able to close?
MS. MANCUSO:
GERRY HENDRICKSON: I no questions.

shed in the area there,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

for the record, for Sandy(Hewlett).
MARY SPERR: No. It is I
PETER WIDENER: It is hard to see
MICHAEL MARTIN: The rear setnacx
MS. MANCUSO:
RICHARD PERRY: It to me

(Laughter.)
DANMELVILLE: only

would have to conform.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We can a condition.

have to conform to TO\¥l1 Code. are difficult to move.
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for 6 foot, even if
for that particular

a variance.

wants to replace it in a

.. ",nllll1"':> it -- we shouldn't

not condition it like that

fall apart At least that is what I happens.
LARRY SMITH: Ifyou were to a for the

you replaced the next -- I you wouldn't put a condition on it
shed, so why would you want to put on

BEVERLY GRlEBEL: Well, to
LARRY SMITH: is is here now
KEITH O'TOOLE: Because it is in the easement
LARRY SMITH: But if the ever her to it out

treat this like anything other
DAN MELVILLE: just a variance?
LARRY SMITH: Grant the amount, so why

restrict it so that particular shed?
DAN MELVILLE: I
LARRY SMITH: I don't know old it is

year or two and --
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is we can We

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

Beverly Griebel made a motion to rI,:>"lll .. ':> the Board
determination ofno significant impact,
All Board members were in

agency as as SEQR, made a
Michael Martin seconded the motion.

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote
findings were

with no conditions, and the following

1. Pre-existing condmons.

2. No objections from neighbors,

10. Application of James Sanagorski, ,,,,un,,,..'
New York 14624 renewal
catalog sales of firearms and snortmz
Coldwater Road in R-1-12 zone.

Rochester,
in home for

nrnn",rhl tocateo at Chili Center

James Sanagorski was nn>,~pnt to represent the appncauon.

MR. SANAGORSKI:
BEVERLY GRlEBEL:
MR. SANAGORSKI:
BEVERLY GRlEBEL: It was renewed
DAN MELVILLE: Do you still
MR. SANAGORSKI:
DAN MELVILLE: Do come to the to up guns?
MR SANAGORSKI: Do I come -- sometimes.
DAN MELVILLE:
MR SANAGORSKI:
DAN MELVILLE: Do it
MR SANAGORSKI: on a a month.
PETER WIDENER: Larry (Smith)?
LARRY SMITH: No problems.
PETER WIDENER: What is name
MR. SANAGORSKI: Pony Soldier Productions.
BEVERLY GRlEBEL: Your writing.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS. ,,.>."In None.

Beverly Griebel made a motion to {jpl',lgrp agency as as SEQR, made a
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determination ofno sigmncant environmental unpact,
Board members were

motion. All

DECISION: Unanimously <t"r,r"''''JPr! 7 touowinz conditions:

Granted

2. No on-premises advertising.

pertaining to,., on-street.).

4. Hours as

5. No outside

6. Applicant to

7. to

8.

9. or automatic firearms.

The was

1. Home

11. Application ofDominic
variance to allow the total square rootaze
garage, to be 1
R-I-15 zone.

14624
mcmdmg a new x 36' detached

nrnnprtv tocateo at 44 Red Bud Road in

Dominic Folino was to represent

have them put

I have cars. I
I a

probabry in good weather.
to

two trailers,

on

MR. FOLINO: Hello,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. FOLINO: I am

restore them. I just want to
four-wheeler that needs to be

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. FOLINO: Yes,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. FOLINO: It is not

away so the neighbors don't have to
GERRY HENDRICKSON: Will
MR. FOLINO: No.
GERRY HENDRICKSON:
MR. FOLINO: That is
MARY SPERR: Do
MR. FOLINO: TIle contractor was sunnosec

everything. He has the permits.
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
I\1R. FOLINO: He should
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. FOLINO:

12. Application ofCVS, owner; t w. Street, South
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Bend, Indiana 46628 for vanance
freestanding at nronertv

6'1" x double-faced
AU"'''l'''' in N.R zone.

Douglas Merritt was present to represent

no

came

CVS

don't have

I

tandscapmg that they

was

residennal neighborhood, I
in the front ofthe

it." So that
towards the

them, nlo""",,'l
eVf:IlWIQ. to increase the

with a pylon,
have a cabinet on

calling out
lUl'-'VY::? individual

businessappues to the Zoning
in height nor
CVS Pharmacy

That fence is
surround the property on three

westbound traffic
I found ifyou stacked

actually see the sign in the
allow me to approach,

aestnencallv renectrve ofthe building
What we would

sense. We
town and as I was

knowledge of that.
Obviouslv the idea the

Development, they requested
front comer dwellings out.

next month so they can back to CVS to let

I'm contracted.
I don't see how

is certamty

iv1R. ivlERRlTT:
Road, M-e-r-r-i-t-t. The correct sneumz
allowing CVS and mvsen

The property at
6 feet tall. It has a 5-foot setback
sides, and our sign, identification is 6
cannot see the sign until -- I went out
vehicles at a light, a red
westbound traffic. I have a couple
I would like to them.

LARRY SMITH: When
MR lVfERRITT:

height of the existing identincatron
what we call our business a
top, and it would have three appenuages between
individual businesses our store.
business establishments one treestanumg mennncanon
Board ofAppeals and has one
should the sign 64 CnH!U'p

takes great pride in all
We can show signage

itself. It has a topper on top that resembles
like to do is increase the height not only
would like to have increased awareness
westbound to come here, I did not see

Now, the fence is It is a
store --

LARRY SMITH: me.
have asked Romeo Development
adjacent homes down to 4 requested
fence could go from 6 down to 4
street. So the fence, lower

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Was
LARRY SMITH: No, It was

not completed yet.
BEVERLY ""."-."'-'.u ........ ,
So that could
MR. ivlERRITT: CVS

knowledge of any --
LARRY SMITH:
MR. lVfERRITT:
KEITH O'TOOLE:
MR. ivlERRlTT: No,
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

from CVS management.
DAN ivlELVILLE: Which
LARRY SMITH: They

that they would lower that
DAN ivlELVILLE: We

them know what is going on
LARRY SMITH: No, I went tnrouan

knowledge of it, I'm sure it was passed
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line fences, I think their
problem, pollution

-- monument signs are much

signage from much further

b ildi i)U mg.
neneve it is -- to the peak of-- are

rseneve me, they have looked at
sure quite aware ofit

'''laltlUlrlg Board 011 this application

on the

being at the
would do all kinds of

not done the landscaping.
nermns until fulfill obligations

as to not offend the residents
It is a tough thing to miss the

building with the aggressive sign
throughout the company, from
than the fact have their

OPl)OrtUI1t1ty to get more than what

obviouslv is to increase the
or whether it be by adding

compensate the loss of line of
that, it would not require the

to CYS to discuss these
I mean I would be more than

to Council in reference
which would increase the

You wouldn't have two poles
ordmance at I think it was 5

we came in at feet per side

had some concerns with the front --

develonerhad prormsed a ground-mounted

it was written as a ground-mounted sign.
I would proposed a 20-foot high pylon sign.

Issue

It was their application,
because it is a residential neighborhood, and

existmz structures.
anvthina else to --

opportunrty to answer that?

KEITH O'TOOLE:
the land use approval for

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
KEITH O'TOOLE:
LARRY SMITH:

not to have such tall the front
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR MERRITT: I

identification of the
such -- we could add a
sight because ofthe
placement of a pylon
landscaping I
happy to address to CYS.
to that. But more 11nl"\nTt~11H\!

height. It would the building architecturally
out there. The sign -- basically
square feet over the aUC)\V<lI01e
and I think the

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: What is
MR. MERRITT: front -- I neneve

you referring to the top effis (pnonenc)
BEYERLY GRIEBEL: The overall u ....":">,,,.
MR. !vrnRRITT:
BEVERl~Y '-''''.U~j'''~.~.

MR MERRITT:
LARRY SMITH:

also because of the residentiai ueighbornood.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

because the whole front connguration
LARRY SMITH:
KEITH O'TOOLE:

Planning Board when
wonderful things to
There is case law that
under the old permit.
in the neighborhood. is a
CYS. All ofthe cars coming down Pixley couldn't
package and standard arcnnectural
what I understand. I just
building there now and now tl>",'"'",,,,

they promised initially. Nothing turtner,
LARRY SMITH: not a

more attractive to me but is
RICHARD PERRY: You can see

back of the road
LARRY SMITH:

visibility from the street
to the residential on

MR, l\1ERRITT: May I
BEYERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. MERRITT: You

SIgn, that actually written
KEITH O'TOOLE: It was so annroved
MR. MERRITT: It was so anuroved
KEITH O'TOOLE: is
MR. MERRITT: I do not

Obviously, ifI had that knowledge, I don't
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base

it was mentioned

comnensate the

building and

a .so-mcn

looking to elevate the
which I don't see
that disturbs me

control light in front of it.
developed their

It

a

move

serve to elevate
be a mnnmat elevation,
proposed -~

to amenc

Obviously, CVS Pharmacy is trying to ofvisibility for their sign for the
westbound traffic at approximately store.

As I entered this district, I did not see the wall As I came approached that light.
RICHARD PERRY: But can certainly see it is not a property.
MR. MERRITT: I is I was tossing out idea to maybe keep

in with the ~~ Mr. OToole's that the and it is so written that there is a
ground-mounted sign ~- we would like to propose to amend was the presentation
for this evening and maybe we could a and it would still keeping with the
Planning Commission's condition.

BEVEllY GRIEBEL: It
MR MERRITT: Yes, it

and would it address the issues that we
DAN MELVILLE:
MR. MERRITT: latitude at this point to

agree with that this evening. You know, obviously I promise certam WJLlUr,i"', but.,
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: were multiple meetings this and I attended some

of them at the Planning Board, and I were neighborhood concerns.
Many. I know that a lot ofthe in the annroval addressed those neighborhood
concerns, and --

LARRY SMITH: Which should
RICHARD PERRY: I have anotner

CVS, the original sign, but
any need for yon
the most, is this accurate,

MR. MERRITT: No. It was
RICHARD PERRY: Because that was a
LARRY SMITH: hours
:MR MERRITT: The only reason I did it

in the code.
At this point I would

which would elevate the
BEVEllY GRIEBEL:
MR. ivIERRITT:

aesthetically --
BEVEllY GRIEBEL: A high V • . .... 'i"~V""....

MR. MERRITT: would not cnange.
function, directing people to the pharmacy with an arrow.
corporate safety needs ofCVS Pharmacy

LARRY SMITH:
MR MERRITT: CVS Paarmacy through

go. Like how

it to ~~

That would be requesting a

back do the

think that is a concern here.
to

application wnnout seeing on square footage

O\Vll ~-

LARRY SMITH: So
MR MERRITT: And I understand
LARRY SMITH: Just CVS I
BEVEllY GRIEBEL: Well, it is something ~- we
MARY SPERR: Can we amend

and everything?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

lower sign than what the ongmai
MARY SPERR: Larry on

many sections on the where it is
LARRY SMITH: They could nrobabtv

MARY SPERR: Is that
LARRY SMITH: Offhand, no.

beyond the front of the nouses,
homeowners, now they have a stockade
developer for CVS, asked me about towerma

Do you
It protrudes
But also the

whole CVS, or the
and I said, "I wish you would
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mme.

"

by the main

that, because

that is what

would do I have
promised to the

latitude, and it
Iandscapmg was

at this point, if I

rectangle and are no

come this.
an outstanding condition

nerrmts so they can ignore that

Iandscaping, can I be clued as

exisnng matters are taken care

ti""'th",,,t extent todown to 4 feet from the ofthe uV""''',
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: On both
LARRY SMITH:
MARY SPERR: IS

agreeing to do that?
LARRY SMITH:

not heard back from them
rest of their landscaping completed

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
is about a teaspoon

MR MERRITT: Actually
to what you're looking for?

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
entrance. It has a big

LARRY SMITH: is an approved Iancscapmg
Department and ifCVS doesn't have

MR MERRITT: Is
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

bushes. A pole light in
LARRY SMITH: But

should go by. But that is another situation.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
KEITH O'TOOLE:

they failed to with.
one, as well.

MR MERRITT: Ifit pieases
would be on record and it
completed, then the
am not wrong -- if it is on e-".""..rl

RICHARD PERRY: I to see it
of

out was not

two with nothing

it is not like a <::nrnrH:p oh, we

not it according to the

to table The landscaping plan
and Planning Board, so it is
a to do it -- is it

new amending tonight,on

souletlungthatthey

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, I
was CVS's plan, with the approval of the Conservauon
something that they're entirely aware I
wet stamped, Larry (Smith)?

LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

didn't we were to do
MR MERRITT: I was

adequate?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: do anvtnmz

them.
LARRY SMITH: Bev
KEITH O'TOOLE: The plan sneaks
LARRY SMITH: They have done

landscaping plan. That is all we :>llU·U.lU

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Okay.
PETER \VIDENER: The only question

that you're asking for, it with
MR MERRITT: Same sign,
PETER WIDENER:
MR MERRITT: No.

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS r"~j"VI

was submnted to Monroe ----..J Planning and came back asBEVERLY GRIEBEL:
a local matter.

MR MERRITT: [thank Board opportunity to speak.
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motion.

Beverly Griebel made a to declare the
determination ofno signmcant environmental unnact,
All Board members were in favor

agency as as SEQR, made a
Ml,cnaeLlVlartm seconded the motion.

DECISION: Unanimously denied by a vote of7 no
been cited:

tollowinz nncmgs offset having

L As an alternative,
so as to IUC1rea1;e

existmg stockade

2. existmz landscape obligations.

3. residential cnaracterof the surrounding

4. Since the plan nrnnprh! owner, the alleged site

13. Application of
renewal
at 2816 Chili

16
a cmropracnc

York I for
at property located

Frank Pignatelli was nrp,~pnt

BEVERLY U!'\.:LI..:.ULCL. was renewed for a

Iandscaping is

Iandscapmg, I

MR PIGNATELLI:
DAN MELVILLE: Hundreds
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: How
MR PIGNATELLI: Lbelieve
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. PIGNATELLI: Just more beautiticanon
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That
MR PIGNATELLI: Thank
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is a beautiful comer.
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE

Beverly Griebel made a motion
determination ofno significant environmental
All Board members were in

as SEQR, made a
MicnaelMartm seconded the motion.

DECISION: Unanimously J'lT1TlTO'veo a vote of7

L concmonal use nprTnlt IS granted

2. on Monday, Wednesday
·Hf'.::r!J'lV and Thursday.

3 There be no more one ( I) additional PTTlT""~""P other owner.

4. not be permitted.

5. busmess without proper Town of
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6. exnresslv permitted

The following nncmgs of were

1 Dr. Pignatelh no more one (1) outside

2.

3. The apphcant

4. The chiropractic a secondary use to

5. No complamts

6. Landscaping is

14. Application of Jim U12Z1,lJVlller;
variance to allow exisnng
property located at

14428
) at

JimGizzi was present to r"'t~r"'C"'ftt

some
I will

I have a

there to begin

Would you like to see

or

(mcrcatmgj, so it just has the double

property, it almost looks like it is on the
kind ofgo this

one question,

l\1R. GIZZI: Hello.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
.MR GIZZI: That's correct.
DAN MELVILLE:
.MR GIZZI: Yep.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
.MR GIZZI: I

drawing ofthe shed ifyou guys don't
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: We
MARY SPERR: Survey-s
l\1R. GIZZI: I a
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
.MR GIZZI: It is

door on it.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
.MR GIZZI: Yes.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

next property. It is 4
way (indicating).

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I don't
MARY SPERR: I do

with?
l\1R. GIZZI:

nice berms that far back I put it U"U,lliU
put lawn equipment in there

DAN MELVILLE:
(Laughter.)

PETER WIDENER: it
MR GIZZI: 111at's correct.
PETER WIDENER: a you could come out over 8 feet.
l\1R. GIZZI: I made a I did come to the Town Hall and I thought that they said it

could be 4 foot by 4 foot, but was and I ended
LARRY SMITH: Who did you
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side lot?

IS by at a

15 -- that they

rear only. Won't you need

to mcmce

a pernnt.

an existing

4

to (UliJ~UU

enough room
nemnt is to

MR GIZZI: secretaries where you
LARRY SMITH: They told
MR GIZZI: No. I made a mistake.
LARRY SMITH: It is hard to beneve.

would anything about 4 foot.
MICHAEL MARTIN:

a variance for line, as
MR GIZZI: The as
MICHAEL MARTIN: Won't we
PETERWIDENER: He
BEVERLY 'U.,........... '-''-'.

distance of4 feet off property
!VIR. GIZZI: Right.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
LARRY SMITH:
MICHAEL MARTIN:
MR GIZZI: I I

It is built with 6 foot 6
of that, and I then I built a
pressure-treated wood on top
that.

I kind ofjust lined it
there are woods

a

backmg up to the Whispering Winds

nouses behind

to

so.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Dtsmantle
DAN MELVILLE: You
MR GIZZI: There is an eX1JlreSSWllV

up -- ifyou look to or
(indicating).

LARRY SMITH: to
Homeowners' Association n ..",np,'h!

MR. GIZZI: 111at is
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. GIZZI: No. It is nnpossiote.
PETERWIDENER:
MR. GIZZI: Right.
PETER WIDENER: In the you
MR. GIZZI:
PETER WIDENER: That
MR. GIZZI:
MARY SPERR:
PETER WIDENER: Because t",PU'f'P

MR. GIZZI: I learned

COMMENTS OR "-'u ..~u

(indicating).

seen

Casandra Circle. I
one that I when I bought my house five
IJIOCKS up to the common area. Ahhough it

is a possibility mat some day a
I need to understand in to me diagram I

JILL RICHARDSON,
MR. RICHARDSON: I

have a diagram of the
years ago. Based on
is grass right at the moment,
walkway will be put in
have how this all fits in.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS. RICHARDSON:
BEVERLY Ul"-U.#ULL.

This is his on Ambush indicatmg),
MS. RICHARDSON:
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Board reviewec

to
the walkwav

without any
side lot lines.

to keep it

muicatmg that there is

':>ll11\."':>, but I don't

ground.

That road
neighbor (indicating), I

"l1n,!PV,~11 the lot,

"""th'..,,,, on the HOA
The best that

permrt him to build

Homeowner's' Association, that
there as to where

people putting things
concern is ifhe -- he kind of

chooses to put up, is
dues to take care of this

ofbeen disregarded
concerned because I do small

sometnmz I to

mdicatmg), which will my shed.
to understand in term."
is lot in relation?

acoress is builds
to handle.

diagram, he is

measured 4

MS. RICHARDSON:
everyone signs off on
sheds should be placed,
where they don't belong
disregarded the whole nrocess
that going to be the same
common area and it should

KEITH O'TOOLE: IfI
property, he would
we can do for this applicant is
inside someone

MS. RICHARDSON:
in terms trucks and
children and occasionally we
concerned about?

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
permission from this UU'HU,

SO right now he
at the 4 feet.

MR GIZZI: Otherwise I have to move it
MS. RICHARDSON: I don't want to

my, you know, Homeowners' Association
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS. RICHARDSON:

understand. I was actually
is supposed to it really

MR GIZZI: I understand
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR GIZZI:

would come all of the
brought him with me. It

LARRY SMITH: Is
MR GIZZI: What
LARRY SMITH:

a stake driven in --
MR. GIZZI: I
DAN MELVILLE:
LARRY SMITH:
l\1R. GIZZI:
LARRY SMITH:
MR GIZZI: The ones into
LARRY SMITH: You know
MR. GIZZI: I know
LARRY SMITH: you measured
MR GIZZI: From those
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

something else, that is another
MS. RICHARDSON:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Yes.
MS. RICHARDSON:
LARRY SMITH:

they put the pins in.
MS. RICHARDSON: the

remember metal stakes,
LARRY SMITH: There are supposed to
KEITH O'TOOLE: On newer "nnCllVll"IOln"
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MS, RICHARDSON: In
LARRY SMITH: your
subdivision, the lots have to
KEITHO'TOOLE:
MS. RICHARDSON:

credit are releasedfor the
exactly where property line is.

single day. They

Joseph Lsi-b-s-r-d-a.

to do with the houses

is a police officer
together.

rsesiaes doing landscaping,

Lot

to look at it

mower.

to

I

because I had a

that.

are

a

JOSEPH LIBARDA,
MR LIBARDA: Jim'sneighbor next
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: What's house number?
MR LIBARDA: 22 Ambush As far as the stakes, Larry (Smith), you knowwho I

am, I believe, I work for far as the stakes, metal I have had a lot to do
with the building ofmyhouse and his The stakes are the if you go back and see
them

LARRYSMITH: You are
MR LIBARDA:
LARRY SMITH: I was "~"-h
MR LIBARDA: I'm

beingbuilt.
As far as the

did a great job.
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MR LIBARDA: The onnosne
MR. GIZZI: The to

that works at night and he couldn't come.
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: He won't comptam?
MR. GIZZI: No. stuff is
PETERWIDENER: Ho\v do
MR GIZZI: Just through
PETERWIDENER: You
:MR. GIZZI: No. As far as U'''''''"''',

I haven't had any trucks back

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare
determination ofno significant envtronmentat impact,
Boardmembers were in favor

as SEQR,made a
seconded the motion. AU

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote
finding of facts were

no condmons, the following

1. No objections

2. impact on neighboring uroperties or commonarea.

Note: A building permit is required.

15, Application ofPaulMiller, nu,,"...,.·
variance to allow existing
be 216" from rear lot line (8'
17Tarrytown Drive Rs l- zone.

Rochester,NewYork for
req.), and existing shed to

at property located at

Paul Miller was to represent

MR. MILLER: I would to apoiogize
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: We
MARY SPERR:
MR. MILLER:
I am here tonight on
out of the previous owner
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because the tree

happen on your

as well.
because the tree was

done, until the day of

tree was taken down

1 -.

combustible structure within 10
square and I have
and 3 foot is okay, I don't

couldmove it, like I said, I
ground.

on

neignnors, it is an old willow tree. He
pool. Right now that tree is

it is At least I

straighten everything out
BEVERLY 'U",,"I...LJJJ"-',-<.

MR. MILLER:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. MILLER: the ciosmg

closing date that there were no permits on
LARRY SMITH: was a permit for a
MR. MILLER: Yes, there was. look at the vanance there was no pool there,

but there is a drawn-in section pool where it was to 12 ifyou look at the
new survey sheet of2001, 13th, is 7 from the property

LARRY SMITH: Your line is pmned?
MR. MILLER: job.
Also, there was -- '83 Cll1"llPV

It is permanently structured. If I could move
have photos taken ifyou would to take a
and it is enclosed and was
built as soon as the pool was built
built in '89, and it just care

The previous owners, as I
the property. They were once on

I don't mind hard on
permits. There is also a that
willnot be done until next
that. That is a job to
permit for the pool be nnanzeo

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
that will hold up a ctosmg

MR. MILLER:
closing. I know it is funny, too,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is stressful enouzn wnnout n:1VUJll!
day ofclosing.

MICHAEL MARTIN: It is lllw'llV" difficult--
MR. MILLER: The regret I on this one is shed. I know it is 2 112 feet -- if

you look at the 2 front and on line -- I know it
is supposed to 4 it is a permanent structure cemented right
in the ground.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: A cemented
MR. MILLER: Post. It is 4 x I
LARRY SMITH: How is that
MR. MILLER: is
LARRY SMITH: 10
MR. MILLER: It is a

would. They have 4 x 45, on each side, cemented
MARY SPERR: Did cut a tree
MR. MILLER: was
MARY SPERR:

there.
MR. MILLER:

took it down I'm told didn't want
rotting and I'm cutting it down to it
can take care of the stump.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
was in the way, they move it

MR. MILLER: I tell
and then the shed. I to

LARRY SMITH: The State
feet of the property line. However,
exempted that from State code. So
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house at all •• that

we just moved in

an electrical inspection
probably have to

replace it on the same site?

is

have a problemwith that
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: it
LARRY SMITH: it is an exempt structure.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: And even 'with replacement,
KEITH O'TOOLE: Ifthey a variance.
LARRY SMITH: Yes.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Larry do you need for your
:MR MILLER: I wish you would take a at it before •• I

and we're cleaningup anymess was left for us to up.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: lot otheadacnes.
PETER WIDENER: I
MR. MILLER: We looked at a

everyone has agreed with, even the So...
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: got a
MR. MILLER: Yep.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: is permits on or ••
LARRY SMITH: He doesn't need a permit on It is under 100 square feet. He

has a back deck on the that is 18 grade so he doesn't need a
permit on that. The only has •• a nernnt pool ••

MR. MILLER: Wen, I heard was not finalized.
LARRY SMITH: The pool

on that, and since it was mstauec
redo an ofthe electrical.

MR. MILLER: We already
LARRY SMITH: You
:MR MILLER: We'll have to pictures, had that

filter for the pool the deck oft: stick your
filter system in there and it at The etectncal svstemis also there, as well. It has
to be totally ripped all over we could not the permit for the
pool.

to renew from '89,

But when we discuss it, this
or shed, ifwe agree to that.
to out with Larry

LARRY SMITH:
then we'll do a final on it.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
Board can issue a variance so
So that is what you're looking
(Smith), that is a separate

COMI'1ENTS OR QUESTIONS FROMTHE rl.Ui;u..;,i

BeverlyGriebelmade a motion to declare
determination ofno significant environmental impact,
motion. All Board memberswere in favor of the monon.

agency as as SEQR., made a
Hendrickson seconded the

DECISION: Unanimously llnt',rO'J"'r1

finding of fact was
a vote 7 no COIl<UtlonIS, the following

1. No impact on nerghoonng nron",,,t,,,e

Beverly ,-,",.V""

neighbors.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. FOLINO: Yes. You wantec
MR. PERRY: Mike
That (indicating) is just the I"011crrlll".fl0tl nrawmz.
PETER WIDENER: Does this
MR. PERRY: Concrete It is a slab.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: How do your about
MR. FOLINO: Well, Jim is Ifyou would like to ask Jim, IS one
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lines.8

somebody had installed, which was

veIJL1cl~~S wouldn't be parked out in my driveway,
to your neighbors?
problemwith it I talked .- the Arbors -- I
He is not .- is in a nursing home now, but the
has with me putting this up. I would

further than that have, That it
this way it behind the trees. The

a rwo-storv
interesting.

I think theywould like it because now
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: But you
MR. FOLINO: don't

am sure you know the Arbors, TIley
one at 48 has no I
like to make an amendment and it
would be even back further than -- you
neighborswon't to about

BEVERLYGRIEBEL: Larry how far can he
LARRY SMITH: 8 It is an structure, He is here basically for the

square footage, not for placement Placement is pretty up to himwhere he wants to put it
BEVERLYGRIEBEL: as it is 8 feet from rear or the sides,
LARRY SMITH: Yes, It is an structure,
MR. FOLINO: So I need is the
LARRYSMITH: You're not tocation.
MICHAELMARTIN: As keep it
RICHARDPERRY: It would
MR. FOLINO: Yes,
MARYSPERR: It is 12
MR. FOLINO: I

(Laughter, )
BEVERLY,-,n,Ll.Ju'L,.....

COMMENTSOR ~JU'''' FROM

neighbor. I live at 50. My
is tall enough, so I won't even

people on the other side

JIM POPOWYCH, 50 Red Bud Road
MR. POPOWYCH:

house faces his house, I no problem.
see it There is pretty enough mature trees around
won't see it either.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Thank
LARRY SMITH: you to Ron
MR. POPOWYCH: No. None.
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:
MR. POPOWYCH:

BeverlyGriebelmade a motion to the Board lead agencyas far as SEQR, made a
determination ofno environmental and Martin seconded the motion.
All Board memberswere ofthe motion.

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote 7
findings were

no COIH1!tlOllS, and the following

L Applicant rl""""nh''''rl to garage car collection.

2. No objections

building permit is reauired.

The meeting ended at 9:12 p.m



CHILI ZONING BOARD
December I

APPEALS
I

meeting of the Chili Zoning L''-'<U U

TOWll Hall, Chili Avenue, Rocnester,
called to order

2001 at the Chili
The meeting was

PRESENT: Michael Martin
meetmg), Peter Widener

ALSO PRESENT: LJ'''''UU", Scmetta, 1',SSI;5tal1t Building Inspector; Keith O'Toole, Assistant
Town.

Chairperson KP'CfPrIV Ul<''''V'''' declared
Board ofAppeals.
table. She announced

Ipu,~lhf constituted meeting ofthe Chili Zoning
mtrouucea the Board and front

I lth. I didn't have

up.

appucation, too.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
problems with Did ani!tJOI(IV

GERRY HENDRICKSON:
PETER \VIDENER:
BEVERLY 'Jol'J.LJUL,L.

PETER \VIDE1\TER:
(Laughter. )

GERRY HENDRICKSON:
DAN MELVILLE: I'll

(Laughter. )

York for
recreational

fn",,'IPr' 17 w estwav ,,","""U c, KOI:.;ne:ster1. Application of John .I'!J1iiWU

variance to park on nropertv
vehicle allowed) at """~nl>"'hl located

John Knapp was nn""'C>lnf

I would be offthe

the winter months where
are on the property at the
oacsvaro and motor home is

nangmg over 011 the grass
wouldn't -- it needs to stay 011 a

tOIlS?

nm the motor home back even with
shed that is in the

a problem,

diagram that goes
purchased a new motor home, considered oversized by the
TIle boat is and marina'd the Thousand Islands

it out water and it

MR. KNAPP:
BEVERLY 'U''''LUILL.

with it. You indicate in the
TOWIl, and you already OW11 the
from April to October.

MRKNAPP:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

you take the motor
same time. When 1'hA''''''''''

tucked next to the garage
I was out 100lKUllg

the front ofthe do
backyard?

MR. KNAPP:
driveway.

BEVERLY 'UH.1L.:.JL......

MR. KNAPP:
area light now.
hard surface.

BEVERLY GRlEBEL:
MRKNAPP:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:



having more

he is trying to

longer, a little

both would be on

too many
them a garage or

it "recreational. "

just the other day I
in the neighbor's If
mmute we're probably

possibility ofadding on to

me on the footage.
allowed one.

obviouslv this is all right with

I understand

mavbe January sometime. Maybe the
ofproperty.

nouser I mean, is

recreationat vehicles are gettmg a

are a

add on to
Because it

do.

MR. KNAPP:
DAN MELVILLE:
MR. KNAPP: The

did move the boat in the neighbor's
there was a big problem, I'm --
only talking about exira footage

DAN MELVILLE:
the property. How much --

MR KNAPP: Well, I
middle ofJanuary. But right

DAN MELVILLE:
MR KNAPP: Yes,
DAN MELVILLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is one recreational vehicle

your neighbor. He doesn't have another vetucle
MR KNAPP: No.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR KNAPP: One problem.
DAN MELVILLE:
RICHARD PERRY: out

What do they consider recreational vehicles?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Counsel? What is an RV?
KEITH O'TOOLE:
RICHARD PERRY:
KEITH O'TOOLE:
RICHARD PERRY:

than one snowmobile on
KEITH O'TOOLE:

28-foot snowmobiles.
a shed.

RICHARD PERRY:
Is it flat --
MRKNAPP:
RICHARD PERRY: -- behind

the --
MR KNAPP: I
RICHARD PERRY:
MR. KNAPP: Past the garage,
RICHARD PERRY: Well, that is v-

MR. KNAPP: In
V'MIS"'" and I guess I'm just --

RICHARD PERRY: I don't

us, the IS

It was behind the
everyone could

Thousand Islands,

I

see I can A.UllUVV

-- back up to

In it is more an p""·e,,,'p
now I it sticking

move

MR KNAPP: I
RICHARD PERRY:
MR KNAPP: Okay.
PETER WIDENER: I

not anymore?
MRKNAPP:
PETER WIDENER:
MR. KNAPP:
PETER WIDENER:
MR. KNAPP: In

garage where
see it.

PETER WIDENER:
This is the second one that you
MR. KNAPP: I have put older
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and years and
become an

period oftime.

nronprtv I saw a truck there on

nrtvewav parked on does that stay there

PETER WIDENER: I see.
MR. KNAPP: I did have two
PETERWIDENER: The older
rvIR. KNAPP: No. That is
along with boat,

emergency.
PETER WIDENER: When I viewed

jacks?
MR. KNAPP: No. It is
PETER WIDENER: The

also?

was no problem,

did

it is for.
before

I brought the
course, I just went and

I did -- I have had two ofthem in
you first noticed it.

understand 15 is there a problem

.rvIR. KNAPP: The
PETER WIDENER: I
rvIR. KNAPP: Yes.
PETER WIDENER:
rvIR. KNAPP: Well--
RICHARD PERRY: He
MR. KNAPP: To tow the car behind,
PETER WIDENER:
MR. KNAPP: I'm 1001cIn)Z,

PETER WIDE~TER:

now there is a problem.
rvIR. KNAPP: I did have two

old one home from
purchased -- the new one is really a
my driveway for approximately two w<;;,#~z>.

PETER WIDENER: I
now?

problem?

I owned the
The same boat.

and second RY.

I am trying to find out.

liquidated that -- or I still
boat from the back ofmy

IS

letter was on -- I two of them
This was the first

rwo-weex period I
up to my

nrootemswith the "''l··rOI"lT motor home?

on
oversized motor home,

follow-up on
I

startmg to

final nonce?
other one was October
have corrected

second motor
Ihousand Islands area.

rvIR. KNAPP: I don't
PETER WIDENER: You never received cuauons
rvIR. KNAPP: Not on the ...L.rl""H

first motor home for ten
Been licensed in my name.

PETER WIDENER:
MR. KNAPP: I That is
PETER WIDENER: \Vho recogmzec
.MR. KNAPP: I don't know.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Did
MR. KNAPP: I

My first letter was on October
one, and did
had two units in
summer cottage.

PETER WIDENER: we considenng
rvIR. Kt'lAPP: I so.
PETER WIDENER:
rvIR. KNAPP: Probably--
PETER WIDENER: Now
MR. KNAPP:
PETER WIDENER:
rvIR. KNAPP: On
PETER WIDENER: Okay.
rvIR. KNAPP: Ye5, a final ltv•.•"'...·,

PETER WIDENER:
MR. KNAPP: November
PETER WIDENER:
MR Kt""'lAPP: I have corrected

own but it is back to
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easily, now. It

boat in my

and no one has

keep an eye on

I have done, so
I don't own the

get bigger and

an place there
is no -- it didn't

I think

I thought it was

provisionswhat

it is kind ofopen.

now. Everybody is

can see it

nrn,h!prn worse,

it worse

it was

house?
But

them,

yard so I can mamtam.....

motor homes are

yard, whichwas not showing
now you have to look at two _L'd _

boat anymore.
PETER WIDENER:
MR KNAPP: I guess that is all
PETER WIDENER: Okay. No
MARY SPERR:

home or any ofyour motor homes?
MR KNAPP: Not as

complainedabout new one. It is a
GERRY HENDRICKSON: I no but I

with -- you have a lot of'frentage the motor home in
take site -- the site is great. can see arounc it
what he is trying to do is, you know,

MR KNAPP: Ifyou by there now, I
neighbor'syard and now it is out for full

GERRY HENDRICKSON:
good there, too, as long as it is covered

MR KNAPP: I thought I would
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Where
MR KNAPP: Alongside ofthe u.'V""''',
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: In the front, or is it beyond
MR KNAPP: It is beyond the setback.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is on
MR KNAPP: On the

is a sore thumb.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR KNAPP: I had it tucked
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

bigger.
M:R. KNAPP: is sort

buyinga little bigger and bigger.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: But when people

they're going to do with them is
MR. KNAPP: I would like to

it.

POinsettia plant.

you don't own

is my personal opinion.

move it back on my own

It sat in my driveway,

a put
rrve-car driveway.

it stored behind the

one next-coer to

year before

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, I wouldn't
MR KNAPP: Okay.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
DANMELVILLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
DANMELVILLE: I

the boat anymore?
MR KNAPP: Yes, I do.
DANMELVILLE: you
MR KNAPP: I moved it to
DANMELVILLE: It is still registered to
M:R. KNAPP:
DANMELVILLE: Willyou put it
M:R. KNAPP: Well,

property and tuck it away
RICHARD PERRY: Where it
MR KNAPP: No. It has

inwith 18 inches ofcrushed stone made
RICHARD PERRY: the

house?
MR. KNAPP: and mavne

It has always sat in my driveway,
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all behind the

a little bit in order to

you

is that correct?

I take it, the swimming

row oftrees there.

JJ·JlUUL motor home?

to

outward towards the street, which

of the garage 110W, but the main

driveway

ifan item like that is stored on the side

;">La 'v,,",u at foot.
E "vvllU,,",. would you find a few that are

of the house? It has
thought what we were really arguing

we ••
house, is all right.

that juts so looks are a little

was a
trees there.
a your

front
"

liULL:'", I'mnot sure what that
to that that might

other side of the house.
is that what you're saying?

.~ you determine that
anvone was present the audience and

curve of the .~ it curves the wrong way.
is not a little grove of trees there to hide

some boards.
is it to extend part of the blacktop?
a little further than it

was

nossinte sotunon might

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I want to ask the
of the house, does it have to be beyond the front setoacxr

KEITH O'TOOLE: Behind the front I understand front setback in this
neighborhood is 60 feet and you're it off the radius as I think to be on the
safe side, you want to keep it behind front wall ofthe house.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That seems to it ~~ not out of sight, but a little bit
more hidden.

KEITH O'TOOLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

front wall ofyour house.
rvIR KNAPP: I it is now. main ofthe house, I believe

it •• it is very, very You would have to •• it would within a few I don't even
think it would even equal a foot, I could look it

DAN MELVILLE: Did could extend
get it back there?

lY1R KNAPP: I might be
DAN MELVILLE:
MR. KNAPP: Maybe I
DAN MELVILLE: It
MR. KNAPP: I thought

to be behind •• it has to set
about this evening is my footage,

DAN MELVILLE: Well, if it is behind the
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: There is a part

deceiving. It is such an open view on corner,
rvIR KNAPP: The front of the coach is a

frame of the house, it's within limits.
PETER WIDENER: Did you ever reCI~IVe a variance on
MR. KNAPP: No,
PETER WIDENER:
MR. KNAPP: I didn't know
PETER WIDENER: Because now as it
rvIR KNAPP: I think ifyou

out of range.
PETER WIDENER:
rvIR KNAPP: I know.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

is the opposite side of the U!lT!lO'P

rvIR KNAPP: Setback
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

dimension is because curve
have to be behind the framed part

rvIR KNAPP: In other WUJlU:'.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Maybe.
would be a possible solution, we

more input from the
It makes your house look open. It is not ~~

anything. That might have helped, too.
lY1R KNAPP: There was until
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You
KEITH O'TOOLE: I nnl1PTd!lnl1
rvIR KNAPP: Yes.
KEITH O'TOOLE: Where would that be?
rvIR KNAPP: shed is behind the garage,
KEITH O'TOOLE: Thank you. Nothing turtner.
DENNIS SCHULMERICH: I that you

pool is gone?
MR. KNAPP: Yes.
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it taken

You do need to get a

people receive the
the shed. You have
care ofthis.

I didn't realize that I

That is why I was here.
I'm sorry. I missed the 4

IS behind the

on

building nermrt, we'll schedule

it,

purchased or

DENNIS SCIBETTA:
off I notice in '99 you received a vanance

MR. KNAPP: Yes.
DENNIS SCIBETTA: Was that
MR KNAPP: Purchased.
DENNIS SCIBETTA: There was no buildmgnennrt

building permit for that.
MR KNAPP: Oh.
DENNIS SCIBETTA: And «

MR KNAPP: it
DENNIS SCIBETTA:
MR KNAPP: Because I came to

needed a building permit, because it was not
DENNIS SCIBETTA: I understand

variances, they think that goes with
already received a variance. Ifyou just

MR KNAPP: Building?
DENNIS SCIBETTA: Yes, down on

garage -- you need to be 8 feet from the garage.
MR KNAPP: No. It is 4 foot. I think I
DENNIS SCIBETTA: Oh.

feet on that.
MR. KNAPP: Okay.
DENNIS SCIBETTA:

an inspection on that and it 'will be
MR KNAPP: Thank

COM1'vffiNTS OR QUESTIONS

-- there is enough stuff in that

This is for what he has there now,

has been there
which is, I believe,

down the street fromat 10Ul",ch,,,.,,,

TO\\cTI to expand
out in the drrvewav

mentioned, it is a very open comer. The
it is covered with a

CAROL CONFER, 10 \NPl;;TU/!I\;

MS. CONFER: Carol Confer, ~-()-n"I-e-r, I
this gentleman,

When we bought our house JU;:>'vlJU Entress. one conditions in the
sale was that nobody put up a clothesline. mcentrves was that there were no
electrical wires overhead, no poles. was underground. And he emphasized that this
was so there wouldn't be visual pouunon, so it ~ould be a tract, and it was.

Gradually things happen, and it is not as upscale as it Several years ago --
I walk past this man's house every day, so I am well aware he has in
driveway.

Several years ago, I him
driveway so that he could move this long RV
In addition to the RV, is a boat
boat is probably only a few feet over onto
green tarp. It is very annarent.

Next to the RV is -- was at
for a considerable period
on his property. So those are fixtures

In addition to that, there are a "!I",pnl
vehicles parked in the I can't nnagme
another 23-foot boat. It is beginning to look like a recreational
pollution in that neighborhood is really gettmg oevono
to me that ifpeople can afford kind
store their equipment and not in a resrdenual neignborhood.

So I really to not
driveway now. We don't

MICHAEL MARTIN:
MS. CONFER: I don't hear very
MICHAEL MARTIN: He is not adding any vehicles.
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it looked to me like it was -- there
-- he had other one there all

permission to long RV that is by

wanted another foot -- there was another
was a mend ofthe familYs.

the RV and boat. He is not getting more.
MS. CONFER: The sign the yard said

39-foot RV parked there all summer, I understand
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: There were two
MS. CONFER:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

the garage. He is asking for annrovar
MICHAEL !v1ARTIN:
MS. COl\TfER: When I saw

was a tan one there and there was a

long as they're all

but he moved one.
Well, that is all I

would you store this

he bas been doing all

wanted to park

summerwas a mend of

cars or trucks,

own a
long one

a licenseplate.

one away and bought another one to

understanding that

dnvewav or is licensed.
pickup truck and older car that I transport

Excursion I think it a larger SUV

summer.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

summer. And we --
DANMELVILLE: Just
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS. CONFER: I understand that.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: as they're

inspected and licensed.
MS. CONFER: I understand that. It was

another RV there.
MICHAELMARTIN: Just one.
RICHARD PERRY: He repraceu one. He

replace it there.
MS. CONFER: It was understanding that the one he had

theirs, that was parked there most summer.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, have two
MS. CONFER: Okay. wants to

have to say then.
PETER WIDENER:
MIt KNAPP: With Jill

mymother in because she is in a wneelcnair,
thing. Everything is licensed --

PETER WIDENER: Tbank
MR KNAPP: -- insured
BEVERLYGRIEBEL:

vehicle?
MR KNAPP: I it a ofbread every day. I
know what I would do. I don't I do like to keep it alongsidemy

property -- or 011 property. I go out and it now then.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I can annreciate that, but not everybody to look at them.
MIt KNAPP: Okay. true. That's true.

BeverlyGriebelmade a to the Board lead agency as as SEQR, made a
determination ofno significant environmental and Hendrickson seconded the
motion. AllBoard memberswere in

DECISION: Approved a vote
following conditions:

to 2 no I iseverrv '-'XX""J"'~ Widener) with the

L to

2. Recreational vemcie to contorm to setback per code.

The following nndmg was

L No change in the cnaracter of the neighborhood.

2. Application ofGerald Hendnckson, owner; Stottle Road, sconsviue, New York
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14546 for variance to create an undersized lot to be .83 acres acres with a lot width
of 125' (275' req.) at located at Road zone.

Gerald Hendrickson abstained this application.

Bob Avery and Gerald Hendrickson were present to represent the appncanon.

Planning and came back as a

Board. I'm Bob Avery with
Mr. Hendrickson, who

right, Gerry

his t$ltl1iPr'l;: a number of
course, at that time we didn't

offollows along

Juncture by purchasing

which
the applicant is increasing what

He any intentions to

new
because once

lot line. Obviously we
it was constructed

been ptantmg

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

as well,

that the parcels had

rezonmg I neueve was done in

lot ZOI1lIDg

RICHARD PERRY: When was
to be 5 acres?

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The
KEITH O'TOOLE: few

or '98, something like that.
RICHARD PERRY: Is
KEITH O'TOOLE: We had some other
MR AVERY: I think it was 2 acres
RICHARD PERRY: or whatever
KEITH O'TOOLE: predates
RICHARD PERRY: I think that answers

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare azencv as far as SEQR, made a
determination ofno significant environmental impact, and the motion. All
Board members were in favor of the motion,

DECISION: Approved by a vote of5 with 1 Hendrickson) and no
conditions. The following finding offact was cited:
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1, Pre-existing, non-conforming

3, Application ofLakeside Rochester, New York 14624,
property owner: COMIDA-BG-LLC; for variance to create a lot with a depth of 125'
(250' req.), variance to erect proposed building to front lot line req.),15'
from rear lot line (60' abutting a street), front parking for 69 vehicles
at property located at 1 Road

Rod Prosser and Herbert Serpa were to renresent appucanon.

fenced area with the

Riberio will be the
oftime working in the
that market for over 20

here with a couple
tough.

It was a little dark today,

Planning and also came back as a

side which of
setback variance for this facility.
\V11at putting up would

around on the RG&E
proposal is is

questiomng gets

was sent to Monroe

rm--
Mr. spent a

partner operating 16 Dunkin' Donuts

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
local matter,

It looks like a creative use a
MR PROSSER: We think so,

of representatives from Dunkin' case
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You never know,
GERRY HENDRICKSON: Did you

(Laughter. )
MR PROSSER: As you a new Dunkin' Donuts

building in front of the RG&E complex, with an upscale food restaurant, on a lot that is
unbuildable unless we get the variances requested, and our major problem, as you can see on the
site plan, is we have three fronts. Park Drive extension was created essentially at the
request and by design from the Town DPW in order to connect the old Air Park Drive and the Air
Park Complex to this new facility and bring it to a traffic which is not shown that is at the
main intersection with Scottsville Road, coming the RG&E complex on Air Park Drive.

Without the as I -- I won't say it is unbuildable. We could put a 5-foot wide
building on there, and that is not to do not useful

We would like an Dunkin' Donuts, as you can see
on the rendering on the upper single-story, something of
dimensions, 60 by 120. We're not sure it exactly on the property, but
we'll keep it at least foot back. the front on Scottsville Road
where normally it would foot.

I have several pictures --
but you can see that adlOlllm~

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. PROSSER:
They're considerably RG&E parking

course, closer, My is we also
And the lot is wide open otherwise,
actually camouflage a lot of the equipment

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
great big wide spools, kind

MR PROSSER: So we feel our proposal is great, and I don't think there was
ever any intention ofcreating a non-buildable lot the owners ofRG&E or the Town, but
essentially they wanted to bring Air Park Drive and, know, that is how this
situation evolved.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You have a reaav-mace customer base.
MR. PROSSER: Well, we ofthought
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Some wauers from RG&E.
MR. PROSSER: RG&E down the road. I'm sure

we'll visiting it quite picking up donuts. number ofDunkin'
Donuts stores going in in the area. The owners are wish to I am sure they will
tell you in other areas of the country, such as Boston, have numerous Dunkin' Donuts stores
in the same area that all do well. are upscale UI;i;:l'fl"JJ. and mean to in the area and we
can use your help in moving in in the

MR, SERPA: Herbert
franchisee ofDunkin' Donuts.
Worcester market where he



on Buffalo Road

They couldn't act
tookmg forward to this.

the traffic light there?
we like, but it has to

was a attraction for this

enthusiastic about the Greater
UUl1K1n' Donuts in

Did they annrove the site plan, or

ofthe business now is drive-thru,a

Dunkin' Donuts
see freestanding

see the operation, you will find
community can proud of We are. Thank:

Our customers

years, very successful, Dunkin' Riberio are
Rochester market We that this market can support
various communities.

We love the area. There are not been involved with
communities throughout the see tremendous growth. Everywhere you
tum in the Rochester market, new people take care oftheir
property. Things are doing well enthusiastic development that is going to
take place here. We do plan to part community, the community. We do get
directly involved 'withsupporting of a variety for kids or Christmas programs
and so on, so that we do plan to be a every community that we're in, and I know
that this piece ofproperty, from a Town a ofproblems regarding variances
and so on, but that road -- we think we can at VIe we can build a nice
building there and provide a for all -- provide them a
breakfast, lunch situation to the needs

We thinkwherever you put a new development, on that road, people next-door
tend to improve their property the same way, I think some areas Scottsville Road need
some improvement, and we hope we'll a plus to area. So I want to thank you.

If'there are any regarding Donuts, how we would
operate and so on, I will glad to answer it.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: You a
MR. SERPA: There is -- a

come in and out or
piece ofland compared to

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
is that pending a couple --

MR PROSSER: I failed to mention
because they need your approval first, but
Both John Cross, John Nowicki and all

BEVERtY GRIEBEL:
MR PROSSER: The

possibly increasing the and I
space there now. We can add sparking

RICHARD PERRY: More parking
MR PROSSER:

(Laughter.) '"
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: to a Dunkin' Donuts

they had a dozen parking spaces there and never had a problem,
PETERWIDENER: I thought was a substation.

(Laughter. )
MR PROSSER: will
DAN MELVILLE: Kind
MR SERPA: Mr. Riberio

in the area on Empire isourevarc,
building. Ifyou have a chance to drop
to it to be a pleasant atmosphere and somethmg

that be 24-hoUI or do

buudmg, as as we

pnmaruy the RG&E
We're trying to, you

PETER WIDENER: Do to
MR. PROSSER: do intend to on

would normally have pedestal-mounted
PETER WIDENER: There are restrictions
MR PROSSER: We know
PETER WIDENER: facade
MR PROSSER: We'll carefully architect

facility, which is drive-it. You know, it is textured,
know, show that this it is on

PETER WIDENER: is I was at
And the other possibility ofyour new a new restaurant,

you have any idea who that be?
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don't have

have directionals

entrance face, Air Park

that much.

I think most ofthe
conflict. Because

we could -- I mean we

two-way (indicating).
dictates the parking -- I mean

variance.
and pulls in, that drive area is

you expect traffic

percent ofthe business, the

anaress number on it. We always

snow --

We don't have any -- you know, it

street numbers in the area.
When you run a it is easier for

open up

.MR. PROSSER: We have no one in mind at
could -- it could it be, you know --

PETER WIDENER: As long as it is not vacant
.MR. PROSSER: It won't be a I can guarantee
MARY SPERR: Is his considered parking
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Yes. IS looking at in regulations because

front parking is only with a We don't want buildingup near the road. It make sense
to have the parking near the road.

MICHAEL MARTIN: Where is
or Scottsville?

MR. PROSSER: Primary entrance would
You know, we do want to
any way you look at it, we'll

MARY SPERR: on right-hand
more than for just On the nsnt-nanc
to come through park the lot --

MR. PROSSER: You
deliverieswill probably
this could only really """1"'1.1'(,1'>

could have three tenants in We don't really know.
MARY SPERR: I only mentioned it as a cautionary

painted on the blacktop, this part world
.MR. PROSSER: os.
MARY SPERR: -- it causes v-

directionals besides what is painted
.MR. PROSSER: We'll have signage
RICHARD PERRY: Don't
DAN MELVILLE: TIlat is on
MARY SPERR: When you propose

ask people to do that It helps people your iocanon,
DAN MELVILLE: are no
MARY SPERR: It is for and

people to find you. Scottsville Road is a pretty
No other questions. I it is a wonderful concent.
MR PROSSER:

"-
KEITH O'TOOLE: Dunkin' Donuts, I understand in other markets

that Dunkin' Donuts is that correct?
MR SERPA: Not we have one under

construction in Penfield. we we extra space so
we're adding 5,000 so we're us. some cases what you might
be referring to is Dunkin' built in combination convenience
stores or with gasoline concepts and so on. Is what you're maybe referring to?

KEITH OTOOLE: I'mmore to see what potential tenants might be in the
other space.

MR SERPA: have doesn't have breakfast. We would
love to have -- in Penfield, for now there is a doctor's a dental clinic that is
looking at the possibility oflocating next to us. We a couple of locations for that. So we
just happen to mention a restaurant. not solicited a restaurant for this space. We think
with all of the business in the area, a restaurant -- develop well there, but right now we
have not inquired about another tenant because we don't know about parking layout or the
size of the building and how it will come out exactly we a few ofthe meetings
here. Basicallyanyone doesn't with breakfast we would seriously
consider them. Also hopefully a not take up a lot ofthe parking for long
periods of time. Our is quick out. We don't want people to go to some
business and stay for two hours it doesn't parking hours.

KEITH O'TOOLE: What are parking hours?
MR. SERPA: 6 a.m, to 9 a.m. Really is

morning times. Obviously IS our menu.
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RICHARD PERRY:
have one sign that
(Laughter. )

be a you could

COl\1MENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare the Board lead aaencv as as SEQR, made a
determination ofno significant environmental and Hendrickson seconded the
motion. All Board members were in

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote
findings of fact were

no COIl(111:lOfLS, and the following

1. A creative use of a "lelltO\ier"

2. Will maintain the irnnroved ofthe area.

4. Application ofCarol O'Connor,
variance to allow existmg garaae
approved) at property located

:SUIllTId1;e Drive, Rochester, New York 14624 for
proposed side lot previously

R~]- 15 zone.

Bob Avery was to renresent

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR AVERY: Madam

here tonight. Mr. Noeth. This concerns two uronerues,
Maybe I better go over

existing property line is a dashed
Do you see that?

parties involved is

You will see the
here (indicating).

The Board indicated they saw that markmg,

You will see

so botched up in the

you know, the fence

O'Connor property, which is
north -- a 6-foot

feet away from the
towaros Sunridge there are

line alteration.

I

I think there was a lot
equrtabte solution, which would be to basically
same area.

square

MR AVERY: What essence we are requesting is a
fairly clearly there that the current lot as it is creates ~~

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Goes shed.
MR AVERY: a shed

the south of the two properties and
encroachment on that, and you will notice
current lot line in the back And, ofcourse,
encroaching situations that are reduced.

You may ask how in the heck this ever My protesstonal opinion is that when
they laid this subdivision some the parties lived in the O'Connor house at that
time ~- and O'Connors aren't the first that -- they thought that these lot lines
pushed through and were common. Do between Lots
and ~~ the only thing I can you know, they thought
that was the division line It wasn't. don't push through by 9 112
feet. And they put the to ~- I'm assuming were to project that out,
you would be pretty close to on Sunridge.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: doesn't always
MR AVERY: That is as to this

first place.
So in any case, we

being way off the lot line.
To that end, the adiacent nrn1,\,pn\}

ofgive and take here until we came
convey two triangular portions containing

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Swap.
MR AVERY: It is a swap.
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Oh'IIOIISIV agreeaote to both parties?
a memorandum ofunderstanding that

to the attorney. Even with the new
still be north of the new lot line. Do you

It would still be over the
memorandum.

ever
that thoroughly. Keith (O'Toole)

current --
you see it today. Fences, sheds, et

But in doing this, still, we to some variances because we're still not going to
quite make it. We're not going to it on the over to Ms. O'Connor's
garage -- it would be 6.4 and the requirement over is 10 (indicating).

She had gone in did a map, that is where you come
up with a 7 1/2 previous.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I remember
MR AVERY: It was based on a map, not a cn'!"'''p,! so was wrong. But

now we have a full instrument a proper property showing, I think, the best
solution to this problem It is a problem. It has on this for a number ofyears, right,
John (Noeth)? This is what we're but we to those variances in order to
make this work.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR AVERY: Yes.

has been worked up by -- in
lot line, you notice the wood
see that? Do you see the wood actually owned
lot line by 3.8 feet even with this new property line,

DAN MELVILLE: Is there movement ""f- j''''~r,~,,'J

MR AVERY: They don't on moving snvthine
DAN MELVILLE: That could a problem some
MR. AVERY: I think it I

can check that out. I'm not sure whether that is
MR NOETH: It is covered everything,

of

amended that to

a

So

mcmce those variances?
printed out on that. My

But I think it was to

Okay. We can add that on.

of knocking down sheds.
a major expense on the

law, the minimum 4 foot variance?
for umpteen

can come to an agreement and

cetera.
MR AVERY: We couldn't the fence out to Sunridge or we

wouldn't be able to have the equal amount ofland, so we to do something with that, too.
That is covered under the legal document and it is not an action ofthis Board, the encroaching
fence, but the main thing is the variances.

Also, of course, I know -- we're only going to
have the 2.3 and the on That should too, I should think, as a variance,

Correct? As well as the garage, the O'Connor shed.
We have 8 feet 8.7 on Noeth but we'll and 2.3 on the

O'Connor shed. And I believe we're 8 on sheds in zone. So it would be just the one
shed that -- as well, as

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR AVERY: I

application said two, if I
cover of the various

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I
that rear setback on O'Connor

MRAVERY:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Improvements,
MARY SPERR: We need to the framed shed?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The shed. O'Connor shed, to have a rear setback

varying from feet to feet.
MR AVERY: This is a situation on one could really -- this is a

situation, and Keith (O'Toole) nrobabrv agree with where could have really gone
into somewhat of a battle ifthe narnes to take care ofthis because this situation has
existed quite a long time. You could question on it, I'm sure. That
could have come up.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MR. AVERY: To reserve

O'Connor --
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:

understanding --
MR AVERY: It is a
MARY SPERR: Do we a promem
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Well, it
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MARY SPERR: We won't a nroblem
KEITH O'TOOLE: No,
MARYSPERR:
RICHARD PERRY: I just think is a

opposite direction.
to reserve instead ofgoing the

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROMTHE C1U.LJLLd'v,-".

BeverlyGriebelmade a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, made a
determinationofno significant and Widener seconded the motion,
All Board memberswere ofthe motion,

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote
finding of fact was

with no conditions, and the following

1, A creative solution to a tong-stanamgproblem..

5. Application ofDonna DiNapoli, owner;
variance to erect an 8' x 8' playhouse to
side lot line (8' req.) at property at

Kocne~ster, New York 14624 for
to be 5 112' from

15 zone.

Donna DiNapoliwas to represent

lost

enough to

said this was the

It is the first time we

nrobaotv would

grandaaugnter now, and she

years to it. I built the
that we started

over

know, I

too

is variance to erect It is "11'''''''''1 erected?

It took me
msvne the end of fall,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
MS, DiNAPOLI:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: It is too

the trees there? Is it on pillars?
MS. DiNAPOLI:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: there pillarsunderneath
MS. DiNAPOLI: There are trees comer and two on
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: that were standing
MS. DiNAPOLI: Well, are two stanomgtrees (indicating). It was built

into that. Instead ofputting pillars or 2 x and so forth, we cut down some ofthe trees,
we had some trees left. We holes one in the comer, so it would
look real natural.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So it is on
MS. DiNAPOLI: Four tree pillars and two reauiar
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Why pick that
MS. DiNAPOLI: It was the only we

build a tree house there and keep it
DANMELVILLE: Obviously
MS. DiNAPOLI:
DANMELVILLE: I couldn't

have had a tree house in
RICHARD PERRY: How old are the children
MS, DiNAPOLI: My youngest is 11. I
RICHARD PERRY: So are

interest in it.
MS. DiNAPOLI: Probably, but I

will be hanging around.
PETER WIDENER: I was

second tree house.
MS. DiNAPOLI:
PETER WIDENER: You tore
MS. DiNAPOLI: I bought the land
PETER WIDENER: Vacant
MS. DiNAPOLI: Vacant lot from

house myself Last
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it is built now is where it was

The original letter didn't say it was

I was a contractor for I was out
is the one that sent me the letter

your house back up -- put up,

II

on IS

to move

lIell" e [>.",-,,,.u.• I was not aware I was doing
something like that. There is only one

to the actual lot not the fence.
concerned about when I saw it was the height of

How do you get in there?

building it. It is on my land. I didn't there was a problem with It is a tree house. We put
it up. We got a letter in the mail TO\w stating that I couldn't have a structure up prior to
having a regular building up, a home. I what a structure I had a floor up at the time. I
started building 2 x 4 walls. They a structure was x This is 8 x 8. So okay, that is not
a structure, butthey said because a main building up -- no problem. A couple
weeks before Christmas, we

During the spring when I building
there. Larry Smith came I introduced myself. He said
originally saying I had to take it down, said as
go ahead and build it up

PETER WIDENER: In same place it is
MS. DiNAPOLI: He stated, "Build it back up
PETER WIDENER: In same _'nA~'!

MS. DiNAPOLI: He
too close or too high.

PETER WIDENER: \\'11at I am
built before?

MS. DiNAPOLI:
anything illegally. I didn't
comer of the tree there that is 2

PETER WIDENER: Another
it. I mean there is a 6-foot empty

MS. DiNAPOLI: Small "'''''"'''''.
PETER WIDENER: What is
MS. DiNAPOLI: Right now, pitch on the roof for

it. It depends how they look at That is why I in case anyone disputed.
I measured. It is e-foor walls, and it is about 6 bottom. There was one comer,
again, on the other side -- it is a natural when we had the dirt brought in to
landscape -- a lot of that was extra because we built a huge hole. It is a 2800 square foot house.
We put it all in the back, but I thought I would cover so I don't have to come down for 2
or 3 inches. It won't necessarily feet. It will where it is now, which is probably 12
112.

were 6 feet high -- the
was no ceiling.

I started building my home
19th.

Larry (Smith) verbally --
-- like I I was the contractor. I
He came Someone came by in

you the letter and asked you to remove
your house completed, put it back up

ifyou want to look at it.
decision made between the Building

determined the tree house built on your
because ofincidental use ofthe

the

citations on the second tree house?
citations as as you that a citation

PETER WIDENER: Have
MS. DiNAPOLI: I didn't recerve

(indicating).
PETER WIDENER: A notation
MS. DiNAPOLI:
PETER WIDE1'<'ER: You recerven
MS. DiNAPOLI: On

It just states, "We're sorry to mt,.,rrn

Inspector and Town legal -- it
house is an illegal accessory. The accessory
main structure."

In other words, because I don't I couldn't put it up.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That is when you just the ptattorm?
MS. DiNAPOLI: A platform. We building 2 x 4s,

framing on it. There was no It wasn't enclosed at that
MARY SPERR: What was date on
MS. DiNAPOLI: was November

in May -- or in February and completed it and we moved
PETER WIDENER: After you moved in, that is
MS. DiNAPOLI: During when I was

was there on premises to oversee some of the building.
a pickup truck. He "Are you

I said, "Yes. H
He said, Hili I'm

your tree house originally. !!
again. II
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Do

it looks as though

was notnmg -- question about

what

wouldn't be
didn't looks of it, I
-- I would put siding up,

didn't want the siding. Fine. No
would want I guess. But that

the

anotner notification to tear it down,
it -- they're it is over

over to their home and
looking into the yard. That's one ofthe
the is but -- I mean,

Most of the time they aren't
always wanted. We
but tins something that

looking at it, explained, and I explained at
didn't want my children looking into her yard
fence.

or anything
want to do. not want siding on We
it as natural as we Originally of the

trees we lost that we had to chop down
llV""''''. We were going to it. We have not

decision. We were to paint it like
I want it sticking out.

to buy a ofland, build a

And l'm quoting. I mean there was no -- at that
where it was located or or anvthmz

PETERWIDENER:
MS. DiNAPOLI: Now

12 feet, which I don't understand.
PETER WIDENER: It did look
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That would
MS. DiNAPOLI: It is a hill, but the hill is built up, so...
MARY SPERR: your application were complaining about it.

you still have a neighbor complaining?
MS. DiNAPOLI: I had one that not

the time when we were building the first one --
is what she told me. Since then she a

I explained at the I not put \VltHI0WS

looking into her yard so forth. I at
had extra siding I had gotten
paint, whatever you would like so it wouldn't
problem Whatever it would to
was the main concern.

PETER WIDENER:
it was a little higher than 6

MS. DiNAPOLI: It
PETER WIDENER:
MS. DiNAPOLI: do whatever

were going to paint it -- we were
framing around the bottom, we had
and we nailed it all. You couldn't
done anything further on it because
the gray browns so it is all natural,
But I paid $40,000 for a of land. We
house and now I can't build a tree house?

PETER WIDENER: You have a
MS. DiNAPOLI: Thank
MICHAEL MARTIN: is it
MS. DiNAPOLI: The trees are -- it is not as obvious, can still see it

"-BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The trees are so the would near the top.
MS. DiNAPOLI: are still small trees around I a around the base ofit I

have trees all -- you see it too the street because the whole side that is
front of it, that is all I kept as trees as We some because they
were rotted, but most ofit -- all ofthe trees I tried to

GERRY HENDRICKSON: they
MS. DiNAPOLI: have a lot ofgrandchildren

use their pool, I was told that they didn't want
reasons I guess they wanted to put the
we're -- we don't bother our neignbors.
even playing in the backyard. You know,
had a small one at our other one
they really wanted to have.

GERRY HENDRICKSON:
MS. DiNAPOLI: Well, it is

sleep out overnight In fact, that is one
little shutters we wanted to but we n"""n·T

waiting for the decision. Just the
with whatever ordinance I have to, because

PETER WIDENER: Is there a
KEITH O'TOOLE: is a 12 max on accessory
PETER WIDENER: 12 foot. OUfnotes it at 13
KEITH O'TOOLE: a and a half out ofcompliance.
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I tnougnt that is what was requested, but it was not

we were building the house,
we were building it.

depending
houses, if I remember right, but you

PETER WIDENER: In height"
RICHARD PERRY: Wait a mmute.

necessarily 13 tall.
MS, DiNAPOLI: That is not It depends on how you -- I guess

how you want to look at I is the one comer of'it, because it is
sitting diagonally -- it is not parallel with the lot line is the one comer, the back
comer is I think -- I believe it is feet too close to the lot line, but there is enough
feet -- the fence is over maybe 3 It is on the outline, I think, the map outline, You can see
that back fence comer, the back comer it is like 2.8 feet, so you add that to the other -- I
think it is 6 1/2 feet, I I thought it was supposed to only 5 I got this here -- you
know, I remembered when we were to place the house, I thought it had to be 15 feet in
between -- 5 feet from the lot now it is 8 I never heard that
before,

DAN MELVILLE:
BEVERLY GRIEBEL:
DAN MELVILLE: It

can up to 5 feet from
MS. DiNAPOLI: is what I thought I

because I was trying to figure out to

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:

aWealready sent
are better, taken with a

BEVERLY RICKARD - Toni
MS. RICKARD: Beverly Rickard, had this eyesore that

looked like Shanty Town when they put can see -- I wish
somebody would come our backyard to see it looks like. They're within -- our fence is 2
feet in on our property because ofthe tree situation, want to the trees, so we put
the new fence up to protect the pool we the woods all left, and -- so she is
saying that the fence was put up they moved It The has been there to
protect the pool, which we have to have, This sets so it is above our fence, the whole thing is
above it You should come in our We spend all our time in the back ofthe house. We
have a room in the back that we spend our time I don't object to kids, I have six
grandchildren. You know, are a lot. I mind that a lot I don't mind her kids,
They have been fine. It is just I she is encroaching on our land, too.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I do husband that was sent in with a
picture, I think the Board has seen

MS. RICKARD: He said was
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: A
MS. RICKARD: That is not

the pictures in. He,
regular camera.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I didn't see those. know if they are on file. I guess Steve
(Hendershott) didn't get them over, Well, we this one that really shows it.

Your husband has some details -- I known about the request for a variance prior to
the structure being built, I would have objected to it being too close to my lot line and it could
have been erected on their lot now I must either accept the place -- structure
as it stands or oppose it and create a situation. I I will just try to ignore its presence.
Enclosed is a view ofthe play Hoping it no more visible to color change than it is
now."

And I thinkwhat he is is that -- when I talked to himwhen I was out there, he was
mowing the lawn in December -- was doesn't want any vibrant coloring.
He wants something that will blend in with the woods, a dark natural color, brownish, grayish,
something other than white siding on structure,

MS. RICKARD: We of it siding on It was really pretty
gross,

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: is the natural
MS. RICKARD: I don't want to object to

lived there since you know, it is
You know, we have
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BEVERLY GRIEBEL: But you want it to blend as much as you can.
MS. RICKARD: Right
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: I guess approve this, this now, we would--
MS. RICKARD: We didn't object to windows looking over the yard either. You

know, the kids they -- they wanted to watch what grandchildren are doing in the swimming
pool. I don't care. As she that is not the reason we objected to it.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: So ifit color it is, that willbe the least objectionable to
you. Some natural coloration ofthis type.

MS. DiNAPOLI: Which is what I planned to do.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Ifwe approve this, we might specify it to be a natural earthtone --
MS. DiNAPOLI: For the record, there has never been on the house.
MS. RICKARD: Yes, there has been. I have pictures
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Ma'am, please don't.
MS. RICKARD: Can I ask another question?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Yes. Can you stand so we can hear you?
MS. RICKARD: Isn't it supposed to be 10 feet from your house to the lot line?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: That varies from subdivision to subdivision.
MS. RICKARD: Well, the old subdivision ofToni Terrace was 10 feet
DAN MELVILLE: In Wellington it is 5.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: They cut it down because there is common property to make up

for some of the differences. It changes from subdivision to SUOOlVISIOll.

MS. RICKARD: I just want it noted that your fence is in on our property. It is 2 feet
in the back there because we didn't want to to do anything to the trees. Ifwe put nails into
the trees, it could have hurt them.

BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Okay.
Now this -- Mrs. DiNapoli, this is -- the measurement from the or your lot line?
MS. DiNAPOLI: Which measurement?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The--
MS. DiNAPOLI: I don't -.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: The request is 5 feet the side line. Now, that 5 1/2 is

from •• from your lot line or from the fence?
MS. DiNAPOLI: I don't understand. What do you mean 5 1/2 feet?
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: What this lady is saying is fence is inside her lot line.
DAN MELVILLE: When you measured, did you measure from the fence ••
MS. DiNAPOLI: From her pin to the comer ofthe ofthe back pole, it is 6/12, I

believe. '
DAN MELVILLE: You measured from the
MS. DiNAPOLI: From the pin.
DAN MELVILLE: That is the lot line.
BEVERLY GRIEBEL: Okay, thank you.

Beverly Griebel made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, made a
determination ofno significant environmental impact, and Mary Sperr seconded the motion. All
Board members were in favor ofthe motion.

J C1 j

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote 6 following condition:

1. Tree house color to remain neutral

The following finding of fact was

brown, dark green).

1. No change in the character of the neighborhood.

The meeting ended at 8: p.m,




